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In Grateful Memory of Jacob Halivy, who shaped us all, 
and for Eldon Smith who supplied him with much of the 

necessary dynamite with which to do so 



'One of the things a school should.and musr do --

and it fails completely if it doesn't achieve that end
-- is to develop the courage of its pupils. By this I

don't mean courage in fighting and killing. Instead,

I mean courage in controlling passions and

emotionsl as is stated in Proverbs, 'He who can

control his anger is a mighty person, is a hero'. And

that courage -- and this is surely its greatest test --

is also the courage to withstand failure, and not to

lose heart. You boys should not expect success in

every stage of your lives -- it is impossible. You

will inevitably face disappointments and failures.

But never lose heart. Life requires courage.'

Jacob Halivy, Speech Day address, 5 June 1966



Foreword
This is the story of a remarkable man and the institution he founded. For a
quarter of a century I sat at his side and learned from him, so I,m proud to say I
had an astonishing education. Enormous suengths were combined with a sense of
adventure and fun which he knew he had to restain (for many reasons). He had
to take innumerable important decisions, and he knew that some of these were
wrong. He knew he was human, and that sometimes, in the eyes of a few, he was
definitely at fault and that they might be right. Like oliver cromwell he knew he
had warts. Yet he would surely have wanted to be painted 'warts and all'. This is
what Eric Shanes has managed to achieve in Jake's Legacy. In the final analysis
more than 1500 members of the institution Jacob Hal6vy established - very many
of whom have climbed to the tops of life's ladders - will read this volume with
great delight, and agree that Jake was 'larger than life'.

Eldon Smith
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Pr{ou
"If you want to get some knowledge,

Jake Hal6vy has a college

And he'll sell you some wholesale....

Ifyou want an education,

Jake Hal6vy's my relation,

I can get it for you wholesale...."

Whitringehame College Ditty, circa 1938

"Thish time I exshpel you!

Nexsht time I fine you five pounds!".

I acob H aliay (apocryphal)

Once there was a school....

In fact there were at least seven whittingehame colleges, as the institution

changed and developed in response to differing needs and pressures in the great

world beyond. Yet several figures played crucial roles in some or all of those
uansformations, and two of them (ilI. l) hold most of our story together: the
Headmaster, Jacob (or Jake') Hal6vg and the Assistant Head Master, Frederick
Eldon Smith. The laner only joined the school in 1942 when it had already been
in existence for some eleven years, but Jake was its founding and guiding spirit, so
it seems logical to begin the history of rVhittingehame College with him.

I D





The Ear& Ears 
Jacob Halevy was born in the Rishon le-Zion settlement in Palestine on 3 August 

1898, the third son of Isiah and Shulamith Halevy; he would be joined by a sister 

in 1906. Isiah and Shulamith (nee Roklin) had fled fkom Russia some thirty years 

earlier and were members of the Bilu movement which took its name from the 

Hebrew initials in the biblical injunction 'Beth Jacob Lachu Venelcha' ('0 House 

of Jacob, come let us go!'). The Bilu were very socialistic; property was shared and 

nothing in Rishon le-Zion was ever locked away. Jake was proud of having been 

the thirty-second child to have been born in the settlement whose name means 

'First to Zion', as it was the first village in Palestine to have been built by pioneers 

from outside the country. (Another of its claims to fame was that it was in Rishon 

le-Zion that a Romanian folk-song melody was arranged by Samuel Cohen to 

accompany words by N.H. Imber and form the the anthem Hatikvah; perhaps that 

local identification later added to Jake's Zionist love of the song.) 

3 Jake's father, Isiah Levine Halevy at the Rishon le-Zion school in 1897; he is the leftmost 
of the three adults in the front row (photo: the Rishon le-Zion Museum, Israel). 



Jake's paternal family name had originally been Levine, and Isiah Levine Halevy 

(ill. 2) was briefly a teacher in the settlement school, as well as a Hebrew scholar 

who contributed greatly to the rebirth of the language. It does not seem entirely 

coincidental that Jake would eventually become an educator, just like his father. 

He would also name his firstborn after his parent, from whom he later 

learned Russian. 

The future founder of Whittingehame College always remembered his early 

years in Rishon le-Zion as having been especially carefree, although those 

memories may have been fantasies, for according to his own later testimony, Jake 

left Rishon le-Zion at the tender age of two when his parents decided to give 

Europe another chance, taking their sons with them as they 'wandered about 

Poland and Russia'. In 1905 Jake witnessed the great Warsaw Pogrom, and even 

'put some stones under [his] pillow for protection'. By 19 10 his parents had finally 

given up on Europe and resettled in Tel-Aviv where they sent Jake to the Herzliya 

Gymnasium. There the youth gained a good working knowledge of English, even 

though Palestine was still part of the Turkish empire (it would only be mandated 

tc Britain in 19 19). It was also in Tel Aviv that he gained his first taste of teaching, 

for he gave maths tutoring to Avner Chelouche (whose father, Yosef Eliahu 

Chelouche, had built the Herzliya Gymnasium and was one of the early 

developers of the city); in return, Chelouche coached Jake in athletics and boxing. 

Chelouche's grandson, Hoshael Levy, would attend Whittingehame College 

between 1956 and 1959. 

When the First World War started the Halevys were placed in a quandary. As 

Jake recalled in 1963: 

... the Turks forced all Jewish aliens to leave the country or become 

naturalised. Some 10,000 Jews left the country, but my parents 

decided to become Turkish citizens. Consequently we had to go and 

fight for Turkey. About fifty of us were told to go to Constantinople 

although we were only seventeen, but we didn't want to fight Britain, 

because we felt she had always been a friend to the Jews. On the train 

into Keren we asked permission to go and fetch some water as 

there were no supplies on the Turkish train, and by 'accident' 

we forgot to go back .... For several months I hid in a German 

colony near Jaffa, but the Turks finally arrested me as a spy. 

However, for some reason or another I was released after only 

twenty-four hours. I then decided to form a Jewish regiment in time 

for the British arrival .... I was one of the founders of the Jewish 

Regiment which was already formed by the time the British came [in 



Th &rb Ears 

19 161. .. .Ben-Gurion had to jump to attention to me, because in the 

Jewish Regiment [the 40th Battalion of the King's Royal Fusiliers, 

known affectionately as 'The Jordan Highlanders'], of which he was 

an unpaid lance corporal temporarily, I held a very high military rank 

-- sergeant. Eventually he lost his stripe so I had to be addressed as 

"Yes, Serge"! Yitzhak Ben-Zvi and Levi Eshkol were both privates. 

[from Vox Populi, Tenth 

Anniversary Issue, 19631 

Jake lied about his age in order to join the British army, but because of his 

linguistic skills he was soon accorded the rank of Sergeant-Interpreter. Naturally, 

being an affable type Jake soon became friendly with some of the British officers, 

one of whom was Major James ('Jemmy') Rothschild who had hel'ped 

create the Palestinian Jewish battalion in 1918 (Jake's memories of events and 

dates in the 1963 reminiscence were clearly erroneous). Many years later James 

Rothschild would appear as the Guest of Honour at Whittingehame College 

Speech Days. 

On 3 September 1920 Jacob Halkvy married Esther Goralsky. Born in Lodz, 

Poland on 4 December 1898, Esther was the daughter of a furniture manufacturer 

who had emigrated with his family to Palestine in 1906. She was regarded as an 

outstanding beauty when young, and such claims are certainly supported by an 

early photo (ill. 4). It is rurnoured that one of her early boyfriends was Moshe 

4 Esther Halivy, photo taken in the early 1920s? 



Sharett (or Moshe Shertok, as he then was). Very probably she brought a 

substantial dowry to the marriage, and this money may well have been 

instrumental in later helping Whittingehame College get started. Jake and Esther 

had met at the Herzliya Gymnasium. Their marriage was solernnised by the 

Community Council in Tel Aviv, with Jake marrying under his father's original 

surname of Levine. The first offspring of the marriage was Isiah (or Shi), who was 

born in 1921, with a daughter, Ruth, following in 1929, and a second son, 

Balfour, in 1933. 

After the war a number of Shunck Research Scholarships to study in the 

United Kingdom became available for ex-servicemen, and Jake was awarded one 

of them. By means of it, he obtained a place to study Chemistry at the University 

of Manchester where the Reader in Biochemistry was none other than Dr Chaim ' 

Weizmann (i11.5), with whom he naturally became kiendly. It seems possible that 

Jake and Esther honeymooned on the boat that took them to England, but 

certainly they had arrived there by mid-1921 when Jake testified to meeting Albert 

Einstein in Manchester (see below). According to the obituary of Jake by Arthur 

5 Dr Chaim Weizmann at the University of Manchester in 1913 
(photo: Weizmann Archive, Rehovot, Israel). 



The herb Ears 

Adler that appeared in the Jewish Telegraph on 29 January 1993, the Halevys had 

arrived 'erev Pesach', and although Adler did not specify the year, it had to have 

been 1921, given the couple were married in Tel Aviv in September 1920. (It 

hardly seems likely that they had previously travelled to England in an unmarried 

state, and then returned to Palestine to get married.) Because they had nowhere 

to stay, Adler's parents, Mr and Mrs Nahum Isaac Adler, somehow put them up 

until finding them a house to rent in Elizabeth Street, Manchester. 

As touched upon above, the great German physicist, Albert Einstein, visited 

England in 1921, a date that equally helps establish the year in which Jake and 

Esther Halevy had arrived in the country. Einstein landed in Liverpool on 8 June 

1921, and later that day travelled to Manchester where he addressed a Jewish 

students association, urging support for the Hebrew University in Jerusalem. The 

German physicist was then awarded an honorary degree by the University of 

Manchester before giving the prestigious Adamson Lecture in his native tongue. 

Jake clearly attended both the Zionist meeting and the physics lecture, as his later 

testimony demonstrates: 

... no other university in the country was willing to take Einstein 

in the immediate aftermath of the First World War because he 

was German. No one dared to try and translate [his] lecture, 

because ... at that time relativity [theory] was comparatively unknown. 

He spoke to us about the fact that he felt a Jew; and made a 

wonderfully modest impression. 

[from V03t Populi, Tenth 

Anniversary Issue, 19631 

Not long after the arrival of the Halevys in Manchester Arthur Adler's 

father arranged 

... for nake] to give Hebrew lessons to my two younger brothers and 

sisters, also the two Gadian girls, Elsie and her sister, plus some of 

the children of his friends. They all did very well, for Jakov was a 

brilliant teacher. He had that gift of imparting knowledge. The Ivriah 

School Hebrew classes held in the Jews' School in Derby Street ... 
were having problems with teachers, and Jake was asked whether he 

would take those classes over. He did so with his wife Esther and 

another newish-Palestinian] couple; [they] became a great success. 



The reason for that success was quite simple: as The Jewish Observer and Middle 

Eastern Review commented in December, 1967, the co-educational evening school 

in Manchester, Ha'Ivri, that Nahum Isaac Adler had founded and which Jake 

joined as a teacher in 1921, 'was the first [school] in the country where, outside 

the Sephardi community, prayers, the Bible, Mishnah and Hebrew were taught in 

"Modern Hebrew" pronunciation'. Such a pioneering study of modern Hebrew 

and the use of Sephardic pronunciation (Ivrit), at a time when the new rendition 

of the language was only just beginning to supplant the traditional, biblical 

version, proved highly popular amongst the many progressive Jewish families in 

Manchester. Soon no less than 150 pupils attended the Ha'Ivri school, mainly 

through Jake's success at boosting the numbers. One of the staff members was the 

father of Jonathan Bolchover, who would attend Whittingehame College between 

1949 and 1956. Jake also privately tutored boys through their barmitzvahs, as well 

as giving private lessons in maths and chemistry. Before long he had developed an 

important and financially well-established clientele who served to spread the news 

of his fruitful efforts even more widely. 

Jake graduated with his M.Sc. in Chemistry from the University of Manchester 

in December 1925. Following his graduation he went on teaching at the Ha'Zvri 

school but by the middle of 1928 he was obviously in two minds about which 

direction to take: research into chemistry, or schoolteaching. In any event he 

needed to break with the Ha'Ivri school, which he did amicably. A farewell 

meeting was mounted by the school in his honour in the Large Banqueting Hall 

of the prestigious Midland Hotel in Manchester on Sunday 17 June 1928. This 

meeting was chaired by Dr E. Ratner, and among the speakers were the President 

of the Ha'lvri school, Abram Gadian, the past President of the Hador-Hazair 

Society, Eli Lieberman, and the Chairman of the Zionist Central Council, S.M. 

Kropman. As well as presentations being made by the pupils of the Ha'lvri school, 

by the University Jewish Students Society, and by the University Zionist Society, 

the boys and girls of the school mounted a three-act biblical play entitled David. 

It must have greatly appealed to Jake, for he would frequently put on similar plays 

at Whittingehame College, as we shall see. Quite naturally the meeting ended with 

a massed rendition of Hatikvah. 

According to the 1963 lrox Populi interview, Jake conducted some research into 

jurisprudence during the following period, in which he also appears to have 

studied chemistry at postgraduate level for about two years. He even 'discussed the 

idea of doing some research on the Dead Sea with Professor Ford of Jerusalem 

University' but it all came to nothing, despite the fact that he seems to have 

received a job-offer from that institution. Instead, the educative work that he had 

earlier embarked upon in order to subsidise his studies in Manchester now took 

over his life. 



f i e  fir& Ears 

Because of his former success at the Ha'Zvri school, in 1931 

some prominent supporters suggested that Jake should start a Jewish day school 

of his own. This appeal fell on fertile ears for, we are told, 

... stimulated by the success of the evening school in Manchester, he 

felt that there was a need for a Jewish residential school on the lines 

of the English Public School system, where the normal curriculum 

leading to University entrance qualification would include the 

teaching and practice of Jewish tradition, Jewish History, the Bible, 

extracts from the Talmud, modern Hebrew and its literature, both 

medieval and modern. He discussed this idea with Professor 

Brodetsky and, on his advice, with Dr Weizmann, and both were 

enthusiastic. 

[From the The Jewish Observer and Middle Eastern Review, 

15 December, 19671 

Chaim Weizmann will need no introduction to the readers of this book but 

Professor Brodetsky is perhaps less well-known today, although he is an equally 

crucial indicator of the exalted intellectual circles in which Jake was moving at the 

end of the 1920s. Zelig Brodetsky (1888-1954) was the Professor of Applied 

Mathematics at the University of Leeds and one of the world's leading 

mathematicians (ills. 6, 9). Moreover, he was also highly active in Zionist circles, 

and would later become a member of the Executive Councils of both the World 

Zionist Organisation and the Jewish Agency for Palestine which, possibly because 

of his lingering influence, would support Whittingehame College in its dying days, 

as we shall see. Additionally, Brodetsky became the President of both the Hebrew 

University in Jerusalem, and of the Board of Deputies of British Jews. His early 

support for Whittingehame College must have been enormously influential in 

lending the institution a high intellectual status, as well as attracting pupils to the 

school, to which he sent his own son, Paul, in 193 1. 

Although both Chaim Weizmann and Zelig Brodetsky were based in the north 

of England, it was suggested that the proposed new school should be created not 

in Manchester or Leeds but in the southern coast conurbation of Brighton and 

Hove. This choice of location was unsurprising, for by 1931 that locale had quite 

clearly become one of the main centres of Jewish private education in Britain. Two 

potential rivals to Whittingehame College were already well-established there: 

Aryeh House School, located on the Upper Drive, Hove, which claimed to be 

'England's Foremost Jewish Boarding School for Boys & Girls'; and Lansdowne 

College, which occupied premises at 72 Wilbury Road, Hove. (Sam Wine, who 



The Em-4 Ears 

6 Prof. Zelig Brodetsky (photo: University Archives, 
University of Leeds). 

attended Whittingehame College between 1931 and 1937, had previously been a 

pupil at Lansdowne College and remembers it as very mediocre.) Moreover, there 

were also two Jewish girls' schools in Brighton and Hove: Mansfield College, a 

boarding institution situated at 47 Cromwell Road, Brighton, which had been 

founded in 1894; and Southdown College, which was sited at 69 Brunswick Place, 

Brighton. Additionally, located nearby at Cuckfield, Sussex, was Macaulay House 

College, a co-educational Jewish school that had been established in 1920. 

(Gerald Fine, who briefly studied there before going on to Whittingehame 

between 193 1 and 1934 -- when he became its very first School Captain or Head 

Boy -- remembers Macaulay House as a very dull place, especially in comparison 

with Jake's creation.) Naturally it was felt that sea-air would prove highly beneficial 

to any likely pupils of Whittingehame College, while the proximity of both 

Brighton and Hove to London -- with its even larger and richer Jewish community 

-- would appear more attractive to prospective parents than, say, smoky, industrial 

Manchester as a site for a new boarding school. 

Accordingly, in September 1931 Jake founded Whittingehame College in a 

house at 62, The Drive, Hove. He may have been given financial support -- in the 

form of money, subsidy or just bank guarantees -- by a group of admirers that 



included Montague Burton of the clothing chain Burton's Tailoring; Israel Sieff of 

Marks and Spencer; and Oscar Deutsch who was the founder of the nationwide 

Odeon chain of cinemas and whose son, Ronnie, would later become a pupil and 

School Captain at Whittingehame (as a result of that parental input, for many 

years Whittingehamians were supplied with free passes for the Odeon Cinema 

in Brighton). 

The name of the school derived from the birthplace and ancestral seat of Earl 

Balfour of Whittingehame in Whittingehame, East Lothian, Scotland. As A.J. 

Balfour, Lord Balfour had written to Lord Rothschild on 2 November 19 17 on 

behalf of the Lloyd George administration stating that the government viewed 

'...with favour the establishment in Palestine of a National Home for the Jewish 

People'. Naturally, Jake chose the name for that reason but equally because 

... it drew inspiration from [Balfour's] evaluation of the positive type 

of a Jew. When he saw Weinann in 19 15 a short while after seeing 

an Anglo-Jewish leader who came to plead on behalf of Rumanian 

Jews, Balfour exclaimed: "What a difference between you and him! 

You do not beg, you speak as a statesman of a powerful 

moral government". 

[From the The Jewish Observer and Middle Eastern Review, 

15 December, 19671 

Clearly, Jake wanted the pupils of Whittingehame College to be turned out as just 

such mature, balanced statesmen, rather than as stereotypically pleading, whining 

Jews. And additionally, Jake may pragmatically have chosen the name of the new 

school in an attempt to involve the Balfour family in the life of the new institution. 

(However, in this ambition he failed, for Lord Balfour was not at all an ardent 

Zionist -- when he drew up his 1917 declaration he was simply playing an 

imperialist political card, and in any event the Balfours did not involve themselves 

in the life of Whittingehame College.) 

Jake adopted as the school motto the tag: 'Lignum vitae est his qui 

apprehenderint eam' which is the Latin Vulgate translation of the Biblical verse 

'Etz chayim hi lamachasikirn bo', meaning 'It is a tree of life for those that grasp 

it'. He also designed a school badge (ill. 2) which he often explained as follows to 

new boys such as Robert Cramer (who attended Whittingehame between 1933 

and 1935): 

At the top is the palm tree to which the Righteous are likened and the 

health-giving Copper snake; at the bottom are Israel's landscape with 

the Scales of Justice, the Dove of Peace, the five stars representing 

the Books of Moses, and the Rising Sun of Hope, standing for the 

Zionist aspirations of the Jewish people. 



The Early Ears 

According to a later account, the overriding aim of Whittingehame College was 

to inculcate its pupils with 

... the ethical values of Judaism with its three main tenets: absolute 

monotheism, the centrality of Zion in Jewish tradition and liturgy, 

and the unity of the Jewish people. These concepts permeated the 

school and were emphasised in talks after daily, Sabbath and festival 

services in the Synagogue, and in general discussions in the Literary 

and Debating Socie ty.... But the strengthening of the Jewish 

consciousness did not create a sense of segregation; on the contrary, 

the Jewish student equipped with knowledge of his people's culture 

and history suffers less from a sense of inferiority and mingles more, 

and with less inhibition, with his Gentile friends. The products of 

this school were a vindication of this. 

[From the The Jewish Observer and Middle Eastern Review 15 

December, 19671 

Jake had been a confirmed Zionist from his earliest days, and he participated in 

Zionist affairs even in the 1930s; among the surviving school papers is a postcard 

from Berne, Switzerland, where he attended a Zionist congress in 1937. He did 

not regard Palestine as a place in which all of the world's Jews should eventually 

settle; rather, he saw it as a place of rescue, which it decidedly became in the 1930s 

and '40s. Eventually Jake's Zionism would propel him into becoming a Vice- 

President of the Zionist Federation in 1947 and its Chairman in 1950, a post he 

would hold for two years and again for four years after 1961. Additionally he 

became a member of the European Executive of the World Confederation of 

United Zionists; a Chairman of the British section of the World Jewish Congress, 

for which he would tour Sweden, Norway and Finland in 1952 and Australia, 

Malaysia, India and Iran in 1957; a founder and Vice-Chairman of the University 

Zionist Federation; and an Honorary President of the Brighton and Hove Zionist 

Society. Other posts would eventually include the Chairmanship of the Editorial 

Board of the Jewish Observer and Middle East Review; a Chairmanship of the 

European executive of Shnat Sherut, or Year of Service in Israel; an executive 

directorship of the cultural department of the World Jewish Congress in London; 

and a Chairmanship of the Society for Refugees. He would also become an active 

member of the Board of Deputies of British Jews. 

Because of Jake's commitment to Zionism the concept of the founding of a 

state of Israel was always central to Whittingehame College. However, an equal 

assumption of the institution was that it would be both Zionist and assirnilationist 

-- that the Jews whose hearts and minds it formed should no longer be a 'ghetto 



people' but that they would be encouraged to look westwards, rather than remain 

intellectually and socially ensconced within a basically East European shtetl or 

small-town mentality. Already in Britain the wealthiest Jews, such as the 

Rothschilds and the Sassoons, sent their sons to top schools like Eton, Harrow 

and Clifton, and Jake's initial dream was that Whittingehame College would 

become a kind of Jewish Eton, in equal parts religious, Zionist and British. In 

furtherance of the latter aspiration Jake would often send telegrams on Royal 

birthdays and State occasions to Buckingham Palace and other imperial 

residences proffering 'the loyalty of Whittingehame College' and 'Greetings to His 

Majesty on the occasion of ...' some particular event; on the other hand -- as Eldon 

Smith can testify -- he only knew a few of the words of the National Anthem, and 

would usually just repeat its first line endlessly when it was played. His knowledge 

of British history was also decidedly patchy, as was his intimacy with English 

literature, especially that of Shakespeare. But ambition was no less important than 

attainment to Jacob Halevy, and he certainly succeeded in creating a healthy 

balance between the Jewish, Zionist emphasis of the school, and its assimilationist, 

British tendency, at least initially. 





Two 

?VZittinge/zame College 
O n  Friday 10 July 193 1 the following advertisement appeared on page 42 of the 

Jewish Chronicle: 

WHITTINGEHAME COLLEGE 

BOARDING SCHOOL FOR BOYS (AGES 6 TO 18) 

62,  THE DRIVE, HOVE, BRIGHTON, IN THE FINEST 

POSITION OF HOVE NEAR SEA AND DOWNS 

Principal: J. Halevy, Esq., M.Sc. (Assisted by a Staff of fully 

Qualified University Graduates). 

Preparation for the Universities, Public Schools and all Professional 

Examinations to Higher Certificate Standard. Classical, Science and 

Commercial Sides. French, German, Hebrew, Spanish and Latin 

taught by the Synthetic Method. A systematic Jewish Education in a 

Jewish annosphere. Modern Pedagogical Methods of Instruction 

applied. Sports: Association Football, Cricket, Tennis and 

Swimming. Swedish Drill. Scholarships Value L30-L40 tenable at 

the College are awarded annually. External University Examiners. 

Next term commences September 23rd. 'Gram and 'Phone: 

Hove 2692. 

It was the first of many such weekly advertisements in the Jewish Chronicle, and 

already it sported the school badge. By its mention of a 'Next' term in its 

penultimate sentence, the advertisement craftily implied that Whittingehame 

College had been in existence for some time. (In fact, the school did begin life 

before its official opening date of 23 September 193 1, although not much earlier, 

as we shall see.) 

Fortunately we can time to the exact minute the moment that Whittingehame 

College came into actual educational existence, for the late Felix Gordon recorded 

in 1980 that 



Whittingehame College 

Whittingehame College began organic life at 1:30 p.m. on 10 

September 1931, when its founder and headmaster met the 

contingent of new boys at the Brighton Line, Victoria Station, 

London. The 'contingent' comprised two boys, Bernard Kempner, 

aged 12, and Felix Gordon, aged 10. The three of us travelIed in a 

reserved compartment on the two o'clock PuIlman. How could two 

children, munching bars of chocolate provided by this strange and 

wonderful man, know that this was a historic journey? .... After arrival 

at 62, The Drive, we were joined by two other boys, including Shi, 

Halkvy's son, who was two months my junior. Four boys slept in two 

dormitories on that first night. The first term ended with twelve 

boys, and the first year with over thirry. Paul, the seven-year-old son 

of Professor Brodetsky, came the first term, and Stephan Neumann, 

aged twelve and the only surviving grandson of Theodor Herzl, 

during the second.. ..The atmosphere and spirit during 

those early days were electric. Classes were small, the teachers 

excellent, and educational standards extremely high. By the outbreak 

of war in 1939 Mr Halkvy claimed not a single 

failure in matriculation and university enmance examinations. 

[From 'The Birth and Death of a Dream' 

in W%ittingeharne, Vol.1 No. 1, April 19801 

In the f is t  year or so the school took one or two day boys from Brighton, as well 

as some female pupils, and it continued to educate girls for a few years to come. 

One of them was Lilian Perlow (nke Lieberman) who later remembered: 

I attended the school for two terms, the winter term of 1933 and the 

spring term of 1934. My brother, Aubrey Lee (Lieberman), was 

already there ... .I slept in the same house as the HaIivy family and 

was taught by a woman teacher, a Miss Craik, who also took me for 

walks. There were two other, older girIs in the school, one German, 

the other Persian. On Saturdays, when she boys attended Hove 

Synagogue, I was the only girl to join them and then, on reaching the 

building, I departed for the Ladies"a1ery. I was quite young -- ten 

to eleven years of age. 1 found W s  Halkvy a rather stern person but 

Mr HaEvy was very kind and amusing. Sometimes he would chase 

me up the stairs, catch hoId of me in his arms and threaten to throw 

me over the staircase, As I had lost my father when I was seven, he 

represented a kind of father-figure to me. 

[From a letter to Eldon Smith, Whittingehame College Archive] 
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Another advertisement in the Jewish Chronicle (2 October 193 1) identified some - 
- or possibly a11 -- of the 'fully QuaIified University Graduates' of whom Jake had 

boasted in the initial school promotions. They were: 

Medical Officer: Dr EE. Graham-Bannahie, 

B.A., M.B., B.Ch.(Cantab.). 

Head of Science Side: The Principal. 

Head of English and Classical Side: J,R. Coults, 

B.A. (Honours, Cambridge) 

Senior Matron: Miss A.M. EIlam (Fully trained 

hospital nurse), 

This rather limited Iist might lead one so deduce that Jake was managing a hospital 

rather than an educational institution, but nothing much is now known of anyone 

but the science master, although Dr Graham-Bamahie remained the Medical 

Officer for the school in Brighton until the late-1940s (when he was succeeded by 

a Dr Frederick Eyton- Jones, who remained the Whittingehame College doctor 

until the 1960s). 

From the beginning the practical side of running the school -- obtaining food, 

overseeing its preparation and presentation, supervising the laundry, and the host 

of other activities involved in managing such an institution -- was undertaken by 

Mrs Halevy. By some accounts she proved to be an exceIlent school cook, 

although other reports indicate that the school food was mediocre, with tired or 

even slightIy rotten meat and overcooked vegetables (obviously, any evaluations 

were partially based upon what the assessors had been used to at home). But fiom 

the mid-1930s onwards Mrs Halkvyfs role as cook was gradually taken over by 

William Platten. Originally from Tyneside, William (as he was always known) had 

been apprenticed as a coalminer but $wing the slump he had drifted south and in 

1932 had become the school waiter (or 'Butler', as Jake somewhat pretentiousIy 

titled him). Gradually William was taught to cook by a harassed Mrs Halkvy and, 

by taking over more and more of the culinary responsibilities, he thereby freed her 

to concentrate on her many other duties: William stayed with the school until it 

moved to Wandcross in 1965 and then took a post cooking in a police station but 

he was so unhappy in that job that he returned to Whittingehame College in 1966 

and remained with the school until its demise the following year. Subsequently he 

retired to live with a sister in Manchester and, after sufYering heart problems for 

many years, he died there sometime in the late 1970s. Although by all accounts 

William's cooking was not up to much to begin with (and he mostly had to make 

do with a dearth of good materials during the war and immediate post-war years), 

certainly by the 1950s the standard of the school fare was exceptionally good, with 
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chicken -- then still a rare and expensive meat, rather than the tasteless industrial 

product of later years -- served regularly, and such delicacies as succulent 

roast potatoes and excellent curries often being brought to table. 

Unfortunately, Mrs Halkvy (ills. 8, 9, 11, 13, 17, 43, 68, 103, 106, 112) 

suffered from a short emotional fuse, and could often prove her o m  worst enemy 

through alienating the staff with her endless demands. But she was certainly 

efficient as a general manager of the school, and especially in times of dearth, as 

would later be demonstrated when TYrhittingehame College was forced to move 

out of Brighton temporarily. Ernest Moritz, who was a pupil at Whirtingehame 

between 1937 and 1940 and also a teacher there for a short time slightly later, has 

commented perceptively on the differing qualities of both her and 

her husband: 

J 

Esther Halevy was 6 very hard-working, forceful woman whose life 

was far from easy. She had to combine the roles of teacher, 

housekeeper, cook, domestic manager and management accountant 

for the school, with those of wife for Jake and mother for Shi, Ruth 

and Balfour. Sometimes I saw her come out of the school kitchen 

bathed in perspiration, wipe the flour off her face, and go into a class 

to teach Ivrit for an hour, then return to cooking the soup for lunch. 

Esther's activities covered all the things that Jake the Visionary, the 

would-be Public Persona, the Headmaster and Master of Science, 

could not encompass. He had a blind spot for trivialities such as 

balancing the budget, collecting the school bills and superintending 

the details. And he also had an absurd side as well. He merely acted 

the part of the English Public School Headmaster, and sometimes he 

hammed up that role. Occasionally his English even slipped a bit; he 

spoke it with an Oxford accent superimposed upon the intonations 

of his Palestinian provenance. He also tried to teach subjects upon 

which he was not exactly an expert. But he was very tactful and 

sensitive in the matter of my fees [which remained unpaid because 

Moritz had fled horn Nazi Germany] and many other matters in 

which he could easily have made me feel small and unwanted, but he 

never did so. 

David Mendel, who studied at Whittingehame between 1934 and 1938, still 

retains fond memories of Esther Halevy: 

She was a tough woman but she had a sympathetic side to her 

character. One St David's Day a Welsh maths teacher named 
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The initially small numbers of pupils and staff engendered a family feeling in 

Whittingehame College (ill. 9). Sometimes this could have unnerving 

consequences, as is made clear in the following anecdote contributed by 

Gerald Fine: 

One day in 1933, when Esther H a l k y  was heavily pregnant with her 

third child, she invited me to accompany her to the Regent cinema 

in Brighton. Being a small woman, she looked enormously 

encumbered around the waist, and I remember thinking that the visit 

could present problems. This indeed proved to be the case, for about 

halfway through the film she suddenly said 'I think I'm going to have 

the baby' and we had to vacate the premises hurriedly and return to 

the Drive by means of a hastily summoned taxi. 

Whilst Esther Halivy rapidly deflated Whittingehame College graduaIly 

expanded, and by 1934 its pupil roll numbered seventy-two pupils and twenty- 

three teachers and ancillary staff (ills. 10 and I I) .  This success in the face of the 

Great Depression soon enabled Jake to take over, fist, the next-door house but 

one at 66, the Drive, Hove, and then the intervening residence at 64, the Drive. 

Throughout these buildings the ground-floor rooms were used as classrooms, and 

the upper-floor chambers as dormitories. Contemporaneous advertisements in the 

Jeevish Chronicle boasted that the institution was 'The only school wherein a serious 

endeavour is made to synthesise Hebraic and British Cultures', while similar 

displays also made known the pleasures of the summer schools 

that Whittingehame College profitably mounted at The Drive during the 

long vacations: 

GIVE YOUR BOYS AND GIRLS 

A HAPPY SUMMER HOWDAY AT 

WHITTINGEHAME COLUEGE 

A healthy and happy holiday in the finest South Coast resort. Good 

companionship, every moment joyfully occupied. Organised games, 

swimming and riding, charabanc country trips. Cinema at school. 

Hospital matrons in residence. High dietetic and hygienic standards. 

[From the The Jewish Chronicle, 29 June, 1934) 

By 1934 there were nine school forms or levels of class, including pre- and full- 

masriculation groups, one entitled 'special courses', and six classes that were 

named'after the first four letters of the Hebrew alphabet (but with upper, middle 

and lower 'Beth' classes). 
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On the School Speech Day in 1934, for which a programme has survived, 

form-prizes were given for six of the classes, while awards -- in the form of colours, 

cups and shields -- were made for football, cricket, life-saving and debating skiIls. 

There was aIso a Fine-Beacon Challenge Shield bestowed upon the best of the two 

school houses. At the time these were simply called Blue House and White House, 

but later they were renamed after Lord Balfour and Theodor Herzt, and 

subsequently, in t he  1950s, they were joined by two more houses named after 

Chaim Weizmann and Albert Einstein. The school fees were high -- L150 per 

annum - and therefore on a par with those of Eton, but such an enforced equality 

was yet another way of creating social exclusivity, in keeping with Jake's desire to 

create a Jewish Eton. No less pricey were the private lessons which, in addition to 

the curricular subjects, were also available in music, shorthand, elocution, Spanish 

and riding. Such financial demands further reinforced the exclusivity of 

Whittingehame College. 

10 The Whittingehame College official school photograph for 1934. 

11 Some of the teachers in 1934: fi-om left to right, Lewis Mennich; W.H. Stephens; 
J.A. Caytan; Dr W.A. Hales; Jacob Halkvy; Esther HaICvy; H. Kirkhope; H.E. Matthews; 
Miss Lubin; Harold Levy; H. Shababo; and Mr Harris. 
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12 Posing with the Whittingehame College school 
boaters: a group of boys inchding A. Schub, W. 
Wishnia, William Kober, L. Dominitz, S. Sobocki, 
Herbert Leiter, E. Elisha and H. Adler, circa 1935 
(photo: Herbert hirer). 

The school uniform comprised black jackets and grey flannel trousers; 

pinstripe trousers, for use on formal occasions such as the sabbath; grey suits and 

long-peaked blue caps sporting the Whittingehame badge; and blue blazers, with 

straw boater hats replacing the caps in summer (ill. 12). And not only the school 

uniforms were based upon those of top British public schools such as Harrow and 

Eton; so were the prices charged for those clothes, which could only be obtained 

from an officially approved ouditter in London, namely Swan and Edgar. (Later 

they were replaced by Horne Brothers in Brighton, who were cheaper and much 

more practical, being nearer to hand.) 

Ron Stern, a pupil at Whittingehame between 1935 and 1940, remembers the 

very first sets of boaters arriving from their manufacturer in large hat-boxes and 

how, on their initial mass-deployment on the seafront in Brighton, the hats were 

blown all over the place by a strong sea breeze (boaters are surely designed for 

river use, with light winds, not for service in the more powerful conditions of the 

English Channel). Subsequently -- and in a typically Whittingehamian fashion -- 
the boys were provided with pieces of string with which to tie the hats to their 
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lapels and thus make retrieval easier, Such Heath-Robinson additions must have 

looked decidedly peculiar, and it was probably a good thing that the boaters were 

omitted from the schooI uniform when Whittingehame moved out of 

Brighton in 1940. 

From the start both football and cricket flourished at Whittingehame College, 

with Gerald Fine being the initial captain of the senior teams in each respective 

sport. The practice games were played on the extensive training grounds in 

Cromwell Road, Hove. Football was taught by a professional footballer from the 

Brighton and Hove Albion football team, while the cricket team was soon deemed 

good enough to play at county level; on one occasion a game was even played 

against the Sussex County Junior team on the Hove County Ground, which was 

quite an honour. It must have made Jake very proud to see his boys competing 

there, even though he had little taste for cricket (let alone any understanding of 

the game!). 

As a result of the initial success of Whittingehame College Jake imported 

further teachers, although Eldon Smith later formed the impression that in the 

very early days 'most of them lasted only about two or three terms but they were 

Doctor this and Doctor that, and Jake was always impressed by such characters'. 

By 1934 these teachers (ills. 1 1, 13) had included Dr W.A. Hales, M.A., D.Sc. 

who taught Greek, Latin, English and Biology; H.E. Matthews, M.Sc. who was 

responsible for Maths, Chemistry and Cricket; H. Kirkhope, M.A., F.R.G.S ., the 

Geography master; I.A. Ewart who briefly taught History; J.A. Cayton, B.A., who 

was responsible for Modern European History, English and Football, while also 

presiding over the Debating Club on Saturday afternoons; and Dr Joseph Sagall 

(ills. 106-7) who taught Hebrew, the BibIe and Jewish History in 1933-4. 

Apart from Sagall we know little about these men. Dr Joseph Sagall (ills. 106- 

7) was born in Viha, Lithuania, in 1906 and studied at both the University of 

Moscow and the Sorbonne in Paris. Zelig Brodetsky put him in touch with Jake 

in order to fmd a job and, after teaching at Whittingehame, he went on to a highIy 

successful career in merchant banking and business. As we shall see, he would 

remain a supporter of the school and eventually become one of its Governors. 

Sam Wine remembers Kirkhope as an elderly professorial type, while Ewart 

had previously taught the sons of tribal chieftains in northern Burma, a 

proficiency that doubtless stood him in good stead at Whittingehame College. Dr 

Hales was nicknamed 'Hales Tertius" an appellation he had been accorded at Eton 

where two of his older brothers had also been pupils. Hales was a great enthusiast 

for school boxing but according to Robert Crarner, as a teacher he suffered from 

'frequent inebriety', which probably resulted from his popping round to the nearby 

Cricketer's Arms between lessons, as Gerald Fine remembers. Hales may have 

been forced to quit Whittingehame after being detected in a fraud, for it is 
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13 Some of the teachers around 1934-5. Front row, kom left to sight: unidentified; 
Miss Lubin; Dr W.A. Hales; Esther Halevy; Jacob HalCvy; Mr H. Kirkhope; Miss 
Gardner; Miss Chaikin; Back row, fkom Ieft to right: H.E. Matthews; J.A. Cayton; W.H. 
Stephens; Mr Harris; H. Shababo; Lewis Mennich; and Harold Levy (photo supplied by 
Robert Cramer) . 

rumoured he had sold places at the Summer Schools to the parents of youngsters 

whom he then passed off as hs own three children in order to obtain free 

attendance for them, while pocketing the proceeds. This would not be the last 

time that Jake -- impressed by their bearing and academic qualifications - would 

take on cheats to the teaching staff of Whirtingehame College, as we shall see. 

Other teachers in 1934 were W.H. Stephens, B.A., who taught Modern 

Languages and Sports, including Cricket; a Mr Harris who also taught Sports and 

Cricket, as well as Art; Miss E. Cooper, who taught Shorthand and Typing; S.W. 

Yeornans, another sports master; and the part-time violin and general music 

teacher, Lewis Mennich, L.T.C.L., who stayed with the school for many years. 

Mennich's grandfather had been a cavalry bandmaster in Napoleon's army and 

had been captured in 1810, after which time he had become a member of the 

Prince Regent's orchestra in Brighton. Lewis Mennich played seven different 

instruments, sang in several choirs, and founded the Brighton Musical Festival. 

He died in 1960 at the age of 89. Three ladies named Stern, Reade and Gardner 

taught the juniors general subjects. D. Shababo and Harold Levy, B.A., both 

taught Hebrew, while the latter also taught maths at Whittingehame; in 1950 he 

published a popular book on the subject, Maths for All. Eventually Levy became 

the Warden of Jews' College. 
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'With the exception of Lewis Memich, all of the 

above-named teachers had left Whittingehame College 

by 1936. But another important teacher who joined the 

staff of Whittingehame College in 1934 stayed with the 

school for about six years. This was Dr Arnold Meier 

(ill. 14). As a refugee from Germany he would be of 

great assistance to the many boys who came to the 

school from central Europe, for he provided them with 

both a father-figure and a helpmate in quickly learning 

EngIish. 

Arnold Meier was born in a small village near 

Cologne, Germany, in 1904, the son of a Jewish 

butcher. He studied Philology at the Sorbonne, Paris, 

and then at the University of Cologne where he attained 

his Doctorate in English Philology in 1933, by which 

time he had already left Germany for good. (His 

Doctoral Thesis was published in Leipzig in 1934 and 

dealt with the use of Biblical names by gentiles in 

England from 1536 onwards; there was no such 

employment in Germany, which is why he was 

particularly drawn to the subject.) Dr Meier escaped to 

London in February 1933 following the Nazi 
14 Dr Arnold Meier. 

attainment of power the previous month, and he did so 

at the suggestion of his Cologne professors who thought that a spell of research at 

the British Museum would be a useful way of keeping him out of the clutches of 

the Nazis. Naively they reckoned that Hitler wodd only be in power for a few 

months, after which Dr Meier could retum to Germany. 

In 1934 Dr Meier obtained both a British teaching diploma and a visa to work 

in the United Kingdom. Through various Jewish academic and intellectual 

contacts in London, in July 1934 he obtained a job at Whittingehame College 

where his starting pay was E30 a term, plus bed and board. In addition to teaching 

English for beginners, Dr Meier also taught French, German and Latin to 

Common Entrance exam standard. (This Latin occasionally stood him in good 

stead for non-teaching purposes, as occurred with foreign boys whose native 

languages were not understood at Whittingehame; if they possessed some Latin 

Dr Meier could communicate with them, Thus the Polish boy, Michael Lewin, 

remembers being warned in Latin by Dr Meier, 'If you use the main school 

staircase you will be punished'). In 1936 Dr Meier became a Housemaster, and 

he especially recalls taking his charges for long walks on the Downs. Always he 

would spirit them out of the school via the back exit so as not to run into Jake who, 

in keeping with his 'Etonian' aspirations, would insist that the boys were very 
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smartly turned out in public. However, Dr Meier could see very little point in 

ordering the boys to clean their shoes, only to muddy them again on the Downs. 

By 1936 Dr Meier had also thrown himself into the intellectual Iife of 

Whittingehame College through becoming Chairman of both the Junior and 

Senior Literary and Debating Societies, and by helping mount the school French- 

language plays on Speech Days. That year he escorted a schooI trip to Paris, where 

one of the boys fell dangerously ill. Dr Meier's adept handling of the problem 

meant that the visit was not ruined for all the other boys. In the earIy part of WorId 

War I1 Dr Meier formed the school's War Savings Group which contributed funds 

to the war effort. In 1940 Dr Meier was interned and sent to the Isle of Man as 

an 'Enemy Alien'. After being cleared he returned briefly to Whittingehame 

College before transferring to Bury Grammar School (like Walter Stanton and at 

his behest); the main reason for the move was the fact that, as a private school, 

Whittingehame could not offer him any prospect of a pension. Dr Meier spent the 

rest of his academic career at Bwy before retiring in 1971, and he died at the age 

of 96 early in 2000. 

A new measure of stability further settled upon Whittingehame College in 

1935 with the appointment of an Assistant Headmaster. This was Dr James W. 

Billinghurst (ills. 1 5- 1 7) who was tall and suave, always immaculately turned out, 

and very precise and efficient - in every way the English antithesis of Jake, which 

is probably why the latter appointed him his assistant. Billinghurst was an agnostic 

and freethinker, according to Michael Lewin, as well as an anti-semite, according 

to Arnold Meier. At first Jake was totally unaware that Billinghurst was 

homosexual, probably because for many years the Assistant Head did not dally 

with the pupils, although he definitely sailed very close to the wind on several 

occasions (which is why some Whittingehamians nicknamed the master 'Old 

Sod'). But Billinghurst was certainly very successful in improving the academic 

regime, especially in Latin which in those days was essential for entrance to 

Oxford and Cambridge. Fortunately, Ernest Moritz has also given 

us a very vivid portrait of this highly influential figure in the early history of 

Whittingehame College: 

Billinghurst was the man most responsible for the 'Anglokart of the 

Anglo-Jewish synthesis that inspired the school. Six-foot two inches 

tall, with not an ounce of fat on his spare Erame, Billinghurst had 

sparse hair of an indeterminate colour regimented on his skull, a 

very pink and scrubbed-looking complexion, a mouth like a rat-trap, 

and a supercilious expression. His reserved manner oozed 

superiority. He wore fawn or lovat-tweed suits with shiny, polished 

brown shoes, an old school tie, a gown and, on high holidays, a hood 
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15 Dr James W. Billinghurst. 

to go with his Ph.D from the Gregorian University in Rome (for the 

man had been brought up by the Jesuits, until he reneged). 

Nonetheless he still managed to surround himself with an aura of 

being God's deputy here on earth, and he expected to be treated with 

the deference due to his position as supreme arbiter of the school's 

standards of "ood form'. To complete the picture of the man you 

need to add a rather smelly Sealyham terrier at the end of a lead; a 

motor car, firstly in the form of a Chrysler two-seater with a 'dicky' 

seat at the rear, and then an enormous Pontiac six-seater; and an 

occasional boyfriend who dressed similarly to Billinghurst himself. 
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16 Dr Billinburst with Geoffrey Lederman 
(Whittingehame 1941-45), arguably the finest 
cricketer in the entire history of the school. 

Apart from his Housemaster's bedroom in the school building, Dr 

Billinghurst also had a study in Woodlands, where he was known to 

dally with the children's nurse employed by the Halkvys for Ruth and 

Balfour. This relationship was widely discussed amongst the pupils, 

but with the benefit of hindsight -- and knowing Billinghurstfs 'gay' 

predilections (among consenting adults, it should be stressed) -- 
there could not have been very much mileage in it. 

Academically Billinghurst was the Form Master of the 'Matric 

form', as the Fifth Form was known. There he taught English and 

Latin and aimed, successfully in my time, to preserve the 

unblemished record of passes in the Cambridge School Certificate. 

Perhaps his greatest challenge lay in getting the foreign boys to write 

their essays in correct and idiomatic English. The English literature 

syllabus demanded an intimate knowledge of three set books, but no 

questions were asked as to how these works fitted into the wider 

context of English or world literature. For my year the books were 

Shakespeare's Macbeth; Tennyson's Poems; and a collection of 

modern English essays by various authors from Charles Lamb to 

Neville Cardus. Billinghurst analysed these books just as a tractate of 
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the Talmud might be explored at a Yeshiva, for he turned them inside 

out while also trying to anticipate which questions might be posed by 

the examiners that year. Such a curriculum did not inspire any desire 

to pursue 'Eng. Lit.' any further, while Latin was taught in a similarly 

uninspiring manner. 

As I rose in the school my relationship with Billinghurst became 

quite cordial. This was partly because he could not let his hair down 

with anyone else, and partly because from time to rime he needed 

someone to look after his dog. That care became necessary when 

Billinghurst showed off by saying 'Moritz, I'm flying to Paris for 

lunch, and will be back for supper. Can you look after Sammy for 

me, please?' (Much later, and after my time at Whittingehame, it 

came to Iight that 'flying to Paris for lunch' matched up with some 

dubious Petty Cash Vouchers passed in the school office.) In sum, 

BiUinghurst was a strict and efficient reacher, but not at all an 

inspired or inspiring one, and he Ieft no lasting influence -- he was a 

good crammer but no Mr Chips. 

[From Ernest Moritz's unpublished 

autobiographical manuscript] 

According to the ex-pupil Michael Lewin who was told this by Billinghurst himself 

-- the doctor had not only gained his degree at a seminary in Rome but later 

entered the priesthood, fiom which he was expelled for some unknown offence 

(but probably for something to do with his homosexuality). Slowly Billinghurst's 

gay leanings became apparent to Jake, and almost certainly interference with some 

of the boys was the cause of his abrupt dismissal from the school in the summer 

of 1947. Subsequently Billinghurst founded a school in South f i i c a ,  and then is 

thought to have returned to the United Kingdom, to start another 

such institution in the Thames Valley. Nothing is known of his later career. 

A further teacher who joined Whittingehame College in 1935 -- and possibly 

at the behest of Dr Billinghurst -- was a Mr Ashford (ill. 43), about whom virtually 

nothing much is also now known. Like Dr Hales, he too proved to be a bit of a 

swindler, for h o l d  Meier recalls bitterly that when Ashford announced that be 

was going to undertake a motorbike tour of Germany he was given some money 

to pass on to Dr Meier's parents who were trapped there. However, the money 

never reached them, and it seems likely that Ashford simply pocketed it. During 

Ashford's short stay at Whittingehame College he founded a society devoted to 

printing, and in 1935 this club proved responsible for bringing forth the fist  of 

Wttingehame's many magazines. The publication was mystlfylngly named 

The Colladanian, although only one issue of it ever appeared. It offered standard 

school-magazine fare, with a pretentiously-worded and fairly incomprehensible 
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chance to speak.) Readings, lectures and prepared talks took care of the literary 

side of things, while the debates were interspersed with mock sittings of the House 

of Commons in which boys played the Speaker, the Prime Minister, the Leader of 

the Opposition and the Members of Parliament. Mock trials were aIso enacted. 

These were held in the 'Red Room Assizes at Whittingehame', and Jake would 

preside over them as 'Lord Chief Justice Halevy'. Minutes of the meetings were 

formally kept by a secretary, and membership of the 'Lit and Deb' was compulsory 

for all Whittingehamians. This was not generally resented as the debates were very 

enjoyable and they also proved useful to foreign pupils trying to improve their 

English. Reticence was overcome by boys being allocated set subjects upon which 

to give short prepared speeches, and once initial fears had been overcome, many 

of those forced-contributors then developed into enthusiastic speakers (indeed, 

Eldon Smith remembers that a Whittingehamian in the 1950s, Stanley Cohen, 

could hardy be constrained once he had overcome his early hesitancy.) As might 

be expected, Jake loved presiding over meetings of the 'Lit and Deb', for it 

provided an ideal forum in which to show off intellectually. And participation in 

the 'Lit and Deb' would also aid the participation of boys in the Brighton and 

Hove Sixth Form Club during the later period of Whittingehame College's 

existence. Membership of the external society was made up of the senior pupils of 

a11 the major schools in the area, and because of the coddence accrued in school 

debates, Whittingehamians more than held their own there. (As a result of the 

high standard of the Whittingehamian contributions to the Brighton and Hove 

Sixth Form Club meetings, on one occasion Eldon Smith was even asked by the 

organisers of the society not to send any more young schoolmasters 

to its gatherings). 

Fortunately the comparatively lofty intellectual tone of the 'Lit and Deb' 

proceedings during the early days of the society can be accurately gauged, for a 

copy of the amual programme for 1934-5 has survived. It tells us that the lectures 

included a talk on 'The World We Live In' by Professor Brodetsky (who frequently 

addressed the group); an exposition on 'Jewish Characters in Modern French 

Literatureq by Dr Arnold Meier; a speech on 'The Publication of a Modern 

Newspaper' by the Managing Editor of the Sussex Daily News; and a discourse on 

'Whither Jewish Youth?' by Jake, in his role as President of the 'Lit and Deb'. 

Subjects of the debates included the pros and cons of international sporting 

relations (in the run-up to the Nazi-controlled 1936 Berlin Olympics); 

rnechanisation; European disarmament; the League of Nations; the search for 

pleasure in modern society; and the iduence of the Press. A particularly 

intriguing debate concerned a proposal that We ought to be ashamed of 

ourselves'; this probably related to indifference to tragic political events abroad, 

rather than to any shamefulness over, say, schoolboy sexual propensities. 

Arguably the most tragic of those overseas political events to Jews during the mid- 
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1930s was the rise of Nazism, and this ascendancy quite naturally furthered 

attendance at Whittingehame College, as parents in Germany and its adjacent 

countries sent their sons to faraway, safe England to be educated. (Usually family 

networking led to information about the school being promulgated across the 

Continent.) The lowering of fees proved especially necessary for some of those 

parents, as the gripping testimony of Ernest Moritz makes clear: 

By 1936 it had dawned upon even the most German of Jews that 

there was no future, that the madness was not going to pass, that 

worse things were bound to come, and that they really shodd make 

an effort to get away. My father had been pensioned off as a Judge in 

1933 and his German jurisprudence was quite unmarketable abroad. 

And "broad' was a place we had neither relations nor friends -- other 

than fellow refugees -- to turn to for help. Moreover, 'abroad' was 

also a place in which we had no money, and in which our mother 

tongue was not valid currency either. Above all, 'abroad' was a place 

for which we had no resident's visa, nor any chance of obtaining one. 

Against this background it is not difficult to understand that 

would-be emigrants who had managed to get a visa for 'abroad' just 

packed and lefi without saying 'Goodbye' to their friends, or even 

without leaving a forwarding address, so great was their fear that their 

secret might get out, that the Gestapo might come in, and that the 

trap might snap shut on them yet again. One such 'here-today-and- 

gone-tomorrow' emigrant was Berthold Jochsberger, an art-dealer 

friend of my parents. Principally I remember Jochsberger fiom long, 

sunny afternoons I had spent many years before in his garden and its 

cabin, about twenty-five miles outside of Munich. On one occasion 

when I was extremely small he had taken me on his knee and bet me 

that I couldn't replicate his movements. I took the bet and gamely 

imitated him by touching my right ear, closing my left eye, and then 

holding my breath in turn. But then he had stuck a matchstick in his 

little goatee beard and I had lost the bet. Anyway, one day in 1937 

he had disappeared from Munich and no one knew where he had 

gone. The relevance of all this will presently make itself clear. 

In the nightmarish atmosphere of Nazi Germany the addresses of 

any foreign contacts who might conceivably be of any use to us little 

Jewish animals scurrying around in our trap were carefully guarded. 

But that is where we got lucky. My aunt in Diisseldorf had got to 

know a lady named Jeanette Franklin-Kohn (the Kohn being the 

German husband, the Franklin being the English-Jewish wife who 

hailed from a very influential family). Jeanette and her family had 
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returned to England where, in her unique way as a one-person aid 

agency and without access to any funds, she had made it her mission 

to find places for promising German-Jewish schootchildren at 

reluctant English schools. If necessary she also cajoled -- or 

bludgeoned -- friends, relatives and notables into meeting the costs. 

So eventually she managed to place one child here, and another 

there, to the total of over 350 children in all. And after she had found 

a place for my Diisseldorf cousins, her address was passed on to my 

parents under the vows of strictest secrecy. 

As a result, from 1936 onwards there ensued a correspondence 

with Jeanette Franklin-Kohn. This took the form of voluminous 

letters from my parents, along with supportive school reports, both 

of which types of communication were intended to demonstrate that 

my brother and I were budding geniuses. In return we received brief 

postcards from Jeanette bearing short messages such as "nothing 

doing yet'. But then, one day in March 1937, we received not a card 

but a letter stating that she had actualIy placed my brother at St 

Paul's School in west London, and in digs nearby. 

Because Father wished to thank Jeanette personalIy he booked his 

raiIway ticket not just to London but onwards to Bournemouth, 

where she lived. He also wanted to plead my cause in person, in the 

event that my name had stayed at the bottom of her list of children 

to help. When we saw her she said, 'Well, it" not going to get any 

easier but if you want to chance your arm, go and see Jacob HalCvy, 

the headmaster of Whittingehame College in Brighton. He has 

already taken a couple of my boys; perhaps he could stretch himself 

to take one more.' 

Father made his best possible investment out of the ten 

Reichsmarks which was all the money he possessed: he bought a rail 

ticket to Brighton. And Jake came up trumps. With the best will in 

the world he couldn't manage to provide another free place but he 

did offer to take me for just E50 a year (instead of the usual El  50). 

This only left us with one small problem: where to obtain that L50 

in a friendless Britain, either from mangers with whom we could not 

communicate linguistically3 or from refugees who couldn't even 

help themselves. 

So now we come to my supreme 'moment of fate'. 

Father, jingling in his pocket what little change remained from his 

ten Reichsmarks, was walking up and down Bond Street in London, 

looking into shop windows for inspiration and because there was no 

charge for doing so. But shortly after he had paused outside one 
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picture galIery the proprietor emerged and said 'Judge Moritz, I'm 

delighted to see you have made it to London'. Father was 

embarrassed and replied "I'm sorry, but just for the moment I cannot 

recall you." 'There is no good reason why you should' was the retort. 

'I had a case in your Court about eight years ago, and was one of 

hundreds of litigants -- you cannot possibly remember them aI1. And 

I lost! But do come on in and tell me all the news.' 

Not unnaturally Father informed the dealer that he had just 

deposited his elder son in London, and that he still had a problem 

with me. The man was duly sympathetic but couldn't proffer 

anything more than sympathy (besides, he had lost his case in my 

father's court!). But then, almost as an afterthought, my father said 

"You are an art dealer from Munich. Would you possibly know what 

happened to Berthold Jochsberger by any chance? He simply 

vanished from the scene." 'Oh, Bertl is all rightf was the reply. 'He is 

living in Tel Aviv and, what's more, he's in London right now. If you 

have the time to hang on he's coming to have tea with me in just half- 

an-hour.' 

As you can readily surmise, Father certainly did have the time, 

and Berthold duly turned up. Not without reason he complained 

that, unlike the good old days, times were hard and then -- possibly 

remembering the game with the matchstick and the goatee beard -- 
he said very unexpectedly, Well, I suppose I could manage L50, and 

somehow I fee1 I ought to do so'. 

By that chance meeting -- and its chance within a chance - my 

fate was sealed. After all, God had three billion human beings 

to look after, of whom over half a million were German Jews, but at 

that very moment he decided to turn my personal signpost from 'a 

chimney, Auschwitz-Birkenau' to 'Surrenden Road, Brighton, 

England', a decidedly more salubrious destination. 

[From Ernest Moria's unpublished 

autobiographical manuscript] 

Nothing certain is known of the other German boys Jake had taken for free, but 

one of them may have been Hans Liiwenstern fiom Dusseldorf, who died in Israel 

some years ago. Yet Jake certainly displayed his generous side later where Ernest 

Moritz was concerned, for after the latter's first year at Whittingehame -- with his 

father back in Nazi Germany and the art dealer returned to Palestine -- the school 

not only picked up the tab for the boy's school fees but also regularly supplied him 

with pocket-money (and when Moritz sought an extension for his Home Office 

residency permit, which necessitated supplying details of Gnancial means, Jake 
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simply ordered him to put 'Full Scholarship' on the application form). 

The large intake of pupils fiom Germany during the latter half of the 1930s 

created some resentment among the English boys at Whittingeharne. Incredibly, 

one of the discountenanced students complained in a letter to a fellow-pupil, 

David Goldblatt, that there were now too many foreigners at the school. (He 

would hardly have loved Whittingehame in the 1950s, when the pupil-intake 

predominantly came from abroad.) David Mendel thinks that this resenment 

originated partially from the fact that many of the German pupils came fiom 

highly cultured backgrounds -- their parents were often doctors and judges rather 

than businessmen, as was frequently the case with the native boys -- and partly 

from the somewhat autocratic manner that had been instilled in many of those 

pupils by their primary education back in the Weimar Republic. In any event it led 

to the formation of national cliques (although again, Whittingehame would see 

many more such national cliques develop later in its history). But some of the 

German boys could aIso behave in a nationalistic manner, which equally put 

EngIish backs up; David Mendel clearly remembers one of the German pupils 

rolling around on the floor in anguish the night (the Nazi) Max Schmeling was 

beaten by (the black American) Joe Lewis at boxing. This now seems painfully 

ironic, given the way that German Jews were even then being treated by the Nazis. 

Among the German intake was Henry Vogel, who studied at Whittingeharne 

between 1934 and 1937. He remembers 

... arriving at Whittingehame CoIlege when I was thirteen. I was a 

typical product of four years of a German public school, and three 

years of high school. When I got to Whittingehame I was still wearing 

short trousers with a peaked school cap. In high school I had studied 

French for three years but no English, and none of the 

Whittingehamians spoke German. They did not initially understand 

why I had come to England -- they thought I was a bloody Hun! On 

my first night six of them ganged up on me and gave me a thrashing, 

although I did manage to bloody some noses. But it was a no-hope 

contest. I cried bitterly and wanted to go home to Germany. But my 

father made me stick it out and things improved rapidly. I made 

friends, I learned English quickly, and in my second term I topped 

the class. More importantly I adopted English manners and became 

an English schoolboy with a British social and political outIook. 

(Response to questionnaire, 

Whittingehame College Archive) 
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Shortly after the foundation of Whittingehame College, Jake applied to the 

Cambridge Examining Board for the school to be recognised as an official 

examining centre. Because the initial classes were very small there were few 

examination candidates to begin with. In December 1934 two of the pupils -- one 

of whom was Herzl's grandson, Stefan Neumann -- became the first 

Whittingehamians to obtain their School Certificate qualifications, which was 

quite an academic achievement at the rime. (School Certificate required the study 

of a number of different subjects, virtually every one of which had to be passed in 

order to obtain the qualification. If the candidates obtained Maths and Latin, 

along with another four subjects, they also acquired what was known as 

Matriculation, which was the enrry requirement for university; this qualification 

was normally obtained at the age of sixteen, or even younger, rather than the 

eighteen that would later become the norm for university entry.) In the 1930s few 

of the pupils were going on to university; mostly they left school at fifteen or so, 

in order to enter their family businesses. (This is why typing also formed part of 

the curriculum and shorthand was available as an extra: such subjects appealed to 

parents from the commercial community, and thus widened the market-appeal of 

the school.) Alternatively, around the age of thirteen many parents who wished to 

promote their offspring's assimilation into the top echelons of British society 

would get their sons to take the Common Entrance Examinations in order for 

them to gain places at public schools such as Eton, Harrow and Clifton. (Jake 

himself sent his daughter to Roedean, and his second son, Balfour, to 

Charterhouse after the age of thirteen, and he did so in order to prevent them 

from getting entangled in the type of gossip about staff and pupils that quite 

naturally breeds in the confined spaces of an institution such as 

Whittingehame College.) 

As a 1938 advertisement for Whittingehame College cited below will make 

clear, in its early years Jake Halevy justifiably took great pride in the fact that many 

boys passed the School Certificate examination (which was generally more 

dficult than taking the W' Level exams in individual subjects that supplanted 

School Certificate in the early 1950s). Perhaps because of this level of higher 

academic attainment, Whittingehame College enjoyed a rising profile within the 

British Jewish community. Of course, a major key to that rise must have been Jake 

himself, with ~S leonine good looks, forceful personality and intense charm 

(especially towards the ladies, which must have proven very useful with the parents 

of prospective pupils). Yet a further key to success was surely provided by the 

meeting of the social and intellectual aspirations of many of those parents; they 

must have revelled, for example, in the fact that on school Speech Days -- which 

in the early days of the institution were held in illustrious venues such as Hove 

Tbwn Hall or the Assembly Rooms of the Old Ship Hotel -- scenes fiom various 

published and unpublished plays were mounted in English, French, German, 
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Hebrew and Latin, even if some of those languages could hardly have been 

understood by many of the parents present. Naturally Jake pandered to such 

socially aspirant parents, as well as favoured the offspring of the wealthier of them. 

(For example, in 1939 he appointed as Head Soy Aaron Coutts -- the son of a 

member of the moneyed Coutts banking firm -- rather than the poorer Ernest 

Moritz, whose intellectual abilities had more rightly earned him the position.) 

By the mid-1930s Whittingehame College may be said to have arrived. The 

school was flourishing, and constantly attracting new pupils, despite its financial - 
- and therefore social --exclusivity (although Jake always had the financial acwnen 

to remain flexible when setting individual fees, and sometimes could even 

confidentially offer lower terms in order to attract business). But as a result of the 

incredibly speedy success of Whittingehame College in flowering between 1 93 1 

and 1935, early in the latter year Jake ambitiously raised his sights even further. 

By means of a comparatively huge bank loan guaranteed by a group of wealthy 

backers, Jake acquired a very large Victorian mansion, Woodlands, in Sunenden 

Road, Brighton (ill. 18). This came with a sizable and extremely attractive plot of 

land upon which could be constructed a purpose-built school in the latest, 

Modernist architecturaI style. The main backer o f  the venture was an extremely 

wealthy Leeds textile manufacturer, Mark Labovitch, two of whose sons, Neville 

and Dennis, attended the school (and were quite naturally treated with kid gloves 

by Jake). Other supporters may have included the singer Les Allen, whose son, 

Norman, also studied at Whittingehame; and the entertainer Izzy Bonn, whose 

son, David Levin, was a further pupil. The construction of the new building took 

place very quickly during 1935, and with its creation the institutional development 

of Whittingehame College moved into a second, marked phase. 

18 Woodlands as it appeared in the 1950s. 
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Advertisements in the Jewish Chronicle indicate that the new Whittingehame 

College building in Surrenden Road, Brighton, officially opened its doors in 

the week of 20 January 1936 for the Spring Term of that year. A detailed 

description of the latest premises subsequently appeared in a fairly lengthy article 

in the weekly magazine of the British construction industry, The Builder, 

for 31 July 1936, from which the following extracts are taken: 

Whittingehame College, Preston Park, Brighton 

This school is a boarding school for boys between the ages of 7 and 

18. There is accommodation for 96, with provision for a further 

extension for 50. The school is run as a public school and takes post- 

matriculation boys up to intermediate standard .... The site is in a 

residential district on the outskirts of Brighton. Six acres of land 

include tennis courts and a fine grass lawn with rockeries, and the 

site is fiinged with trees. It is bounded on the east by a permanently 

open council space now used as playing fields and on the west by 

Surrenden Road, a two-track residential thoroughfare. On the norch 

side a drive leads to the headmaster's house, which is also used as an 

isolation ward for sick children. All clerical work is performed 

in this building, which does not form part of the new 

buildings.. . . The plan represents a departure fiom traditional 

school buildings. All the classrooms are treated as projecting wings 

fionted with glass and orientated to trap the sunlight. On the 

west, low corridors allow clerestory lighting and secure cross 

ventilation. These corridors are also used as cloakrooms and 

are lined with steel lockers, thus ensuring decentralisation in a 

department often crowded out by a large influx of children .... 
The main block contains on the centre axis the entrance hall, with a 

cantilevered concrete spiral staircase. On either side on the ground 

floor are placed the dining room and kitchens and the various 

recreation rooms. Over, on the first floor, the dormitories oversail the 

building below, forming a continuous covered loggia. Access to the 

entrance hall is via this loggia, under cover. The assembly hall is to 

the north, on the main axis, and serves the dual function of hall and 
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gymnasium. This room is provided with a stage at one end and with 

changing rooms for the gymnasium and playing fields at the other 

end. The lower floor houses the boiler room, staff dining-room and 

laundry. Groups of lavatories and w.c.s are positioned at the head of 

each classroom unit.. . .A future classroom wing at the centre has been 

omitted at the moment, and will be built later when funds permit. 

The main access corridor runs east to west and is 2 ft. lower than the 

rooms adjoining, thus forming clerestory lights along the whole 

length of the building facing south and ensuring cross ventilation to 

every department .... The building is mainly of ferro-concrete, with 

monolithic walls, these being reinforced to carry not only their own 

weight but also the floor slab .... The drainage and rainwater system 

has been cast in the thickness of the piers, and there is not a single 

unsightly pipe exposed. The main staircase is a spiral with 4 ft. 

cantilevered flights carried on a central shaft.. ..The building is heated 

by means of low-pressure hot water, the boiler being fitted with a 

semi-automatic hopper feed. The radiators themselves are of the 

pressed steel type, which are hygienic and lie very flat against the 

walls. All the classrooms, however, are heated by floor panel coils, 

cast in the floor slab, This ensures heat comfort conditions whatever 

the air temperature may be, so that the windows may be kept wide 

open even in very cold weather .... Cooking is by means of slow 

combustion "Aga" cookers, the flues of which discharge into the 

main boiler flue. The building is provided with a water softening 

plant and electric refrigerators. For artificial lighting, simple but 

effective reflectors are provided in the classrooms. Other rooms are 

fitted with ball ceiling fixtures .... The cost of the building has not yet 

been definitely ascertained, but will not exceed E 1 6,000 or 10 1 /2d. 

per cubic foot.. . .Mr. A.V. Pilichowski, A.R.I.B.A. is the architect. 

A number of points in the above account require elaboration, and we can 

most aptly begin with the architect. 

Amnon Vivian Pilichowski was born in Chevreuse, near Paris, France, in 1907. 

His father, Leopold Pilichowski (1 867?- 1 93 I), was internationally renowned for 

his paintings of both traditional Jewish life and of the founding fathers of Zionism. 

Several of Leopold Pilichowski's works are owned by institutions in Britain and 

Israel, including the Central Zionist Archives in Jerusalem, which possesses 

Leopold Pilichowski's imposing portrait of Theodor Herzl, painted in 1906. A.V. 

Pilichowski's mother, Lena Pilichowski, was also an artist of some distinction. 

The Pilichowski family had moved to London at the outbreak of World War I, 

and the young Amnon later studied at the Architectural Association School of 
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Architecture in Bedford Square, London. For two years Pilichowski then worked 

as a partner in the practice of Berthold Lubetkin who was one of the leaders of the 

modern architectural movement in Britain. Pilichowski was elected an Associate 

of the Royal Institute of British Architects in 1932, and was registered as an 

independent architect in 1933. During the Second World War Pilichowski 

anglicised his surname to Pilley, possibly in an attempt to gain more work (and he 

was probably known anyway as 'Pilley' by his fkiends). As well as designing 

Whittingehame College, Pilichowski also modelled blocks of flats and individual 

apartments, refashioned the interior-decorations of Hendon Synagogue in north 

London, and of the outpatients department of the London Jewish Hospital, and 

reorganised the offices of the Jewish Chronicle in Furnival Street, London. But the 

Whittingehame College building in Surrenden Road, Brighton, was both his first 

major commission and his greatest work, and one can only lament the fact that  the 

poor man lived to see it demolished long before his own death on 2 1 August 1982. 

(Had the school building survived for another menty years or so, there can be no 

doubt that its destruction could have been prevented under the Preservation of 

Historic Buildings' legislation.) 

It may well be that Jake chose Pilichowski to design the new home for 

Whittingehame College as much for his father's famous portrayals of Jewish 

themes and Zionist worthies, as for his own architectural sklIs. But in selecting 

him the Headmaster was certainly nailing his colows to the modernist mast, for 

the new building was a fine representative of the most up-to-date architectural 

fashion in 1936, the so-called 'International Style'. With its crisp, clean lines, 

dazzling white surfaces, absence of clutter -- as with all those downpipes hidden 

within the supporting stanchions -- and largescale admittance of light, the 

Surrenden Road building (ills. 19-3 1) was in every way a visual proclamation of 

Jake's progressive hopes for Whittingehame College and all that the school 

embodied, both intellectually and socially. 

Unfortunately, however, the new structure was not perfect. Some of the 

problems stemmed fkom the fact that the central alignment of the new building 

had been turned through ninety-degrees at the last minute. Originally it had been 

envisaged that  Woodlands would be demolished and the long central block of the 

Pilichowski building erected partially across its site on a north-south axis in 

parallel with Surrenden Road. By that plan the wings would have run out 

eastwards at either end. Had this first alignment been followed, then of course the 

main windows of the ~Iassrooms in both wings would have faced north and 

therefore away from the sun, thus contradicting the claim in the Builder report that 

the classrooms had been 'orientated to trap the sunlight'. Moreover, initially it had 

been planned that the northern wing would also house garaging for cars beneath 

the classrooms, while the lower part of the southern wing would be occupied by 

the school kitchens and dining rooms. 
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In the event it was decided not to pull Woodlands down, obviously because the 

mansion was functionally important to the school. Principally it proved useful as 

the headmaster's suitably imposing residence, with its splendid study-cum-library 

containing Art-Deco furniture that undoubtedly impressed the parents of 

prospective pupils. Moreover, in addition to the sick bay mentioned in Tlze Builder 

article, Woodlands aIso contained rooms that had been quickly pressed into use as 

ground-floor and first-floor dormitories, staff bedrooms, offices, a surgery and 

garages. So Woodlands had to stay. As a consequence, the Pilichowski building 

was turned through ninety degrees across the lower part of the Surrenden Road 

site, which meant that the main block now ran from west to east, with both wings 

running to the south. 

The turn produced some very strange results indeed. Because of it the 

classroom windows did admit more sun, but as they now faced east they only 

permitted the full entry of sunshine during the mornings (although the 

clerestory windows in the upper part of the west-facing classroom walls did 

allow the sunlight to penetrate those study areas almost for the remainder of 

each day). Now the kitchens inhabited a western wing that sided onto 

Surrenden Road (instead of being tucked out-of-sight along the southern side of 

the building), so that they and the adjacent school dining room (ills. 32, 33) 

occupied the very first area you came to when approaching the school fiom the 

main road. Furthermore, the school entrance was now reached along a loggia 

(ill. 34) that rarely caught the sun (for the realignment made it face north rather 

than west), while the area aHocated for garages was sited beneath the eastern 

32 The Surrenden Road Dining Room, looking towards the High Table. 
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wing, and thus at the furthest point from Surrenden Road, with no road access 

to them. (Eventually, this space was used for art rooms -- see ill. 69 -- and 

storage areas, as well as for a school tuck-shop). Equally, all the large windows 

of the classrooms on the central wing, along with those of the school gymnasium 

cum theatre, synagogue and main assembly area (ills. 35-38) at its centre, now 

faced north (rather than west), with the classrooms only receiving direct sunlight 

through the smalI clerestory windows set in the upper part of their south-facing 

walls, and the gym receiving no direct sunlight at all except during late 

evenings in high summer. As a result, the latter was always a rather dingily-lit 

space, which was hardly congruent with its use in promoting healthy 

bodily development. 

Other problems of the new building stemmed from planning, design and 

construction faults, and some of them were caused by the cutting of financial 

corners. Throughout the building the concrete walls made it difficult to put up 

maps, charts and the like, while blackboards had to be accommodated upon 

easels that took up a lot of space. The concrete floors of the dormitories proved 

to be both uncomfortable and unhygienic, and eventually they had to be 

boarded over, at great expense. The walls of the dormitories had not been 

carried up to the ceilings, and this rather nineteenth-century public school 

arrangement made for draughts, while equally denying the pupils complete 

privacy and quiet. The underfloor central heating proved problematical, and 

quickly failed. The pIacing of downpipes within the stanchions meant that when 

the pipes became blocked with leaves and the like, there was no way of easily 

clearing the obstacle. Structural failure stemmed from the fact that the wrong 

type of sand had been used in the cement; this failure would have serious 

repercussions for Whittingehame College in the late-1950s when it was realised 

that the building was not smong enough to take the addition of another floor on 

top of the existing flat roof, which type of roof had been expressly chosen to 

allow the upwards expansion of the building. (The inability to create another 

level of dormitories meant that when Whittingehame wished to expand it had to 

seek other premises in which to do so, with tragic consequences, as we shall 

see.) Moreover, the flat roof was briefly used for keep-fit classes and games in 

1936, as one early Whittingehamian, Sam Wine, remembers. The constant 

pounding of feet cannot have done the roofing much good and, indeed, because 

the tar covering of the area soon became damaged the roof was quickly placed 

out-of-bounds to the boys. And like many a flat roof, the uppermost level of the 

Pilichowski building also suffered from inadequate drainage that occasionally led 

to flooding on the top floor. 

In sum, the Surrenden Road schooI was shoddily built under inadequate 

supervision (and not all of the guidance it did receive was necessarily appropriate, 
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for according to information given to EIdon Smith by Dr Billinghurst, some of it 

stemmed from an interfering Mrs Halkvy). Certainly one of the main 

shortcomings of the Suwrenden Road building was already apparent in the 1930s, 

as a short article which appeared on pp. 99 and 10 1 of the 14 January 1937 issue 

of the Architect's Journal makes dear: 

Pilichowski's [school] at Preston Park is clearly the most interesting 

[of some recent school designs], and with the best plan, but knowing 

the building I wish he had had more money to spend on it. Nothing 

is going to do these modern reinforced concrete buildings more harm 

than a poor finish. They will be looked at by the public as was the 

early Ford car. 

ClearIy the information that more should have been spent on the structure was 

provided by the architect himself, although few of its other deficiencies were 

perceived at the time; indeed, as we have seen, the handsome-looking and avant- 

garde building featured in several architectural magazines, and both Tkte Builder 

article and another in Architecture Illustrated were furnished with some stunning 

black-and-white photographs that were evidently taken while the ferro-concrete 

was still wet. (They are reproduced above, ills. 19-3 1, with some complementary 

photos, ills. 32-41 below). The new building was even recommended to 

architectural students and became the subject of occasional examination questions 

for them at the time. 

Following the transfer to Surrenden Road, advertisements for Whittingehame 

College placed in the Jewish Chronicle and elsewhere stated that the institution was 

'The Boarding School Parents have been, and are, seeking'. The adverts also 

stated that 

The School premises, situated in a beautiful park, have been 

designed on modern principles in Education and Architecture. Panel 

and central heating throughout, Recreation Rooms, Libraries, 

Common Rooms, Laboratories, Gymnasium, Hall and Stage for 

dramatic production, PIaying Fields, Tennis Courts, Orchards, 

Farm. IN THE LAST SIX CAMBRIDGE SCHOOL 

CERTIFICATE EXAMINATIONS 23 CANDIDATES 

ENTERED, AND ALL WERE SUCCESSFUL, Besides the 

above, a11 candidates who have sat for public examinations have 

been successfuI -- these include Cambridge Higher School 

Certificate, Public School, Scholarship and Common Entrance. 

[from the Jemkh Chronicle, 8 April 19381 
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Twenty-three Cambridge School Certificate candidates in six years was not a high 

number when compared with the output of other, similar schools but Jake was 

unabashed. Presumably in order to make prospective parents fee1 more speedily 

inclined to send their sons to Whittingehame College the adverts also warned that 

'Accommodation [is] Strictly Limited ,' 
Until Whittingehame College moved to Surrenden Road in early 1936 -- after 

which time the religious services took place in school -- the boys had attended the 

synagogue in Holland Road, Hove, and proceeded there on Friday nights, 

Saturday mornings and religious high holidays and festivals in smartly-dressed 

and orderly files monitored by the school prefects. The school acquired its first 

Sefer Torah when it moved to Surrenden Road in 1936, although two more of the 

sacred scrolls would be given to the school by Rouben Zelouf, the father of Freddy 

and Albert Zelouf, after his sons btcame pupils in September 1954. 

The artefacts he donated (ill. 42) were particularly beautiful, being of Iraqi 

origin and k e I y  worked in silver. (Unfortunately they were sold after the closure 

of Whittingehame College and all of Rouben Zeloufs subsequent attempts to 

trace them encountered a wall of silence, probably because of the proceeds 

accruing from their sale.) The school Sefer Torahs were kept in a disused electric 

lifi in Woodlands. 

By the mid-1 930s Whittingehame College had evolved its own particular type 

of Judaism, which has been carefully analysed by Ernest Moritz: 

Where Judaism was concerned Whittingehame College could be 

termed 'intelligently orthodox', a concept that requires expIanation in 

these days of polarisation and fanatically intolerant, fundamentalist 

orthodoxy What 'intelligent orthodoxy' meant was the prevailing 

ethos of the United Synagogue, which then truly represented the 

norm of Anglo-Jewry. In those terms Whittingehame College was 

considered sufficiently orthodox for one of the London Dayanim to 

send his sons there as boarders. Its observances were broadly as 

follows: in the kitchen and dining room Kushrur was observed, with 

separate dishes for meat and milk, separate cutlery, and the  

separation of foods served at any meal into one or other of the 

categories. However, there was no Beth Din supervision, and no one 

thought twice about the employment of non-Jewish kitchen staff as 

long as they were supervised by Mrs Halevy. 

Before each meal Hanzotxz' would be recited and after it the first 

paragraph of Grace would be read, for which purpose we would 

naturally all cover our heads with black skull caps carried in our 

pockets; no one, but no one, would ever refer to these as a Yarmulka 
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or a Kippa, or to 'Grace' in anything but English. The school day 

started with an Assembly of the entire school for morning prayers, 

which consisted of a Hebrew recital of the whole of Psalm 145 

(Ashrei); the first paragraph of the Shema in unison, and then the 

other two sections sotto voce; Amidah> abbreviated t o  its first three 

paragraphs; and the Aleynu. These prayers were recited in the 

Ashkenazi pronunciation for the most part, although Sephardi was 

acceptable and was in fact used for the teaching of Hebrew in the 

school. But when the scholars returned so their homes and local 

synagogues their progress would be judged by their Ashkenazi 

pronunciation, for while the parents might appreciate a progressive 

approximation to an Oxford accent in the English diction of the boys, 

usually they were alienated by the addressal of God in strange 

accents that were not approved by the United Synagogue. Apart 

from the prayer assembly there was a select group of boys who made 

up a Miplyan for a full TepkiZZin Shacharit service each morning, and 

I found this much more congenial than the Assembly (except on 

those days when -- as a prefect -- 1 had to conduct the latter). This 

minyan took a little longer than the assembly prayers but the extra 

ten minutes were worthwhile, for they seemed to put us on a more 

heavenly wavelength, and thus gave us better appetites and 

consciences for breakfast. 

Shabbat observance was rather formal. On Fridays school was 

timed to terminate in good time with the commencement of the 

sabbath, so that we could all clean ourselves up, change our linen, 

exchange grey weekday shirts for white ones, our spotted and greasy 

weekday black jackets for the clean shabbas-best, and our baggy 

weekday grey flannels for striped morning-suit trousers. Thus attired 

we all looked like hotel receptionists. 

There was no Friday evening service but the dining-room had 

Shabbat candles on each table, and a small glass of wine and an 

individual white-bread roll for each boy, Kidd~sh was recited at the 

top table and the meal was festive. Week after week Esther Halevy 

gave us fresh salmon with small boiled potatoes, garden peas and a 

mixed salad. This was a very dainty dish that was much appreciated 

for its flavours, but it hardly proved sufficient for growing boys (who 

are an ungratefid lot at the best of times). After supper and Grace the 

senior boys were granted the privilege of an exeat to go for a walk, 

and we would all drift round to  the chip shop at the top of 

Beaconsfield Villas for two-penn'orth of chips, wrapped in 
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newspaper and liberally sprinkled with salt and vinegar. It should be 

noted that there was nothing furtive about this, and it could not have 

been kept a secret, for we were all wearing our straw boaters at the 

time. To eat a takeaway on shabbas in school uniform was, of course, 

strictly against school rules but the divine rdes of the Kashrut on the 

chips and their illicit purchase on the sabbath were less 

rigidly enforced. Intelligent Orthodoxy! 

Shabbat morning had a full service in the hall, conducted from 

Singer's Prayer Book in an out-of-tune way by Jake or by any other 

master or boy who could do better. The Sedra was read from the Sefer 

Torah, the Haftarah was recited by some boy past his Barmitzvah, 

Jake gave a sermon, Mussaf was sung by another officiant, and by the 

time we got to Adon Olam it was nearly time for lunch. Only one 

thing was odd about the service: the prayer for the Royal Family was 

read in Ivrit, including the names of the sovereigns; thus (in the 

original Whittingehame Ivrit transliteration and then in English 

translation) it went: 

Adoneinu Hamalech Georg Hashishi 

Malkatenu Haarzila Elkheva 

Miriam Em Humelech 

Kol Hamishpacha Hamalehutit 

Our Sovereign Lord, King George 

Our Gracious Queen Elizabeth 

Mary, the Queen Mother 

All the Royal Family 

This prayer must have been unique to Whittingehame. Lunch was - 
you've guessed it - chicken. What else? Shabbat afternoon allowed 

for a walk, if the weather was fine; if not, then reading was 

prescribed. The Tephillin Minyan would subsequently meet at the 

appropriate time for Havdalah, and in winter it was then all hands 

back to 'Prep: to make up for the early finish on Friday. 

[From Ernest Moritz's unpublished autobiographical manuscript] 

Jake was certainly not orthodox himself. However, he fully realised that he had to 

keep up a religious front for the good of the school, and so the conventions were 

observed. There was never any shortage of boys keen to participate in the school 
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services, and Jake relied heavily upon their input to keep the religious wheels 

turning. For many years the entire school had to remain on the premises during 

the entirety of the Sabbath, with lectures provided as some form of diversion, but 

in the 1950s these would fizzle out as boys made excuses to slip away and enjoy 

the pleasures of Brighton. (On Saturdays Jake himself would usually take a "walk' 

after the school service, which involved him strolling down Surrenden Road to his 

car parked in a side street, whereupon he would drive off.) Eventually the concept 

of 'resting on the Sabbath' pragmatically came to embrace cinema visits and the 

like. Naturally, this laxity did not attract orthodox pupils to the school, or keep 

them there for very long, but Jake must have realised fairly early on that his main 

clientele wouId never be drawn from the orthodox community; Whittingehame 

was just not that kind of school. (For example, Robert Cramer was ridiculed by 

his fellow pupils when he laid tephillin upon arriving at Whittingeharne in 1933, 

although this gave rise to the aforementioned rephillin minyan which survived into 

the war years and beyond.) But in the main a form of progressive, laid-back 

Judaism would suffice. Moreover, it may be that in his desire to promote a Jewish 

assimilationism Jake purposely avoided making Whittingehame College too 

strictly religious in tone. (His son, Shi, went out for a rime with a genriIe girl, and 

in the 1950s Jake would allow girls kom a nearby gentile girls' school to attend 

dances at Surrenden Road, so clearly be was very tolerant on a personal level.) 

There were other important additions to the staff of Whittingehame College 

after it moved to Surrenden Road in early 1936. These new teachers (ill. 43) 

included Dr Jack White, a vegetarian who subsequently taught English and 

French at Whittingeharne for about six years, although according to Robert 

Cramer he openly professed a bias against 'Jewish elitism'. David Mendel 

remembers that Dr White did not become popular until the 1936 summer term, 

when the newfound provision of tennis courts at Surrenden Road made it 

suddenly apparent that the man was both a brilliant temis player and a fine 

teacher of the sport, after which he became 'top of the pops' with many of the boys. 

Other new teachers in 1936 were a Mr Mansoor who was responsible for 

Hebrew for a time, before emigrating to Palestine; a Mr Uvaroff who taught 

chemistry; the rnaths teacher from Swansea named Solomon who is mentioned 

above by David Mendel; a Miss Temkin who was responsible for music and the 

school choir; a Geography Master and Form Master of the Upper Third, R.E.H. 

Rutter (ill. 57); a physical fitness and sports teacher, Sergeant Poole (ill. 3 3 ,  who 

is remembered by a pupil of 1937-8, Chaim Haller, for drinking his wages on 

Friday nights and then regaling the boys with dirty jokes; and Walter Stanton who 

joined Whittingeharne College in September 1 937 to teach history. Stanton was 

the son of a Jewish tailor from Leeds and had anglicised his name from Straskin. 

He had obtained an M.A. at Odord and, according to all accounts, enjoyed a 
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genuine gift for making history come alive. In 194 1, after being declared unfit for 

military service because of his (increasingly crippling) rheumatoid arthritis, 

Stanton became the History Master of Bury Grammar School, and later still was 

appointed the Headmaster of the Hasmonean Jewish Grammar School in 

north London. 

Even as early as 1937 a Whittingehame Old Boys Association (WOBA) had 

been founded by ex-pupils Sam Wine, Leonard Sattin and Gerald Fine. They 

were greatly assisted by Shi Halevy. This organisation would grow slowly 

throughout the 1940s and '505, and by the early part of the latter decade it would 

enjoy a membership of about a hundred Old Boys. The story of WOBA is 

recounted more fully in Chapter 9 below. 

By the late 1 930s it took little percipience to realise that war with Germany was 

inevitable. At the time of the Munich crisis in September 1938 a group of teachers 

and boys began to dig air-raid trenches near the south-east corner of the 

Surrenden Road site (ill. 44), but when the crisis was resolved those workings were 

abandoned (ill. 45). However, just before the start of World War 11 in September 

1939 the few teachers and boys who had remained in school during the long 

summer vacation hurriedly began digging again, although the work was still not 

completed by the time hostilities commenced. This is conftrmed by an entry in the 

diary of an ex-Whittingehamian, Herman Gutmann (who later anglicised his 

name to Dennis Goodman). His diary-entry was written in Australia in December 

1940, and it gives us a vivid picture of the precise effect of the outbreak of war 

upon Whittingehame College: 

... our school [became] a Receiving Station for Evacuees -- children, 

mothers with babies and expectant mothers. So during the first four 

to six weeks of the war I assisted Billeting Officers. .. .how we listened 

to Chamberlain on the 3rd September 1939 when he said that a state 

of war existed between Germany and the UK. The Air Raid Sirens 

wailed a few minutes after Chamberlain concluded and out we went 

to seek shelter in the unfinished trenches we had begun to dig a few 

days previously. We had about 500 Evacuees in the building and 

there was a hell of a lot of excitement but nobody actually panicked. 

8000 Evacuees altogether passed through our place within four days. 

We provided them with refreshments for which the school paid and 

with Rations (from the Government). They were then brought to 

their Billets by Billeting Officers of whom there were 80. Boys from 

Varndean school did help with carrying luggage and doing 

orderly duties. 
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43 Detail from the 1936 Whittingehame College official school photo showing, from left 
to right: Shi Halevy, M i s s  Ternkin, Mr Trout, Mr Ashford, Mr Lake, M r  Cooper, Dr 
Meier, the Cambridge University Examiner Mr Daniel, Mrs Halevy, The Headmaster, 
Dr J.W. Billinghurst, Dr Jack White, Mr Solomon, Mr Barnes, Mr Williams, Dr Mayani, 
Mr Mmsoor and Miss Lewthwaite. 

The evacuees did not sleep in the Surrenden Road building; they were simply 

brought to the school by bus from Preston Park Station and then assigned 

lodgings in the area by the Billeting Officers. Yet the commotion at 

Whittingehame College must have been very considerable indeed. 

After the evacuation of the British Expeditionary Force from Dunkirk in June 

1940, the entire southern coast of England was put on an invasion-readiness 

footing, and the civilian population was warned that any buildings required by the 

military would be requisitioned. Such a takeover of the Whittingehame College 

complex of buildings took place soon afterwards. As a result, Jake had to look for 

alternative premises for the school. By that time Arnold Meier and Ernest Moritz, 

and further pupils Herbert Leirer and Herman Gutmann, had already been 

interned as 'Enemy Aliens' and shipped off to clearing centres in the north of 

England and an internment camp on the Isle of Man; Moritz eventually ended up 

in Canada and Gutmann in Australia. Following its requisition, the Surrenden 

Road school was converted into a military hospital. 

With the war, and the enforced move away from Brighton it entailed in late 

June 1940, Jake's dream of creating a Jewish Eton necessarily came to an end. 

Naturally, the extreme shortages of everything from clothing to building materials, 

and the inevitable shrinkage of pupil numbers, led to the abandonment of even the 

simplest notions of long-term planning; life had to be lived on a more day-to-day 

basis. Faced with such basically pragmatic considerations, Whittingehame College 

was forced to become a much more elementary type of institution, and thus a 

third kind of school. 
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After a short search Jake found new premises for Whittingehame College in a 

locale that was fairly far from the Continent, and thus well away from areas of 

Britain that might be bombed. This was mid-Wales. 

The first wartime home-kom-home of the school was a large early-nineteenth 

century house that had once been owned by the family of Sir Robert Peel. Named 

Dan-yr-Allt (or 'Under the Slope'), it was located in Llangadog, near Llandovery, 

Carmarthenshire. The migration of pupils and school furniture was effected in 

eleven lorries. Naturally, the move to a remote region initially led to a drastic drop 

in pupil numbers as parents chose to keep their offspring at home, but the 

numbers soon floated back up again to the 70-to-80 mark. 

Whittingehame College did not stay at Dan-yr-Allt for very long, however. As 

we have seen, for several years it had been the practice of the institution to host a 

summer school, both to accommodate those few pupils who could not necessarily 

go home during the long vacations, and to gain some extra income. And it was 

during the 1940 summer school that a further move became necessary, for on one 

extremely hot weekend afternoon that August, Dan-yr-AIlt burnt down. The f i e  

started in an attic and, according to dsering accounts, it was caused by a 

disgrunt1ed pupil, by boys smoking in the attic, or by too much demand being 

placed upon electrical wiring that had been designed for easy living rather than the 

demands of school life. Jake himself later liked to boast that he had only escaped 

from the burning building by jumping from a window, accompanied by the 

Whittingehame College set of-the Encyclopedia Britannica tied in a blanket, but this 

may just have been his customary imaginative embroidery. 

From Dan-yr-Allt the school moved to temporary accommodation in a church 

hall, and then to another large country house further to the south, at Edwinsford, 

near Llandeilo, Carmarthenshire. This 18th century mansion (ills. 50-54) had 

been inherited by Lady Enid Williams-Drurnmond whose husband, the Baronet 

Sir James Williams-Drummond, hailed from a farming family that had long 

supplied Lord Lieutenants of Carmarthenshire and Members of Parliament for 

the constituency. Until Whittingehame College rented Edwinsford Mansion the 

Williams-Drummonds had lived in the great pile themselves, even though Ernest 

Moritz remembers that 'they had long ceased to speak to each other; each 

occupied a wing of the large house and apparently they communicated via his valet 

and her Ladies' Maid'. Because of their recent occupancy of the mansion, much 

of their fme family furniture was still in place. Some particularly well-remembered 



features of the building were the so-called 'Peacock Roomsf which took their name 

from their blue wallpaper covered in peacocks; Whittingehame College used the 

rooms as dormitories. No less breathtaking was a ballroom that ran through the 

entire depth of the house; this proved very useful to the school for parties, dances, 

theatrical entertainments and the like, as we11 as for classes and indoor games. 

The ballroom was decorated with gilded mirrors which were each worth hundreds 

of pounds (unfortunately, Jake cracked one of them by placing an oil lamp next to 

it during a school dance). 

Parents very rarely visited the school. Travel was anyway difficult in wartime, 

and if they did make it to rural Wales the fathers and mothers usually had to stay 

in a hotel in Llandeilo, about ten miles away; naturally, this also acted as a 

disincentive. As a consequence some pupils did not ever see their parents at 

school, but only at home during the school holidays. 

During the WeIsh sojourn of Whittingehame College the school again briefly 

took in female pupils, mainly because some of them had brothers at the school, 

and this had led to parental demands that it: should be possible for offspring to stay 

together well away from possible bombing. With the pupil-numbers down anyway, 

Jake felt little hesitation in meeting those demands. Eventually there were about 

thirty girls in residence at Edwinsford, although not more than twenty of them at 

any one time (ill. 56 shows four of them, one of whom is Ruth Halkvy). 

For obvious reasons attempts were made to keep the girls away from the boys, but 

these were largely unsuccessful (for as one necessarily anonymous Old Gr l  has 

related to the author -- with a sparkle in her eye -- it was wonderful to be 

constantly surrounded by adoring and mainly good-lookmg boys). The girls 

mostly did well academically, for their concentration upon scholarly matters was 

helped by the fact that they could not participate in some of the school games such 

as football and cricket, although they did prove good at running, as we shall see. 

One pupil, Joy Mautner, even forced herself into the Boy Scout Troop by 

persistently following its members on their outings. 

This Boy Scout troop had been founded in 1937 by the Geography teacher, 

R.E.H. Rutter. The Boy Scouts (ill. 57) had quickly proved so popular at 

Whittitingehame College that an official troop was formed, the 21st Brighton 

North. The war led to the loss of Mr Rutter to military service and, after a short 

gap, to his temporary replacement as Scoutmaster by a science teacher, R.A.B. 

Parker, who was also called up in turn. For the next few years the Scouts were run 

by a Geography master, Hal MiIler, and then by Eldon Smith. Miller was a great 

enthusiast for open-air activities, and once he even got a group of the boys to cycle 

all the way to London, which was no mean feat! The Scouts were re-formed as the 

24th Brighton Scout Troop in the Iate 1940s, and then became the 26th Brighton 

Scout Troop in the early 1950s (ill. 58). The Iate 1940s also saw the further 
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development of the school Cub Pack under the guidance of the school's physical 

training teacher, Fred Tarman. The Scouts only went into decline when a 

competing and even more successful school cadet force came into existence after 

the war, as we shall see. (Both the Scouts and the Cadets would then be run by 

the same person, Captain L.R.W. Lee, who evidently never cared about possible 

conflicts of interest.) 

A vivacious memoir of life, first at Dan-yr-Allt, and then at Edwinsford, has 

been contributed to this book by Ralph Gartenberg who was a pupil at 

Whittingehame College between I 938 and 194 1 : 

I was one of the advance party of some six boys, accompanied by 

the Assistant Headmaster, Dr Bill' Billinghurst and William the cook 

and butler, to arrive at Dan-yr-Allt Park, Llangadog, a week or so 

before the rest of the school. It was our task to prepare the building 

for occupation by the school and this entailed 'spring cleaning' the 

premises from basement to attic, as well as setting up dormitories, 

classrooms and the like. Although we were helped by locally 

recruited cleaning ladies, it was very hard work and, by the time 

darkness fell, the six of us -- all strapping 15-year olds -- were ready 

to drop .... We used some of our rare leisure moments to explore the 

53 Cricket at Edwinsford (photo: Herbert Liter). 





56 Joan Donert, Ruth Halevy, Myra Stuttman and Greta Cooper at Edurinsford, July 
194 1 (photo: Herbert Leiter). 

lovely grounds whch led right down to a lively river, she Towy, The 

grounds impressed us -- there were lots of hidden nooks and crannies 

and paths ideally suited for the laying of Scout trails. Swimming in 

the river was forbidden to us, possibly because of treacherous 

currents or deep pools, but a well-publicised story, that a giant pike 

of unequalled ferocity had held sway in our stretch of the river for 

some thirty years to the despair of local anglers, was enough 

to deter us from trying to swim there against orders, 

When the bulk of the school arrived they soon settled in happily 

and thoroughly enjoyed the counny air over many weeks when the 

sun shone from dawn to dusk. The summer of 1940 turned our to  be 

very hot indeed and classes were often held in the open, when 

appropriate. Then the holidays arrived and many of our friends 

departed homewards. Those of us who were not in the lucky position 

of having relatives and fkiends in the U,K,, as well as boys whose 

parents preferred their sons to remain away from towns subject to 

frequent air raids by German bombers, enjoyed a leisurely holiday at 

school. Games were organised and some of the senior Scouts, in the 

absence of a Scout Master, attempted to keep the spirit of scouting 

alive by re-forming, on an unofficial basis, the 2 1st Brighton North 





Scout Troop. We formed ourselves into Patrols with Herbert Leiter 

as Troop Leader, &d practised knots, trails and other familiar Scout 

activities. When, subsequently, a Scout Master, Mr Parker, took over 

and formed us into an official troop, he was full of praise for ow 

keeping the spirit of Scouting alive during the months of unofficial 

activity. Sadly he was unable to ratlfv the "adges' which had been 

"wardedf during this period. 

An exciting -- but somewhat unscouting -- discovery at Dan-yr- 

Allt was of a glass roof within the attics. This codd be approached 

by treading gingerly on the roof-joists and turned out to be the 

ceiling of a bathroom! I had no idea whose bathroom this might be 

until, one evening, a few who were in the know crept into the attic to 

keep watch. Within a few minutes in walked Matron who ran her 

bath, undressed and entered the water, at which moment one of the 

peeping toms slipped and knocked against the pane, causing her to 

emit a horrified shriek and us to scatter to safer ground. Thus was 

our live' anatomy lesson disrupted, never to be resumed, as the 

offending glass roof was boarded over soon after. 

At Dan-yr-Allt Jake Halhvy taught those boys who were interested 

to play Conmact Bridge. A championship even took place, which I 

was fortunate enough to win. Jake was no great player of Bridge but 

he was very keen. Whenever a parent or parents came to stay 

overnight he would offer them a game of Bridge. For some strange 

and possibly diplomatic reason, most of the masters who were known 

to play Bridge suddenly discovered they had a mass of homework to 

mark whenever Jake tried to get a four together, and it was therefore 

not uncommon for me to be hauled out of bed at half-past-nine or 

ten o'clock at night 'for a rubber or two'. One good thing about this 

was that eventually we all received a glass of beer and, later, some tea 

and cake, which made up for my having to partner Jake. 

The idyllic summer days at Dan-yr-AlEt were brought to a sudden 

halt one hot afternoon when most of us were disporting ourselves on 

the lawn and in the grounds. Due to the heat we were permitted to 

run about in swimming trunks and plimsolls and that was a11 most of 

us were wearing when Roger Metzger, a somewhat odd French boy, 

came running out of the building shouting 'Pi-yer, Fi-yer, Ei-yer!' and 

disappeared into the grounds. A casual glance at the roof showed a 

lazy spiral of smoke and what appeared to be a couple of small 

tongues of flame stretching heavenwards. By h s  time others had 

seen this and the Head was notified. He immediately ordered the 



evacuation of the building but allowed a couple of prefects -- I being 

one of them -- to make a careful recce of the safe parts of the building 

to make sure that nobody had remained inside. That done, my only 

thought was for my 'steam' radio which, together with its battery, 

reposed under my bed. The radio was a prize possession I had 

recently acquired in exchange for the violin my parents had forced 

me to study and in which I displayed little interest. As my parents 

were out of contact with me, due to the war situation, I had not 

hesitated to undertake this swap when the opportunity arose. I 

therefore made my way to my dormitory on the top floor where there 

was little smoke but flames could be heard crackling above. When I 

flung open the dormitory door I was dismayed to find that the ceiling 

had just begun to cave in! I made it out of the building in record time 

and helped evacuate the dry-goods storeroom, which contained such 

rlhings as tins of fruit, sardines, bottled gherkins and other goodies. 

This evacuation was accomplished by forming a human chain along 

which the tins and other items were passed, to be stacked on the lawn 

we11 away from the building, the roof of which was well alight by now. 

At about this time the local "re brigade' arrived. I use the term 

loosely, because it consisted of what appeared to be a man and a 

youth, each with a bicycle and a shared hose, and no idea of the 

location of the hydrant. I believe they did eventually discover the 

location of the latter and played an ineffectual, thin stream of water 

over the, by now, blazing inferno. Eventually the proper &e brigade 

was summoned from Llandeillo and it arrived to fight the fire more 

effectiveIy. Later we were taken by bus or coach to a large building a 

few miles distant, which had been prepared to accommodate 

convalescing servicemen andlor people made homeless by the 

bombing, and there we remained for some weeks, during which time 

Mr Halkvy looked for alternative premises. Before long he discovered 

an old mansion in its own large grounds, Edwinsford, and soon we 

were ensconced there. 

Edwinsford was the home of Sir James Williams-Drummond, a 

country squire of fearsome temper and reputation. During our 

occupation of his elderly, rambling mansion he withdrew to the estate 

Lodge, which was reached by crossing a bridge spanning the river 

Cothi which meandered through the grounds. Edwinsford was 

situated near the villages of Llansawcel and Talley, adjacent to the 

latter of which were the tyvo Talley Lakes which were the private 

preserve of Sir James. He certainly kept a boat in the boathouse on 



59 Ralph Gartenberg, the tall boy wearing spectacles in the centre, showing off his 
gigantic catch (photo: Herbert Leiter). 

one of the lakes and this was "borrowed' by my friend Ralph Picciotto 

and some companions, who were careless enough to get caught by 

Sir James when out walking with his gun and gamekeeper. The 

discovery provoked a ferocious loss of temper in Sir James who 

marched the culprits back to school and, afier ascertaining their 

names, sent a vitriolic letter of complaint, via his butler, to the Head. 

Jake dealt with the miscreants and wrote a suitable letter of apology 

which I was instructed to deliver to Sir James in person. Naturally I 

was briefed as to what to say and, afier composing my features in 

what I considered to be a suitably humble mien, I marched across the 

bridge and was duly received by Sir James who read the letter whilst 

I stood by in some trepidation. To my surprise he said very little 

other than that he would close down the school if we did not start to 

behave like gentlemen. I meekly promised that we would behave in 

future. In time I got to know Sir James rather better than most, 

mainly because subsequently I was forced to make t h e e  or four more 

trips to the Lodge bearing the school" apologies for some 

misdemeanow or other. 
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Edwinsford was situated about half a mile from the main road and 

was approached by a long drive surrounded by woodIand. This drive 

began at a gatehouse that was occupied for some time by Dr Arnold 

Meier -- who was my cousin -- and his family, and in front of the 

main building it culminated in a circle around a large lawn that 

contained a sundial. For a short time the circle became a favourite 

spot for setting down instruments with which to measure rainfall and 

atmospheric moisture, and for physics experiments, but for some 

reason this also enraged Sir James. As a result, he regularly had our 

instruments smashed, until it was pragmatically decided to 

discontinue the tests and experiments. 

The river Cothi was in reality a salmon stream that meandered 

along one side of a large oblong fieId at the back of the main building; 

on this meadow we played cricket, football, rugby and athIetics. At 

certain times we obtained permission to swim in the river at a point 

suitably far from the school, where it was only four to six feet deep. 

On one occasion I had something of a shock while swimming when 

I noticed a large number of salmon moving upstream past me. They 

seemed enormous -- 3 feet long or so -- and they literally brushed 

past me without any signs of fear. It was a weird feeling. 

Subsequently Arnold Cohen and I discovered a large tree-trunk lying 

half submerged at the furthest point from the school and used to go 

there to study in peace for our School Certificate. Soon we noticed a 

large fish resting below our mee-trunk and regularly saw him there. 

One of us had the brilliant idea of trying to spear this fish and so we 

carefully purloined a serrated fruit knife from the school kitchen. 

There was some bamboo growing in the grounds and by means of it 

we quickly fashioned a lance by wedging the knife firmly in the end 

of the bamboo pole. One afternoon we took this makeshift spear to 

'OUT' tree where, sure enough, our fish was basking. As we both 

wanted to be in at the kill we held the lance together, slowly lowered 

it into the water above our quarry and, on a count of three, plunged 

it downwards. There was a considerable flurry and our fish was gone, 

leaving no blood or fibres on the knife. Imagine our surprise, then, 

when a large and very dead salmon with a hole in one eye was washed 

ashore some two hours later thirty or so yards downriver. Could this 

have been our fish or was there an otter nearby? We never found OW. 

I carried the fish back to school -- taking extreme care that we should 

not be spotted by Sir James or one of his employees -- and handed it 

to the 'Missus' (Mrs Halevy) who arranged to have it cooked for 
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dinner, although when the meal was served I could not eat even a 

mouthful. But it was a whopper and weighed, I believe, over twenty- 

nine pounds [for this whopper, see ill. 591. 

As I was a prefect, one duty 1 carried out with great pleasure was 

to collect eggs fkom the two dozen or so hens that were kept by the 

school. Every day I religiously searched the yard and adjacent 

storerooms for eggs and became so familiar to the hens that they 

literally got up from their nests upon my approach, so that I could 

see the eggs on which they had been sitting. My daily norm was 

about meen eggs. But one day I went into a shed I had rarely entered 

as the door was normally kept shut. Here I was delighted to see one 

of 'my' hens happily sitting on a bed of straw, and was even more 

gladdened when she lifted herself off the nest to reveal a cache of f 2 

eggs. 'You crafty bird', I thought, and added the eggs to my day's tally. 

TriumphantIy T appeared in the school kitchen with double my usual 

quota but when the Missus heard my tale she nearly exploded! 'You 

stupid boy! Don't you h o w  these were being hatched!' How would I 

have known? Nobody had warned me. Because the fertilized eggs 

were still hot I had no trouble in separating them from the others and 

returned them to the nest, on which the broody hen was still sitting. 

Fortunately no harm was done and the eggs duly hatched out. 

One of the more enjoyable aspects of our stay in Wales was the 

arrival of girls! Several young ladies came to the school, including 

Felice and Rita Cooper, Daphne and Myra Stutman, and Tony 

Marsh's sister, Joyce Matz. They made some of us feel quite manly! 

We all tried to impress them and there was a considerable smartening 

up among the older boys. Some of the girls were rather good runners 

and I vividly recalI being overtaken by one of them in the final 

hundred yards of a cross-country race, to claim second place ahead 

of me. I felt quite humiliated at the time, though I must say that I was 

built for endurance, not speed. Sports such as football, cricket and, 

later, rugby all helped to keep us fit and build up our strength. 

Scouting, too, flourished, and apart from camping in the woods boys 

were often to be seen laying and following trails, undertaking their 

Scout's Pace tests, and the like. 

The Scout's Pace test entaiIed alternatively walking and running 

a distance which had to be covered within a set time. As the margin 

of error was only about thirty seconds either way, one had carefully 

to time oneself, and wristwatches were not permitted. Having failed 

at my first attempt by being eight seconds too fast I did a re-run 



during our lunch break and passed! Flushed with success I hurried 

back to school, as I was due for an English Literature lesson at 2 

o'clock. By that time I was in the Fifth Form. There were just three 

of us studying for School Certificate, Herbert Leiter, Jeffiey 

Simmons and myself. As I dashed into the classroom, 'Bi19' -- the 

feared Dr BilIinghurst -- was already sitting at his desk, regaling my 

friends with the story of a weird sight he had just witnessed, which 

consisted of an enormous stomach appearing on the crest of a hill 

'pursued by a puffing and panting Gartenberg."bviously he had 

observed my attempt at the Scout's Pace test, and his maliciously 

ironic description of my exploit did much to diminish my pleasure at 

having succeeded in it. Billinghurst was a sarcastic, unpleasant man 

who did not hesitate to use foul language in our presence. However, 

I must say that his teaching of Latin, English and EngIish Literature 

were of a very high standard and his pupils achieved some 

remarkable results. But he certainly had a sadistic streak. 

Far more amenable was Mr Miller, our geography teacher who 

was a Conscientious Objector. We had not enjoyed any proper tuition 

in geography since Mr Rutter, the Geography Master, left early on in 

the War for the Army. Mr Miller's enthusiasm for his subject was so 

infectious that, in the space of just a single year's teaching, he 

brought all the School Certificate candidates up to a standard high 

enough for us to obtain a 'GOOD' evaluation, He really made his 

subject come alive. 

My period at Whittingehame was a happy one, even though it was 

wartime during my final two years. In the circumstances the school 

coped extremely well and managed to maintain very 

high academic standards. Nobody ever failed to obtain his School 

Certificate in my time at the schooI, and the three candidates in my 

class all passed with flying colours. 

[Manuscript, Whittingehame College Archive] 

At Edwinsford Jake taught Jewish history, and occasionally gave lessons in 

geometry and algebra, even if his grasp of arithmetic was rudimentary (Eldon 

Smith remembers that although he was brilliant at quadratic equations he never 

knew such basic information as how many square yards make up an acre, 

for instance). 

It is not known why Jake never taught his chosen subject, chemistry, but 

perhaps he felt unhappy teaching elementary laboratory chemistry, rather than 

the advanced theoretical type he had studied years before. Jake also acted briefly 



60 Whittingehame College staff members, summer term 1943. Back row, left to right: 
Frederick Eldon Smith, Cora Rogers and John Richard Owen; front row, Beryl Brunker 
and Ella Tudor. 

as a history teacher, a post he only relinquished when a pupil tactfully 

pointed out that learning the grades of the British peerage from Duke down 

to Baronet would not help any of the boys through their School 

Certificate examination! 

Other teachers at Edwinsford included a Duncan Dunbar, who awaited his 

armed forces call-up by teaching the reception class for the small boys; a Miss 

Gertie Gallagher who was an all-purpose teacher responsible for the littIe ones, 

whom she would shake violently when things got on top of her; a Miss Cora 

Rogers, who was responsible for French for about four years (iI1. 60); the 

aforementioned Hal Miller; John Richard Owen who taught Maths briefly (ill. 

60); a Mr Evans, a local music teacher; Beryl Brunker who taught general subjects 

for a short time (ill. 60); Ernest Moritz who returned from internment In Canada 

and was given a temporary all-purpose teaching post before going up to university; 

Arthur Willis who taught science for a couple of years prior ta joining the staff of 

the University of Bristol; Peter Copson who taught Mathematics and Science, 

while his wife, Eileen, was a school Matron; and a Marcus Paul Dare who taught 

history -- or at least the history of Mary, Queen of Scots, which was apparently all 

the history he knew. Dare was only with the school for two terms before 

disappearing into prison for stealing a very rare and expensive book from 

Blackwell's bookshop in Oxford. Mendel Honvitz (ill. 61) was a Lithuanian 



Hebrew teacher who had reputedly been a rabbi in his native land, and he taught 

at Whittingehame for ten years after 1942. Unfortunately, he did not see eye to 

eye with Jake over the teaching of Hebrew, as his old-fashioned approach did not 

sit easily with Jake's progressiveness, 

The French pupil, Roger Metzger, who had raised the alarm at Dan-yr-Allt, 

could not return to his native France because of the war and so Jake employed him 

as a boiIerrnan at Edwinsford instead. (He returned home after hostilities ceased 

but sadly nothing is known of his subsequent life or of the fate of his family.) 

In the depths of the Welsh countryside the food situation remained fairly good, 

for Mrs Halevy proved especially active in garnering food for Whittingehame 

College and, as we have seen, she even raised chickens in the school grounds. 

Plentihl produce was obtained from the local farms and there was an 

extraordinary abundance of salmon and trout in the nearby river, so that everyone 

soon got fed up with them. This was highly ironic, given that elsewhere such 
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fish were rare and particularly expensive in wartime. 

It was at Edwinsford that a major player in the fume history of Whittingehame 

College first made his appearance in the late summer of 1942. This was Frederick 

Eldon Smith (ill. 60). Born in 1 9 1 9 in the mining village of Resolven, near Neath, 

in South Wales, Smith was the son of a coal-miner who had been blacklisted by 

the local collieries because of his activities during the 1926 General Strike, and 

was consequently unemployed thereafter. Eldon was the sixth of seven children 

who all proved to be academically bright by passing their eleven-plus 

examinations, and he attended Neath Grammar school for seven years before 

going on in 1938 to study history at the University of Swansea. In the Spring of 

1939 he registered as a Conscientious Objector, although this proved unnecessary 

as he was totally deaf in one ear and would therefore have been automatically 

exempted from military service. His refusal to take up arms derived in equal parts 

from the influence of a minister at the Methodist chapel in Resolven, from his 

wide reading which convinced him that war was indefensible, from his strong 

identification with the international socialist solidarity that was so trumpeted in 

South Wales at the time, arid from his innate republicanism (and t h u s  his 

resentment at the inexcusable class-system that was then so firmly entrenched 

in Britain). 

In 194 1 Eldon Smith graduated with a First Class B.A. Honours degree in 

History, and subsequently spent a year on a very uninspiring Teacher's Training 

course, although he enjoyed the teaching-practice part of it (one of his pupils was 

a fifteen-year old Richard Jenkins, who would later become somewhat better 

known as the actor Richard Burton). He then spent some time looking for a job, 

which was not made easy by the fact that there was a bar against Conscientious 

Objectors applying for most posts; the only schools that were prepared to take 

them were relatively minor ones. In August 1942 he had almost accepted a 

position at an independent school in Harrow, Middlesex, when he received a 

telegram fiom a certain Jacob Halevy inviting him to attend an interview in rooms 

kept by Whittingehame College in a small hotel in London. When Eldon arrived 

at the hotel Jake was absent, but he was invited to help himself to some fruit that 

rested invitingly in a large bowl in the room (such fruit was extremely rare in 

wartime). Eventually Jake turned up and the two of them had an agreeable chat, 

whereupon Eldon was offered the post of History Master at Whittingehame 

College in Wales. Because he had a girl-friend in Swansea and wanted to be near 

to her, Eldon accepted the Halevy offer rather than the one from the school in 

Harrow. Little did he realise that he would be directly involving himself with 

Whittingehame College for the next quarter-of-a-century, let alone with its Old 

Boys for more than thirty years beyond that. 



62 Ella Tudor as a bridesmaid in 1942, just before she 
joined the staff of Whittingehame College. 

When Eldon began at Edwinsford in August 1942 he met several other 

teachers who had been taken on at the same time, One of them was an attractive 

young Welsh girl named Ella Tudor (ills. 60, 62). She was a native of St David's 

in Pembrokeshire, and her father had been a ship's engineer in the Merchant Navy 

who was torpedoed aboard the steamship Ruperra and perished at sea in October 

1940. Ella had also attended grammar school, and then undertaken a Teacher's 

Training Course in Swansea. Following her graduation in June 1 942 she had come 

across an advertisement in the Times Educational Supplement that had been placed 

by a certain 'Whittingehame College, Brighton, Edwinsford, Llandeilof for a 

General Subjects Mistress. She had subsequently written off merely for further 

details but Jake had characteristically taken her letter to be an application for the 

job and invited her for an interview. This occurred in a hotel in Llanelli, and 

obviously Jake was in dazzling form, as she recalls: 

When I met this man, well, I'd never met anybody like him. I was 

absolutely bowled over. He was fascinating -- outstanding, really. He 
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63 Eldon and Ella on their wedding day, 1 Augusr 1945. 

kept repeating 'when you come to Whittingehame College', rather 

than 'if you come to the school" and the following day I received the 

customary Jake Halevy telegram officially offering me the job. 

In September 1942 she therefore also joined the staff of Whittingehame College. 

That  December she returned to St David's to become engaged to her childhood 

sweetheart, but when she returned to Whittingehame she was met by Eldon Smith 

who congratulated her but also warned her that she was going to marry him. In 

the event -- after one or two traumas that eventually led to the cancellation of the 

engagement -- that is what she finally did after a long courtship (ill 63). Naturally, 

Jake attended the wedding on 1 August 1945 and typically boasted in his speech 

that 'I am directly reshponshible for thish unionf. 

Although by 1942 Whittingehame College had only some seventy to eighty 

pupils it still managed t~ make a profit because there was a very small staff. 

Moreover, as there was no Sixth Form there was no need to engage highly-paid 

specialist teachers. The economic survival of the school was also helped by the fact 

that all the salaries were quite low, especially for young teachers newly out of 

training, such as the Smiths; at this time Ella earned only £120 per year, plus 

board and lodging, while her male counterparts received little more at El35 per 

annum, all found. 
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Unfortunately Jake couId sometimes gravely misjudge a pupil's intellecmal 

abilities. This was the case with a pupil in 1943-4, one Harry Woolf from Glasgow. 

When Woolfs parents made the long and difficult journey across war-torn Britain 

in order to see how their boy was progressing, they were told by Jake that their son 

was 'ineducable"- indeed, he gave them the distinct impression that young Harry 

was 'mentally subnormal" which naturally caused them grave distress. But what 

Jake didn't know was that Harry Woolf suffered from Dyslexia (which, to be fair 

to the Headmaster, in those days had not yet been recognised as a learning 

difficulty). Woolfs parents subsequently removed Harry from the school and, 

under a more sympathetic regime, he then flourished. Today he certainly enjoys 

the last laugh, for now he is entitled The Rt. Hon. the Lord Woolf of Barnes who, 

as Master of the Rolls, occupies the second highest legal position in the land (after 

the Lord Chancellor). But Jake's negativity, and the shattering effect it had on 

Harry Woolfs parents, explains why Lord Woolf today takes an understandably 

dim view of Whittingehame College. 

The school was hermetically sealed off from the Second World War in 

Edwinsford (ill. 64). Thus there was no radio in the Staff Common Room, and 

none of the teachers appear to have followed the progress of the conflict. But the 

intellectual level of  Whittingehame was otherwise very sophisticated, as 

Eldon recalls: 

I remember that one day I was on duty in the forecourt and a boy 

came up to ask me a question about history, not in class but in the 

playground. These kids were really interested in their subjects. I had 

never encountered anything like that at my own school or on my 

Teacher's Training Course. Then there was a boy named Neville 

hbovitch who had his own gramophone and an excellent collection 

of 78s, and who ran a music appreciation circle in Jake's study, m e  

Stone Hall" to which the teachers were invited; it was there that Ella 

and myself first heard many of the great classics. 

In the days before television, and with only a small input from the radio, the 

children had to invent their own entertainments. Their theatrical energies were 

chamelled by a Miss Viola Compton who lived in LIandeiIo, from where she 

commuted to the school by means of a large, powerful motorcycle. Viola 

Compton hailed from an artistic family, for she was a sister of a leading actress of 

the day, Fay Compton, and of a famous novelist and journalist, Compton 

Mackenzie. In the school ballroom she would mount scenes from Shakespeare or 

conventional plays, and when the weather permitted she would move the 

proceedings into the open air. The play costumes would be garnered from all 



64 A leafy Iane, a long way from the war: David Mendel (who had left Whittingehame 
College in 1938 and was on holiday at Edwinsford) and Miss D. Nicholas-Williams, 
photographed surreptitiously through a school window by Herbert LRiter in the summer 
of 1941. 

kinds of sources, with imitation chain-mail being knitted out of string for the 

historical dramas. T h e  drama itself was a11 of a fairly mediocre standard, but 

proved popular nonetheless. Far more qualitatively successful were the sketches 

put on by the school Boy Scouts at their six-monthly 'beanos" On one occasion 

Jake was sent up rather mercilessly to his face but took it in good hurnour, 

although Eldon was rather taken aback by such direct satirisation. There were also 

musical concerts mounted every Friday night, with Ella Tudor playing the piano 

and the pupils contributing instrumental solos, songs, stories and poetic 

recitations; some of them were more than just competent -- Eldan especially 

remembers Norman Allen on clarinet, Walter Wolfe on piano and Bill Phillips on 

drums (ill. 65). Travelling musicians and small theatrical troupes would also 

occasionaI1y visit the school. Alternatively, at intervals some of the pupils were 

taken by bus to the cinema in Llandeilo, although its location next to a smelly 

slaughterhouse and the screaming of the animals could understandably ruin 

concentration upon the films, 

Because of its rural location, Whittingehame College almost became a ktnd of 

'Outward Bound' institution at this time, for much emphasis was placed upon 

physical fitness. Cross-country walking and running competitions spontaneously 

flourished in the Welsh countryside, and supervised swimming sessions were 

permitted in the river Cothi. The large fields around the mansion meant that 

athletics competitions could be mounted alongside games of football or cricket, 
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65 'Shmidt's Shmendriks', the Whittingehame College Jazz Band. 'Shmidt' was rhe 
nickname of Frank Goldstein who is standing on the left and who sadly died shortly after 
leaving Whittingehame ColIege. The other members of the group were Eront row, left to 
right: Raymond Netder; Maurice Nathan; Walter Wolfe, a briIliant pianist and later a 

Fellow of the Royal Scottish Academy of Music; and Bill Phillips on drums; back row3 
left: Maurice Casket; and David Levin, the son of the famous singer-comedian Izzy 
Bonn, and a pupil who died while stiIl in the Fifth F ~ r m .  (photo: Winston Senior who 
was also a member of h e  group but had to duck out to take the picture). 

and it was also easy to organise informal and inter-house games and matches. 

Unfortunately the transportation problems of wartime and the fact that the 

nearest possible inter-school opponents were many miles away meant that 

competitions with rival institutions could only take place rarely, and that problem 

was compounded by the fact that Whittingehame teams could not travel on 

Saturdays for away-matches, while Welsh schools similarly did not play on 

Sundays. But a few inter-school games were mounted, and the Whittingehame 

College Cricket XI did not disgrace itself -- indeed, at one fixture in 1943 against 

Ammanford School the only century in the entire history of Whittingehame 

College was attained by Geofiey Lederman (see ill. 15). Jake was so jubilant at 

Lederman's achievement that he laid on a special tea for the school. (The 

Lederman brothers, GeoEey, Gerald and Robert, were the sports stars of the 

period, and Eldon Smith thinks it a great shame that they never enjoyed adequate 

opportunities to demonstrate their prowess far beyond the confines of 

mttingehame College, for they approached professional standards in all the 

games they played.) The move to Wales also led to attempts to introduce rugby at 

Whittingehame, although the large teams required for this sport unfortunately did 

not help i t  flourish, while the Whittingehame pupils of the day 

were generally not burly enough to excel at this sport. However, one rugby 

player, Harry Woolf, played with an energy that more than offset such a deficiency. 
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The open-air life at Edwinsford could occasionally result in academic matters 

being left to fend for themselves, as Eldon Smith further recalls: 

On very hot summer's days Jake could be very relaxed about studies, 

ofken cancelling lessons so that everyone could go swimming in the 

nearby river, or collecting blackberries in the neighbowing woods. 

He improvised enormously all the time, and of course he had to do 

so during wartime. But this also led him to adopt a fairly casual 

attitude towards events that would have been taken very seriously in 

peacetime. I remember that once, during my very first term when I 

was the duty master who had to go round checlung the dormitories, 

I discovered that a boy had run away from school, and gone home. I 

became very worried about this, thinking I would get the sack for 

having 'lost' a boy. But when I went and told Jake about it, all he said 

was, 'Thank God, that's one less mouth to feed.' 

In 1944 a boy died from meningitis while at home, and there was also an in-school 

diphtheria scare. This latter disease caused major logistical problems, for many of 

the boys were found to be carriers. As a result, the school was split in two, 

with one half kept isolated &om the other, which provoked intense diff~culties 

at exam times. Eldon remembers: 

The pupils had to be kept busy, so we got them to revise intensely for 

their exams. When we came to examine them we had to bring them 

out from their isolation one-by-one, but then we decided that nobody 

could mark the resulting exam papers because of the fear of 

infection. As a consequence, the papers had to be burnt and nominal 

marks given. Jake arrived at those marks by assessing each pupil on 

their general performance but unfortunately he decided all of the 

marks before the date by which all of the pupils would have sat: the 

exam, Fortunately nu one appeared to notice, perhaps because of the 

general disruptions caused by the war. 

As we have seen, being constantly surrounded with boys proved tempting to some 

of the girls. Jake was obIivious to all of this and, as Ella Smith recaIls, on one 

occasion he even commended a particularly free-and-easy girl for being well 

behaved, before suggesting that as a reward she be allowed to attend a school 

outing to Swansea. This surprised Ella who knew the girl to be anything but 

virtuous. The other members of staff were generally aware of the prevailing 

flirtatiousness but none of them ever suggested that expulsions should ensue, 



and this permissiveness came as a shock to the Smiths. There were also 

other problems: 

Jake and his wife quarrelled terribly, often in public. And Mrs 

Halkvy would have no compunction in shouting at anyone, including 

members of staff. Once she shouted at Ella, and I immediately told 

her never to do so again, or to even to raise her voice to a member of 

staff in fiont of the pupils. 

As Arnold Meier recalls, 'the tension between Jake and Esther was a tragedy. Jake, 

the idealist and politician; Esther, drawn to work with her hands on the tiller. They 

could have been wonderfully complementary but sadly they weren't'. 

At this time Ruth Halbvy was studying in one of the middle forms, while her 

younger brother, Balfour, was a junior. In 1936 Ruth's elder brother, Shi, had 

transferred from Whittingehame to Clifton College, Bristol, before going up to 

read Law at Balliol College, Oxford in 1939. ~t Oxford he became friendly with 

Roy Jenkins who would later become prominent in British politics. In his 1991 

autobiography, A Life at the Cenne, Jenkins remembers Shi as possessing 'great 

charm and more intelligence than application'. Subsequently Shi graduated with 

a B.A. in Law and was then commissioned as a Lieutenant in the 2nd Battalion of 

the City of London Regiment, The Royal Fusiliers, his father's old corps (ill. 66). 

Tragically, on 13 October 1944, at the age of just 23, Shi Halevy was killed when 

he stepped on a landmine during the fighting in central Italy. (He is buried in the 

Allied War Cemetery at Gradara, near Cattolica, on the Adriatic coast.) 

Understandably Jake took the news of his death very, very badly, Shi being his 

favourite child. Although he maintained his composure when announcing the 

death to the school one mealtime, inwardly he was shattered. The poor man 

stayed in his room for several weeks, and remained melancholy for a long time 

afterwards. As for his wife, she was completely devastated by Shi's death and also 

disappeared from public gaze for a long time. As Arnold Meier stated in a 1997 

letter to Eldon Smith, 'Mrs Halevy never came to terms with her son's death', 

while David Mendel clearly remembers a time in 1946-7 in which she 

attempted to contact Shi through a spiritualist. Mendel was often invited to eat 

with her in Hove during that postwar period, and she frequently passed on what 

Shi had supposedly said to her at seances. She was convinced that Shi's spirit was 

hovering around the United Nations in America, where he was supposedly 

attempting to influence the diplomats into voting for the creation of the Stare of 

Israel. Naturally, the death of Shi may have robbed Jake of a successor as 

Headmaster of Whittingehame College when the time came for him to retire in 

the early 1960s, and it did nothing to better the relationship between Jake 

and his wife, 



66 Shi Halkvy in the uniform of a Lieutenant in the 2nd Battalion of the City of London 
Regiment, The Royal Fusiliers, This photo was taken just a few months before his death 
in action in October 1944 (photo: David Mendel). 

An outsider's view of Whittingehame College at Edwinsford -- and of the 

subsequent history of the mansion -- is furnished by a passage in Brenda M. 

James's Fond Memories of Talley (Modern Welsh Publications Ltd, 

Liverpool, 1 994): 

I had the opportunity of visiting Edwinsford during the war years 

1939-45. A private boarding school from the Brighton area was 

evacuated to the mansion and the headmaster and his staff arranged 

several events to raise money for the Red Cross. These were in the 



form of Sports and Horse races in the meadow behind the mansion. 

The day ended with a dance in the ballroom, the length of which was 

equivalent to the length of the mansion. On the walls either side were 

beautiful gilt-edged mirrors and the atmosphere took us into another 

world. It saddens the hearts of all those who remember the grandeur 

of old to see it rapidly becoming mere ruins. The mansion was 

offered to many different bodies or institutions to be used as 

aparments for retired people, as a hospital, or as a boarding school, 

but no-one seemed to be interested. The river Cothi, offering trout 

and salmon fishing, runs alongside the castle. The small hump- 

backed bridge over the river separates the mansion from the 

workmen's houses, stables, coach-houses and a dairy .... Sadly Sir 

James and Lady Enid had no heir and when Sir James died in 1970, 

a few years after Lady Enid, a long chapter in the history of 

Edwhsford came to an end. The workmen's houses, such as those of 

the butler, the dairymaid and others, are summer cottages used by 

fishermen and are well kept, but the mansion is deteriorating rapidly. 

The estate, including many farms, has been sold and a valuable part 

of the local heritage has gone forever. 

On 8 May 1945 Victory-in-Europe Day was celebrated at Edwinsford with a day 

off from school, and the creation of a large bonfire in fkont of the mansion (ill. 67). 

And in January 1946 Whittingehame College finally moved back to its true home 

in Surrenden Road, Brighton. This return created what may be seen as a short, 

fourth phase in the history of the institution, a period that would only last until 

the latter part 

67 The VE Day bonfire ar Edwinsford. 
Jake helped the blaze by pouring onto it a barrel of 

local council tar he had 'liberated' from a nearby roadside. 



68 Jacob and Esther Halevy in the late-1940s. 
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The Fourth Phase 
When Whittmgehame College returned to Surrenden Road it was found that the 

Pilichowski building had not been too badly treated during the war years, perhaps 

because the need for cleanliness in a military hospital necessitated a high level of 

respect for the building (whose crisp lines and aseptic white spaces must have 

made it seem ideal for medical use). Only the tennis courts had disappeared, 

having been used as a vehicle park, but it did not take the staff and boys long to 

clear out the rooms that had been utilized as operating theatres, convalescent 

wards, X-Ray areas, photographic laboratories, and the like. 

The war had seen the death of three ex-Whittingehamians on active military 

service, namely Shi Halhvy, David Phillips and Selwyn Phillips (the latter two 

young men were unrelated). David Phillips (Whittingehame 1936-38) had served 

as an Aircraftman 1st Class in the Royal Air Force Voluntary Reserve, in which 

capacity he formed part of a ground-crew on bombers. One day he was working 

on a propeller when someone switched on the engine, with the tragic consequence 

that he had half his head cut off. He died three days later, on 25 August 1943, 

aged just 20. He is buried in Willesden Jewish Cemetery. An annual prize for 

Scouting was set up in his name by his mother, Gwendoline Phillips, although in 

later years it was fully funded by the college. 

Selwyn Guy Phillips (also Whittingehame 1936-38) hailed kom London and 

was a Flying Oficer in No. 95 Squadron of the Royal Air Force Voluntary 

Reserve. He died, along with four other members of his aircrew, on 5 January 

1944 and is buried in the Chapel Cemetery, St. Etienne, Mauritania, west Africa, 

and thus, sadly, a very long way from home. 

Other boys about whom we know woefully little had possibly been annihilated 

in the Holocaust. They include a [Heinrich or Hans?] Griinbarm, from Frankfbrt 

in Germany; a David Raab, from Katowice in Poland; and an Arthur David, from 

Gablonz in Czechoslovakia. While at Whittingehame David had become friendly 

with Sam Wine, and the two had corresponded after David had returned home in 

1935 to assist in his family's jewellery and metalware business. Ominously, the 

letters from Czechoslovakia ceased abruptly just after the Nazi invasion of the 

Sudetenland in October, 1938. All of Wine's postwar efforts to trace his Czech 

friend drew a complete blank. 

Tragically, the close relations of many Whittingehamians had also perished in 

the war. Thus Arnold Meier's sister and Ernest Moritz's parents were annihilated 

in the Holocaust, as were the family members of a number of further boys. It is 
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worth telling the stories of a few of them, if only to illustrate the fact that the pupils 

of Whittingehame College did not remain unscathed by the worst crime ever 

committed against the Jewish people. 

Jan Rabinowitz -- who later changed his name to Yitzhaq Ravid -- had been 

sent to Whittingehame College in 1938 from Bielsko in Poland by his parents who 

wanted him to go on to study textile engineering in Leeds; it was planned that he 

would begin studying in the northern town in September 1940. As he relates: 

All possible efforts were made to prepare me in just fifteen months 

for the Cambridge School Certificate exams, although when I arrived 

at Whittingehame in September 1938 I hardly knew any English at 

all. Being in England and not in my native country saved my life. 

Ravid had intended topeturn to Poland for the 1939 summer holidays, which 
L 

would surely have trapped him there when war broke out that September, and led 

to his possible destruction. Fortunately, however, he required extra coaching in 

English for his Cambridge School Certificate, and so he remained in Brighton for 

the summer holidays. Instead, he made a brief excursion to Paris in order to see 

his mother. When they parted on 20 August 1939 he little realised that it would 

be the last time he would ever see either of his parents again. He took his School 

Certificate in December 1939 but instead of going to Leeds he emigrated to 

Palestine in March 1940 and now lives in Haifa. 

Another boy who fortunately escaped the Holocaust was Peter Fassbender. He 

hailed from Limburg in Germany, where his mother's family, which originated 

from Remagen on the Rhine, could trace its ancestry back to the 13th century. In 

1937, at the age of thirteen, Peter was sent to Whittingehame. He had expected 

to return home for the 1938 summer holidays but his mother ordered him to 

remain in Brighton, due to the ugly political situation in his homeland. That 

November things got even worse with Kristallnacht, and so he had stayed on at 

Whittingehame for good, taking his School Certificate examination in 1940 (an 

uncle who was permanently domiciled in London kindly took care of his school 

fees). Tragically, Fassbender's mother was killed in the Holocaust, although his 

sisters, grandfather and another uncle managed to escape from Germany before 

the outbreak of war. 

Herman Gutmann whose diary is quoted above was a pupil at Whittingehame 

between October 1936 and December 1939, when he left the school to work 

briefly at a factory in Lancashire. A native of Frankfurt, Germany, he had been 

sent to Brighton by his parents who then escaped from their native country in 

1937. Sadly they only moved to Amsterdam, which is where the young Gutmann 

saw them for the very last time just three weeks before the war began. (Later he 
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found out that they had been deported in 1943, first to Westerbork concentration 

camp in Holland, and then to Sobibor extermination camp where they were 

immediately gassed.) Gutmann himself was interned as an 'Enemy Alien' in 1940 

and, as such, sent to Australia (where he wrote up his diary). In 194 1 he managed 

to return to England where he joined, initially, the Pioneer Corps, then the Royal 

Armoured Corps, and finally the Kings 8th Royal Irish Hussars, another 

mechanised unit. When he joined the army he was forced to anglicise his name for 

security reasons and chose the name of Dennis Goodman. As a tanker Goodman 

landed in Normandy on D-Day-plus-three, and subsequently he fought his way 

across Europe to take part in the 1945 Victory parade in Berlin. Because he was 

a native German-speaker he became part of the group of soldiers assigned to 

guard Churchill, and subsequently Attlee, at the Potsdam Conference in 1945. He 

also acted as an intelligence officer in Hamburg. 

The Holocaust had touched Michael Lewin and Julius Maslovat even more 

directly. Lewin hailed from Warsaw and was sent to Whittingehame College in 

1935 because his father thought that 'the Jews have no future in Poland'. As pupils 

of Whittingehame College enjoyed an unbroken record in gaining their School 

Certificate when entered for it, and because Dr Billinghurst thought that Michael 

was not proficient enough in Latin to guarantee the obtaining of his School 

Certificate in 1938, the boy was held back for an extra year in order to perfect his 

Latin. This delay had enormous ramifications. In the 1939 summer vacation he 

visited his parents at the holiday apartment they had rented in Nice, France, and 

he was staying there when the war broke out that September. Lewin had intended 

to go on to Cambridge University in October 1939 but his mother refused to allow 

him to return to Britain (although if he had already spent a year in Cambridge by 

1939, as was originally planned, then she would have had no choice but to allow 

him to return there to continue his studies). The direct consequence of this delay 

was that Lewin became trapped in France when it was overrun by the Germans in 

1940. In August 1942 Lewin's parents were arrested by Vichy officials and 

deported to Drancy, the holding camp for Jews in Paris; as Lewin comments 

bitterly, 'The only mistake my father ever made in his entire life was to trust the 

French'. From Drancy his parents were then sent on to Auschwitz where they were 

murdered. By that time Lewin had gone into hiding with false papers. He studied 

for a time in Grenoble before joining the Maquis, and was only liberated in May 

1945. After enlisting in the American army in 1947 he emigrated to the United 

States, and now lives in New York. 

Julius Maslovat (see ill. 82) studied at Whittingehame between 1956 and 196 1, 

and thus many years after the Second World War had ended. But he had been 

born Yidele Henochowicz in 1942 inside the Nazi ghetto in Piotrkow Tribunalski, 

a town south of Lodz in central Poland. His mother was deported to Treblinka 
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extermination camp and died there but Julius managed to remain with his father 

when the latter was transported to Buchenwald concentration camp in 1944. His 

father was murdered in the camp and the boy ended up in Bergen-Belsen where 

he was liberated by the British in 1945. Even though the three-year old 

unknowingly had surviving uncles, he was sent to Finland for adoption by a Jewish 

attorney and his wife, Sam and Minna Maslovat. It was they who sent him to 

Whittingehame. He graduated from London University in 1964 with a degree 

in engineering and now lives in Canada. 

A number of Whittingehamians spent World War I1 hiding fi-om the Nazis; two 

can stand for the rest. From June 1942 onwards Bernard Poznanski hid with a 

Christian family in the small village of Mariaburg just outside Antwerp in 

Belgium, while his parents, grandmother and another elderly lady laid low in a 

small apartment in the city and his brother found refuge in a further village nearby. 

Fortunately Poznanski's father, who was a confectioner by trade, continued to 

receive a small sugar allowance fi-om the Belgian government and was therefore 

able to sell this rare foodstuff indirectly on the black market, thus obtaining the 

wherewithal to survive. Poznanski received no schooling during his period in 

Mariaburg but was otherwise fi-ee to move around as his protectors convincingly 

managed to pass him off as one of their own children. He was liberated in 

September 1944, and attended Whittingehame between 1955 and 1957. In the 

July 1956 issue of the school magazine he would publish a fictional account of how 

he had been ordered by his wartime guardians to drown his pet dog because of 

food shortages. 

Raphael Moissis attended Whittingehame between 1949 and 1952 but during 

the war he had initially been hidden in a small village just outside Athens, Greece, 

under the name of 'Nicolas Mangaris' (who was a real farmer's son who lived 

elsewhere). In the July 195 1 issue of the Whittingehame school magazine Moissis 

would tell of two neighbouring ten-year-old girls who had almost given him a 

heart attack by posing as elderly ladies who knew the real Nicolas Mangaris. 

Naturally Moissis feared that the 'old women' might well unmask him, and then 

betray him to the Gestapo. Fortunately the girls were only indulging what they 

took to be an innocent joke, although Moissis was distinctly unamused. But 

Moissis did not relate in The Whittingehamian the real threat that materialised 

shortly afterwards. Moissis's father (Asher Moissis, a lawyer hiding under the alias 

of 'Alexander Mangaris', a farmer) was recognised and secretly followed to the 

family hideout by a fellow Greek lawyer. Along with two other accomplices, this 

unscrupulous attorney was employed by the Gestapo to search for Jews in hiding 

and had worked up a lucrative extortion business in consequence: he and his 

cronies would blackmail their victims for money, collect as much as possible, and 

then turn them over to the Gestapo for 'special handling'. 
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Asher Moissis did not have enough cash or gold to satisfy their greed but came 

up with a life-saving idea instead: he requested forty-eight hours of free movement 

in order to find and turn in the Camchi family who were rumoured to be the 

richest Jews in Greece. The collaborators fell for the deal, and thought to secure 

it by warning Moissis they would keep the rest of his family under close 

surveillance while he searched. But Moissis had no intention of betraying the 

Camchis; instead he went straight to the Resistance and to the local Chief-of- 

Police. Men from the Resistance then immediately descended upon the village, 

armed to the teeth, and spirited the entire Moissis family away to another hiding- 

place. Meanwhile the police chief arrested the collaborators and offered them a 

choice: 'Either we go to the Germans, to whom I will reveal your "private 

business", or you go to jail as common burglars'. The gangsters opted for the latter 

option and remained in prison until the Liberation, after which they were put on 

trial, with Asher Moissis acting as both the State Prosecutor and the chief 

prosecution witness. They received life sentences. Asher Moissis later became the 

first Ambassador to Greece of the newly-established State of Israel. 

With the return of peace, and of Whittingehame College to Surrenden Road, 

the pupil numbers again began to rise; in turn this led to the engagement of more 

staff. However, in general this was not a happy period for the school, for both 

pupil and staff-turnover remained high. Numbers of teachers had been demobbed 

from the armed forces but were still psychologically unsettled by the war, while the 

round-the-clock duties imposed by a boarding school were regarded by some as 

unnecessarily onerous and too reminiscent of military life. Among the teachers 

who came and went fairly quickly during this fourth phase of Whittingehame 

College were Keith Ritherden who taught English, Maths, History and Geography 

at primary levels; an English master, W. Henry Ernst, who subsequently became 

a Dominican friar and very eminent Catholic theologian; and Albert Garside who 

was responsible for Junior and Middle School arts subjects, as well as for greatly 

promoting cricket. He eventually married Jake's secretary and moved with her to 

another post. Other short-lived teachers were Doreen Inman, who taught 

Elocution and Dramatics; a C.J. Davis who taught French and elementary Maths; 

Muriel Cove who taught Music; an ex-army fitness instructor, Sergeant Vic 

Tucker, who became the Sports Master; and an arts and crafts teacher, Wyndham 

Roberts, whom Eldon Smith remembers as 'a charlatan with a drink problem'. 

This particularly caused problems when, for example, Roberts would attempt to 

participate in rugby games in Preston Park and end up being flattened by the 

opposition. In 1948 a Mrs Burgess (ill. 69) replaced him as art teacher, which 

proved a blessing as the man clearly knew nothing about his subject (Eldon Smith 

remembers Roberts once hand-colouring masses of pottery for Mrs Halkvy but all 

the application washing off as soon as it was put under the tap). Mrs Burgess 
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69 Mrs Burgess teaching Art in the mid-1950s, with Michael Cohen on the left, Michael 
Howard second on the left, and Eddy Strod in the centre. 

stayed at Whittingehame for ten years, after which time art and crafts were taught 

by Fred Tatman (for whom, see below). A number of Latvian Catholics were also 

taken onto the ancillary staff at around this time. Mrs Halkvy hired them from a 

refugee camp at Billingshurst in Sussex and employed them as chauffeurs, general 

handymen and the like. Some had been professional men before the war: Alex, a 

school waiter, assistant chef, gardener and general factotum (ill. 70), for instance, 

had been a lawyer, while Reno, the school carpenter, had been an 

insurance supervisor. 

70 Alex, a school waiter, assistant chef and gardener. 
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In the autumn of 1946 Sergeant Tucker was succeeded as the physical fitness 

and sports teacher by Fred Taunan (ills. 36,71-73,82,85,87 and 104). Fred had 

served as a fitness instructor in the Army Physical Education Corps during the war 

and he was a natural disciplinarian who imposed his will without creating tensions, 

while responding flexibly to the demands imposed by teaching; equally, he 

excelled at motivating the boys. Eventually Fred also became the school's art 

master, and later promoted pottery and woodwork. He stayed at Whittingehame 

until it foundered in 1967, after which he went into youth-leadership work in 

Huntingdon, where he died in July 1998. 

71 Fred Taunan. 

Fred Tatman proved no less vital to the continuing running of the summer 

schools, for which he was happy to act as principal organiser and motivator as he 

did not believe in taking holidays. The summer schools were financially very 

profitable for Whittingehame College, although in the absence of close supervision 

the boys and girls who attended them would always cause some damage to the 

school's fixtures and fittings. But for those youths and children who came to the 
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72 Fred m .-. Edgard Mann. 

summer schools from restrictive backgrounds the experience often proved 

emancipatory; indeed, one boy - Joe Brim -- found Whittingehame College so 

liberating that he refused to return home, even though the school was not co- 

educational for the rest of each year. 

Under Fred Tatman's guidance a Sports Committee was set up, and it became 

responsible for all sports administration and discipline. Fred's skills made 'Gym' 

one of the most popular subjects on the curriculum and consequently the number .- 

of inter-house fixtures burgeoned. Soccer remained the principal inter-house 

sport, with basketball not far behind (ills. 72-4). As few other schools in the 

Brighton area played the latter game, and because those that did usually fielded 

rather second-rate teams, the buys from Surrenden Road often had to play in the 



73 School basketball, with Fred on the right, Moise Khalifk in the centre and 
Edgar Mann on the left. 

Sussex Adult League and consequently sometimes even found themselves facing 

the local police line-up. In June 1955 the Whittingehame College Basketball Team 

even won the Amateur Basketball Championship for South-East England. 

Fred Tatman was also responsible for developing a new game, floorball, which 

soon became highly popular. Boxing equally became a vogue sport, and a proper 

ring was given to the school by the father of one of the boys, Harold Winton. 

Inter-house and inter-school boxing competitions were organised at Surrenden 

Road, and som? of b e  Whittingehame bgxers would even reach t&e national finals 

in London. 

During the pre-war, Edwinsford and post-1946 days nearly all of the pupils 

had been introduced gradually to cricket, starting with soft balls and underarm 

bowling, before progressing to overarm fast bowling and hard balls. The resulting 

enthusiasm for the sport could be intense, as the following anecdote recounted by 

a mid-1940s Captain of the Whittingehame College Cricket Team, Peter Stone, 

makes clear: 

In the summer of 1947 I was sitting for my Cambridge Matriculation 

examination when the great Don Bradman was playing in an 

Australia versus England Test Match. Hearing cheers coming from 

boys listening to the game on radios outside the hall I was left with 

no choice but to abandon my exam (which didn't prove dificult as I 

didn't know the answers anyway). 
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74 Athletics at Withdean Stadium (Final of the 880 yards in 1959, with Jacob Fuchs on 
the lee; in the centre Khovow Behrouzi, Michael Keidan and Darius Amrar; and 
Abraham Azagury in the distance). 

However, in the main, cricket gradually declined in popularity during the post-war 

period, as more and more boys came to the school from abroad: faced with six- 

foot opponents flinging fast and potentially damaging leather missiles at them, it 

proved easy to prefer tennis as a summer game (and in any event tennis proved 

more readily comprehensible to foreigners). Jake certainly never understood the 

idiosyncratically British rituals of cricket, although he did spectate at a number of 

the Masters versus Boys matches (which were usually won by the teachers through 

subtle bendings of the rules). 

More to Jake's liking were athletics. During the Surrenden Road years of 

Whittingehame College the annual finals for these were held at Withdean Stadium 

(ill. 74) which enjoyed superb facilities for every field-sport. The late 1940s and 

1950s saw Whittingehamiam excel in athletics at Sussex County Championship 

level. Unfortunately no sporting-records survive from before the founding of The 

Whittingeharnian in 1948, but four of the outstanding athletes from the late 1940s 

to the demise of the school in 1967 were Colin Lee, Farshid Kashfi, Fouad 

Sossanpour and Eli Gilbert Ben-Zaken. In 1955 Lee set a 100-yards sprint record 

with a timing of 10.8 seconds, and that performance would remain unbeaten 

during the rest of the life of Whittingehame College. Rashfi was in the forefront 

of athletics between 1950 and 1956, and his 440-yards run at 58 seconds in 1956 
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matched the same timing set by Sammy Danvish in 1954 but would never be 

subsequently rivalled. He also excelled at tennis and later became a professional 

tennis coach. Fouad Sossanpour not only won the 100-yards dash, 220-yards run 

and 80-yards hurdles race in 1960 but equally set a new school long-jump record 

of 19 feet, 5 inches that year. Sossanpour also proved exceptional in tennis, table- 

tennis, football and basketball, and was awarded the Victor Ludorum Cup for 

Sporting Achievement three years running after 1958, the first time anyone in the 

history of Whittingehame College had attained that distinction more than twice. 

And Eli Gilbert Ben-Zaken approached Colin Lee's 100-yard dash record with a 

timing of 10.9 seconds three years in a row after 1962, while also excelling in the 

220-yards and 440-yards races between 1962 and 1964. Furthermore, he won the 

high-jump event three years running after 1962, the long-jump contest twice in 

the same period, and the triple-jump competition in 1964, as well as excelling in 

cross-country running, fencing and swimming throughout his period at school. 

(He remembers winning many swimming events through taking the opportunity, 

when at home in Milan during summer vacations, to perfect his turns and thus 

gain an edge over the other competitors.) 

Whittingehamians particularly excelled at swimming, mainly because boys who 

came to Brighton from warmer climes had often started their aquatic activities at 

much earlier ages than more locally-bred competitors. Several indoor pools were 

used in Brighton, and one outdoor venue at Black Rock (which is now the site of 

the Brighton Yacht Marina). Occasionally Jake would participate in the non- 

competitive swimming, just as he had done at Edwinsford (and for a story of him 

cancelling academic activities in order to take the entire school to Black Rock on 

a hot day, see John Murry's memoirs below). One outstanding swimmer of the 

1956-62 period was Robin Sullam; indeed, he was probably the best swimmer 

ever produced by Whittingehame. He also excelled in both tennis 

and table-tennis. 

An important activity that developed at Whittingehame College for about nine 

years after 1947 was military training. A school cadet corps (ills. 75-78) came into 

being in a typically offbeat Whittingehamian way, quite simply because the 

institution needed a new film projector. When the pre-war machine gave up the 

ghost in 1947 a technical supplier in Brighton sent a salesman named Capt. 

Leonard R.W. Lee to talk to Jake about a possible replacement. Lee had attended 

Public School, and was a very well-spoken, ex-British Army type. He therefore 

easily persuaded Jake -- who was always readily impressed by such people -- that 

Whittingehame College not only needed a new projector but also a Cadet Corps, 

for no good English boys' school was complete without one. Obviously Jake still 

harboured faint hopes that Whittingehame College might become a Jewish Eton, 

and as having a cadet corps was an intrinsic part of that identity, without 
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75 The Cadets guarding the front Loggia at Surrenden Road, Speech Day 1951, with 
Capt. L.R.W. Lee in the foreground on the left. The Sergeant on the right is Frank Morris. 

consulting his staff he loftily declared 'Let there be a school cadet corps'. 

Accordingly, the corps was set up by Lee, who was taken onto the Whittingehame 

workforce as a middle-school Geography and History teacher (in which role he 

was utterly useless, according to Eldon Smith, although very good at 

running the Cadets). 

The rapid growth in popularity of the Cadet Corps after 1947 seems ironic, 

given the widespread reaction against British imperialism then prevalent in 

Palestine, India and elsewhere. But the 'square-bashing' parades regularly took 

place on Thursday evenings, with extra time being put in at weekends when 

special events were looming; for hours the loggias and tennis-courts resounded to 

the combination of hammering feet and bellowing instructors. Because Jake feared 

'desertion', membership of the corps which was regularised as the Whittingehame 

College (Ind.) Cadet Company of the Royal Sussex Regiment -- became 

compulsory. Naturally the boys greatly enjoyed fighting imaginary battles against 

the 'Russians' and other 'enemies' of the British Empire, as well as taking 

proficiency exams and attending manoeuvres, camp meetings, firing-practices, 

army days and the like. As the Ministry of Defence was anxious to promulgate 

military training in schools, it gave Whittingehame College uniforms and rifles, as 

well as a cadet hut. This was erected above the site of the pre-war air-raid diggings 

near the south-east corner of the Surrenden Road site. The military equipment 

was normally kept in a storehouse under the stairs to the tennis courts that had 
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76 Cadets on the march around 1955. From left to right may be identified Joseph 
Joseph, Joseph Safra, Raphael Kurzberg, Gerald Canton and Richard Cohen. 

77 Cadets preparing for the London Parade near the War Office, 1955. 

originally been intended to house tennis-nets, and it was regularly inspected by 

regular army personnel who were usually satisfied with the levels of maintenance 

and security. 

Within just a short time the military discipline engendered by the Cadet Corps 

had a smartening effect on the boys, as Eldon Smith remembers: 
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78 Presenting arms: Corporals George Ebrahimzade and Richard S. Cohen, 1955. 

As marching and counter-marching, presenting arms, and other 

features of parading improved, the recruits ventured out into 

Surrenden Road, and the neighbours emerged at their front gates to 

gape at, and admire, this semi-miraculous transformation. 

Practically none of the pupils took serious objection to the well- 

disciplined mustering, and many thoroughly enjoyed the experience. 

Weapons- training and theoretical work were equally appealing, and 

successes in 'Cert A' cadet exams became routine. Guards of Honour 

paraded on Speech Days, especially when the Guest of Honour came 

from a military background, as was the case in 1948 when 

Lieutenant-Colonel H. Morris, M.P., fulfilled that role. From 

November 1947 onwards the Cadet Corps was invited to participate 

in the annual Jewish Remembrance Day parades that took place at 
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the Cenotaph a week after the Armistice Day every November. On 

those occasions a very early start proved necessary, and the boys 

spent hours -- if not even days - polishing brass and leather, and 

cleaning webbing meticulously. After catching an early morning train 

they were provided with a hearty breakfast at Victoria and then 

marched through the streets to Horse Guards' Parade for inspection 

by worthies such as Field- Marshal Lord Alanbrooke or Viscount 

Montgomery (who singled out a Student Under-Officer, Henry 

Markson, for praise on one occasion). Then came another march to 

the Cenotaph, where the Whittingehame Cadets were in prominent 

view as markers, standing proudly to attention as the various 

regimental flags and standards passed by. At the completion of the 

long ceremony there was a further, longer march across the Thames 

to enjoy an enormous tea, followed by another march behind a band 

to Victoria. By the time the boys had returned to Preston Park 

Station it would already be quite dark, and as they made their last- 

gasp, marching return to Surrenden Road, their steps, not 

unnaturally, were not as perfect as they had been around twelve 

hours earlier. But all agreed that the exhaustion was worthwhile. 

There was no shortage of volunteers from among the pupils -- indeed, some of 

them, such as Avi Tocatly and Eli Mazza, achieved the rank of non-commissioned 

officers by May 1948 (the former becoming a Sergeant-Major, the latter a 

Sergeant). Perhaps the most outstanding recruit was Lionel Swift, who became 

the Regimental Sergeant-Major. His physical bulk and stentorian voice were just 

what was needed for the 'square-bashing', even though he was a lot younger than 

many of the cadets he drilled. (This authoritativeness obviously stood him in good 

stead, for ultimately he became a leading judge.) In time, dozens of cadets 

secured their certificates of competence, at both preliminary and secondary 

grades. They included several Israelis who naturally found such credentials useful 

when drafted into their national army for compulsory military service, as well as 

Edward Cohen who quickly received promotion to officer-status in the Iranian 

army due to his familiarity with military discipline &om his schooldays. 

The Cadet Corps participated regularly in sporting competitions against other 

units and schools, and the cadet boxing team travelled widely in the south of 

England, with Max Bernstone reaching the National Finals in London during the 

very first year of the corps's existence. In 1950 the Cadet athletics team even 

represented Sussex at the National Cadet Championships at Chiswick Stadium in 

London, with Joseph Murad, Harvey Kay, Lloyd Bedack, Leslie Finkelstein and 

Raphael Moissis all distinguishing themselves, although a dropped baton robbed 

them of victory in the finals of the relay race. In 1951 Whittingehame College 
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hosted the Cadet County Boxing Finals at Surrenden Road, where Jake was 

understandably in his element. In swimming competitions the Whittingehame 

entrants often gained many prizes, again perhaps because large numbers of them 

had taken to the water when young. 

Unfortunately it gradually emerged that L.R.W. Lee was a confidence- 

trickster, for the financial accounts he kept on behalf of the War Office constantly 

failed to balance. As a result, in 1952 he was forced to resign his control of the 

corps, and left the school as a consequence. Fortunately by that time the Cadet 

Corps was so well-established that, under the leadership of Under-Officer Sylvain 

Ferdrnann and Sergeant Wynblatt the flag was kept flying, and the Duke of 

Edinburgh was apparently impressed by the corps at the annual Cenotaph parade 

that year. In 1953 an ex-Squadron Leader in the Royal Air Force, Ron Jones (ill. 

79), joined the staff of Whittingehame College as a Geography Master and he took 

over the cadets as 'Captain' Jones. His R.A.F. contacts enabled him to organise 

new activities, such as visits to air bases, which were greatly enjoyed by all. But by 

the mid-1950s interest in the Cadets began to wane as pupils began to find 

themselves forced to devote more and more of their time to vitally necessary study 

for '0'- and 'A'-Level examinations. By then the War Office had also begun to 

suffer greatly from drastic financial cuts, and it must have become painfully clear 

to Whitehall that no cadets from Whittingehame College had ever gone on to join 

the British Army voluntarily, while the majority of them did not even hold British 

passports! (Indeed, the ultimate success of the corps is questionable, given that 

not one ex-cadet from the school is ever known to have become a professional 

soldier.) Naturally, in its ten-year history the Cadet Corps caused the virtual 

disappearance of the Whittingehame Boy Scout troop, and it petered out itself 

around 1958 when 'Captain' Jones was transferred to Handcross Park, in a phase 

of Whittingehame's history to be examined below. 

At the end of the 1947 summer term Dr Billinghurst resigned as Assistant 

Headmaster. Unofficially Eldon Smith stepped into his shoes and served in that 

capacity for most of the 1947-8 academic year. Yet Jake hesitated for some time 

before officially appointing anyone in Billinghurst's place. On the one hand he 

undoubtedly considered Eldon for the job, but on the other he wanted someone 

who could adopt Billinghurst's suave pose as an English aristocrat and scholar; to 

that end he may have considered appointing a new French Master, Charles 

Minns, or even a new Physics Master, Charles Higgins, to the post. (Both of the 

latter teachers, who joined the school in 1948, are discussed below). In the event 

Eldon Smith was finally appointed Assistant Headmaster in May 1948 (ill. 801, 

and he distinctly remembers being in charge on the fourteenth day of that month 

when he entered the school dining-room at lunchtime to announce to great 

cheers: 'The State of Israel has been declared and you can all take the rest of the 

day off. (As Assistant Headmaster he could apportion holidays without consulting 
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79 Squadron-Leader 'Captain' Ron Jones. 

Jake, who was away on Zionist business at the time.) 

By the late 1940s the pupil numbers were beginning to rise yet again, and that 

trend continued throughout the following decade, until the intake levelled off at 

around the 200-mark. This quantity posed huge problems for the Surrenden Road 

building which had only been designed to take half that number, and would 

eventually lead to the self-destruction of the school. But none of that was surmised 

at the time and, indeed, because of political changes in the world beyond 

Brighton, Whittingehame College entered a fifth phase in its history, and one that 

would turn it into a much more exciting, dynamic and unusual school altogether. 

80 Eldon Smith at a concert given by the Greville Janner Youth Club in the Assembly 
Hall at Surrenden Road, sometime in the 1950s. Jake can be sitting in the kont row, with 
Ella Smith on the extreme left. 



81 The Staff of Whittingehame College, 1961: fiont row, from left to right: Molly 
Howard, Gerald Cockshott, John M. Murry, J. Bany Roach, Eldon Smith, Jake, Charles 
Higgins, John Marsh, Dr William Jamieson, Ella Smith: back row, from left to right: 
Richard Humphries, Gordon Hughes, John Evans, thl )sines, C. Charles Minns, 
Tim Hannagan, John Vickers, Stanley Franks, Koni J orge Parnell and John 
Theobald who taught Sixth Form Maths. 
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The end of the Second World War had led to some boys being sent to 

Whittingehame College from Palestine, mainly because parents there did not want 

their sons to join the Irgun which they were understandably keen to do as 

knowledge of the Holocaust grew and pressure to create a Jewish national state 

burgeoned. Naturally these boys felt torn in the run-up to Israeli independence, 

when the Jewish struggle against the British occupation of Palestine frequently led 

to killings on both Jewish and British sides. (Matters were not helped either by 

Jake's frequent fining of the imminent Israelis for speaking Hebrew.) But the 

founding of the State of Israel in 1948, the immediate invasion of that country by 

its Arab neighbours, and the ensuing discriminatory pressures that were put upon 

Jewish families who still lived in those Arab countries resulted in many other 

parents from the Middle East sending their sons en masse to England 

to be educated. 

A global picture of why they did so, and of the subsequent cultural 

consequences of such a move, has been graphically provided by Emile Abdulezer 

who originated from Baghdad and studied at Whittingehame between 1950 

and 1957: 

The Jews of Iraq and of the other Arab countries in the Middle East 

had no problems generally, but of course when things went wrong 

politically, then we became the whipping boys. We were always 

available to serve as handy victims. For ninety-eight per cent of the 

time we lived in relative comfort and safe surroundings, and had 

done so for centuries. But the founding of the State of Israel altered 

everything. Quite simply the opposition between Arab and Jew that 

it inadvertently brought about threatened our wellbeing, for that 

polarity made it painfully clear that there was no future for Jews 

within the Arab states that were hostile to Israel. The Jewish state 

presented the other Jews of the Middle East with a stark choice: 

either you live in Israel, or you vacate the area. Clearly there was no 

real future for the Jews in any Arab country; our lives in such places 

were coming to an end. Thus it was that most of the Jews of Iraq, 

Lebanon, Syria, the Gulf States, Yemen, Egypt and the other north 
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African Arab countries sooner or later abandoned their homelands, 

although they didn't necessarily gravitate towards Israel, for that 

country's future was by no means assured in the late 1940s and 

1950s. In any case Israel represented an unknown social and cultural 

entity -- it was as alien to us as, say, England. But because of all this 

my parents packed me off to Whittingehame College in 1950. 

My first weeks there were hell: Britain seemed a totally alien 

country, with a completely new kind of landscape, a language I didn't 

speak, food with which I was completely unfamiliar, people who also 

just happened to be Jewish but with whom I otherwise shared 

nothing in common, and an Ashkenazi Judaism that differed 

completely from my own Sephardic religion (for maybe a few 

Sephardi had found their way into the West but no Ashkenazis had 

ever penetrated Eastwards). It was all a new universe to me -- 
everything, but everything was different. It was as much a shock to 

me to be in England as it would have been to find myself on Mars. 

OK, maybe I was out of Iraq and well away from danger, but equally 

I felt threatened because everything in England seemed so alien. 

The pressures that directly motivated families to send their sons to Whittingehame 

have also been described by another Middle Eastern ex-Whittingehamian whose 

relatives still live in his country of origin and who must therefore remain 

anonymous, as must his homeland: 

In the early 1950s news arrived in my native country mainly by word 

of mouth, visitors from abroad being its principal source. One such 

traveller came from England and gave my grandfather a newspaper- 

cutting concerning a Jewish boarding school in Brighton. 

In 1953, when I was just eight years of age, trouble broke out 

where I lived and anti-Semitic riots spread to the streets. At that time 

we resided in apartments whose balconies overlooked a common 

square which only enjoyed a single entrance with a large wooden 

gate. One afternoon I was standing with my younger brother looking 

down at my elder brother kicking a ball far below us. Suddenly a 

truck full of men armed with rifles crashed through the gates and 

screeched to a halt in the middle of the square. My older brother 

started running back towards us, while the younger one turned 

towards me and asked 'Are they going to kill us?' I don't know how 

but I surmised the aim of the men and replied in the affirmative. He 

started crying. My older brother just managed to get back to our 
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apartment when we realised that someone was firing at the gunmen 

from the flat roof of our apartment-building. It turned out that, as a 

precaution, my grandfather had borrowed five guards from the ruler 

of our country, to stand on the roof just in case of trouble. 

In the resulting climate of fear my parents understandably 

decided to get their two elder sons out of danger. In order to do so 

they bought me my first suit, tie and shoes, but to obtain a passport 

I needed a birth certificate. (Such items were not mandatory in my 

country at the time, and anyway people could not understand why 

they needed them to prove they had been born.) My father contacted 

the midwife who had attended my birth. She had retired by then but 

a small sum of money jogged her memory and she recalled that I had 

been born not long after news had reached our country of Hitler's 

suicide. Meanwhile my grandfather retrieved the newspaper-cutting 

about Whittingehame College, sent off a telegram to Brighton giving 

details of our arrival at London Airport on a BOAC flight, and asked 

the school to meet my brother and myself, along with an uncle who 

supervised our trip. But no thought was given to filling up application 

forms for Whittingehame; we just turned up there. [The arrival of 

these brothers was recently recalled by Jean Duffield who had just 

joined the secretarial staff of Whittingehame College at the time. She 

remembers having to go to London Airport at about midnight to 

meet their flight, and then having to drive the boys down to Brighton, 

where they arrived about breakfast-time. As she recollects, 'They 

looked like two scared and skinny little rabbits in their identical, 

three-sizes-too-large brown striped suits. They knew no English, 

were exhausted and bewildered, and when we subsequently took 

them for a bath we had to put them in the baths fully clothed because 

quite evidently they had never seen a hip-bath before and couldn't 

undress in front of us. The urinals absolutely terrified them!'] 

The influx of boys from the Middle East further transformed Whittingehame 

College. Instead of being merely a British school the input continued the process, 

begun in the 1930s, of globalising the institution. (Indeed, it seems extremely 

likely that, because of that transformation, by 1956 Whittingehame College had 

become the most cosmopolitan school anywhere in Britain, or possibly the world. 

Thus when a count was made at the time the school boasted pupils hailing from 

no less than thirty-eight countries -- if the institution had altered its name to, say, 

'The International School, Brighton', that title would have described it 

very accurately.) 
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Initially Iraqis, Egyptians and north Africans started coming to Whittingehame 

College in large numbers, and it was not long before they were followed by 

Lebanese and Turkish boys. During the early to mid-1950s there was also a large 

influx of Iranians. Equally, because the schooling system in the new state of Israel 

was under great strain due to the pressures produced by the influx of large waves 

of immigrants, more and more Israeli boys also arrived at Surrenden Road. 

Naturally, word-of-mouth recommendations played their usual part in boosting 

school numbers, as did the illusion held by many parents that Whittingehame 

College would transform their boys into perfect English gentlemen; for this reason 

wealthy Iranian parents particularly required a British education for their sons. 

By the mid-1950s not all of the Whittingehamians, however, were Jewish, for 

Jake had taken the rather unusual step of widening the religious scope of the 

school. Initially this came about by chance, and then by design after the event. In 

the summer of 1954 Jake was flying back to England from a trip abroad and found 

himself sitting on the plane next to an extremely attractive, European-looking 

Turkish woman, a Mrs Bilen. It turned out that she was travelling to England to 

find a school for her son, Bulent. By the time the plane landed Jake had persuaded 

her to send the boy to Whittingehame College, despite the fact that the Bilens 

were Muslims. 

Upon this basis Jake built further. He did not want to see Jews dominating 

Arabs in the Middle East; quite the opposite -- he hoped Israel would develop into 

a country in which peoples of differing religious views and ethnic backgrounds 

would happily live as neighbours, despite their differences. Naturally, from this 

position it was but a short step to broadening the religious base of Whittingehame 

College so as to parallel his desire for Israel, especially after 1948 when he saw that 

enmity between Jews and Arabs was causing enormous problems in the Middle 

East. Consequently, and upon the initiative taken with Bulent Bilen, 

Whittingehame then attracted Islamic, Zoroastrian and Bahai boys from Persia, as 

well as Muslim pupils from Iraq, Saudi Arabia and the countries surrounding 

Israel. It did so entirely through word-of-mouth, and the attraction was boosted 

by the fact that the Jewish and Islamic dietary laws are extremely similar so that 

non-Jewish parents could feel that their offspring were not eating far beyond their 

respective religions. Islamic festivals such as Ramadan were observed at 

Whittingehame, with the kitchens left open at night so that the Muslim boys could 

fast during the day and eat after sunset. 

Three of the Saudi Boys who must remain unidentified for political reasons - 
were cousins who had been pupils at English public schools and were very 

unhappy there because they felt isolated and were bullied by their classmates. 

They were much happier in the multi-cultural atmosphere of Whittingehame 

College. However, after they had studied at the school for quite some time the 

Saudi embassy in London suddenly got wind of their attendance and demanded 
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82 Ali Jamil, front row extreme right. The other boys grouped around Fred Thtman are,
back row, left to righu A.P. Cohen, Peter Kleiner, George Karmi, Jacob Fuchs, Julius
Maslovat and Stanley Cohen; and front row, left to right: Darius Anvar, Fouad
Sossanpour and Joseph Shayo.

that they leave. Accordingly, Eldon Smith arranged for them to uansfer to

Brighton and Hove Grammar School, which they did. A week or so later a

telegram from the father of one of the cousins arrived in Brighton, demanding that

all three of the boys rerurn to \flhittingehame College. Their reappearance in the

dining room at Surrenden Road one lunchtime was met with widespread cheers.

On the basis of the attraction of Islamic boys to \Thittingehame College Jake
turned a quirk of fate into a positive virrue of the school. Certainly he did not
propagate a policy of religious rolerance by openly advertising Whittingehame

College as a multi-religious institution, but he often praised the idea of toleration

within it, at school services and assemblies. And he put the notion into practice as

well: in 1961 a Muslim boy, Ali Jamil (ill. 82), was appointed the Head Boy of

lfhittingehame College. This was nor because he was non-Jewish -- obviously he

was the best person for the position -- but it remains a fairly outstanding event in

the history of a Jewish (and pro-Zionist) school nonetheless. Jamil was not only

allowed to practice his beliefs but encouraged to do so, as is borne out by the fact

that the only time in his life that he fully observed the thirty-day fasting period of

Ramadan was when he was a pupil at $(rhirtingehame College.

1 3 1
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The growth in pupil numbers from the late 1940s onwards had beneficial 

results educationally, for it meant that, with more in the kitty, higher salaries on 

the nationally fixed Burnham scale -- and thus incomes that were accompanied by 

pension entitlements -- could be offered to entice science teachers who were in 

tremendous demand but short supply at the time. As a general rule, the obtaining 

of each batch of eight further pupils meant that another member of staff could be 

taken onto the teaching roster. In turn this would presumably lead to higher 

educational standards that, in turn, should attract even more pupils to the school, 

thus creating a happy cycle of continuous improvement. Jake was always willing to 

better standards, and such an advantageous cycle had the added benefit of helping 

the staff of Whittingehame College form a much more coherent, happy and fixed 

body, with several teachers remaining at the school for many years. As Eldon 

Smith makes clear, 

Because the academic levels had continually risen, and the boys 

therefore needed top-class maths and science teachers, we had to 

employ such people, even though they automatically commanded 

high salaries. In the main, arts subjects such as History and 

Geography merely require good teachers. But science subjects 

demand exceptional ones if the boys are to excel, which in time they 

increasingly expected to do, having set their sights on gaining places 

at the leading universities. And by the mid-1950s I found myself 

often telling Jake 'We must become officially recognised by the 

Ministry of Education'. 

At this time there was still nothing to stop anyone from setting up a school, and 

down the years many a Mr Squeers with no academic qualifications and 

pernicious habits had created such a Dotheboy's Hall institution. Official 

recognition by the Ministry of Education placed a school above that level of 

establishment, for it accorded a prized academic and institutional status to 

independent colleges that were not under the supervision of a local education 

authority. Moreover, official ministry recognition also meant that Whittingehame 

could join the government pensions' superannuation scheme, and thereby 

automatically attract and retain top teachers who expected to be offered 

superannuated pensions when applying for jobs. As a result of this aspiration for 

Whittingehame College, the school was officially granted recognition by the 

Ministry of Education following a week-long vetting in 1956. (An unusual side- 

effect of this recognition, however, was that Mrs Halivy was forced to stop raising 

chickens in the school grounds, for the Inspectors regarded the activity as 

tremendously wasteful of space that could better be employed servicing the needs 



of the pupils. Fearing that MIS Halkvy would be furious at this loss of poultry -- 
and territory -- Jake and Eldon waited until she paid a brief visit to Israel before 

getting rid of the domestic fowls and turning over their grazing to other uses. 

Some of the land was later used to house a new geography block, while other areas 

were turfed in order to provide more recreational space.) 

Although a number of teachers came and went during the post-war years, 

others arrived and stayed. One such was Gerald Cockshott (ills. 81, 87) who had 

studied English at Bristol University and who taught the subject at Whittingehame 

from 1947 until December 1964. Cockshott was also a Fellow of the Royal 

College of Organists and a part-time composer who had studied with Ralph 

Vaughan-Williams; some of his orchestral pieces were often played on the BBC 

Third Programme and Home Service during the 1960s. As Treasurer of the 

Composer's Guild he knew many of the leading British composers of his day, and 

he often arranged for small groups of musicians to come and play at the school, as 

well as taking boys on visits to concerts at the Dome. He was equally an enthusiast 

for the cinema, and his knowledge of films was prodigious. Cockshott ran the 

school Film Society and booked classic films for showing at Surrenden Road. 

With John Murry, Cockshott wrote and directed both of the school films, each of 

which won amateur film awards. These films were Surprise Inspection, which was 

made in the summer of 1953 for about £50 and portrayed an Old Boy playing a 

hoax on the school; and The Devil it Was, which was completed in 1957 for about 

the same sum. This was also a silent film lasting about 30 minutes. Its subject was 

a contest between Faust and the Devil, with plenty of sulphurous fireworks thrown 

in for good measure. 

Although Gerald Cockshott could be very irascible, he was a good teacher. In 

his early days at the school he fell out with Jake over the teaching of English: 

typically, the latter thought that the best way to school the subject was by getting 

the boys to learn long words, whereas Cockshott understandably felt that it 

required a somewhat more complex approach. In the end he threatened to resign 

-- whereupon Jake took on John Murry to replace him -- but then failed to carry 

out his threat and the school was thereby enriched with two highly gifted English 

teachers who fully complemented each other. When Cockshott did leave it was to 

move initially to Ifield Grammar School, and then to a post at the Froebel 

Institute in Roehampton, London, a teacher's training college. He died in 1979. 

Charles Higgins (ills. 81, 83) joined the school in 1948 as the new Physics 

Master. He had already enjoyed a successful career as a grammar school teacher 

but then taken early retirement with a pension. However, he wished to remain 

active, and so he taught at Whittingehame until he finally hung up his gown and 

mortar-board in 1958. During his ten years at the school he significantly advanced 
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83 Charles Higgins conducting a Physics class around 1953; among the boys who can
be identified are l-eslie Brown, on the left; and Gerard Isler and Daniel Hassidoff in
the centre.

the teaching of physics. Higgins was entirely imperturbable, which was no mean

feat in a school filled with excitable pupils, and his worst utterance when faced

with student misbehaviour or a disastrous experiment was a mere 'tut, tut'.

In 1948 Christopher Charles Minns (ill. 8l) also joined \fhittingehame

College as a French, German and Latin teacher, and he stayed with the school for

the rest of his life. Born in 1904, Minns was a natnral linguist who came from a

very learned family: like his father and grandfather he had been a Scholar at Eton.

He had then gone on to read Classics and Modern Languages at King's College,

Cambridge, where he received one of the top degrees in his year. Upon graduation

he applied to enter the Foreign Office, and came near the top in the necessary

competitive examination. After some years as a diplomat he progressed to a career

in teaching, and eventually joined the staff of one of the most prestigious schools

in Britain, The King's School, Canterbury, before moving to Brighton for family

reasons. Like many scholarly men, Minns could also be very absent-minded:

Eldon Smith remembers that he once turned up for work complaining of back

pain; it transpired that a coat-hanger was still wedged in his coat! Sadly, because

he was an habitual smoker he eventually contracted lung cancer and died in

March 1962 while still a teacher at \Thittineehame.

I34
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The aforementioned John M. Murry (ills. 38, 81, 84, 87, 104) is the son of a 

leading British literary critic, John Middleton Murry. Born in Dorset in 1926, he 

studied in Dorset and at Brasenose College, Oxford. He joined the staff of 

Whittingehame College early in 1949 and stayed with the school until shortly 

before it folded, whereupon he obtained a post teaching English at Atlantic 

College, Glamorgan. Eventually he retired to become a freelance writer; to date 

no less than twenty-two of his novels and autobiographical works have been 

published. He now lives and works in Brighton. Murry was a very creative teacher, 

with a finely-honed intellect, a superbly relaxed style of teaching, a ready wit and 

an ability to cope with every eventuality (for an example of the latter aptitude see 

the 'I remember ...I section of this book below, while Murry's own vivid memories 

of Whittingehame are reprinted towards the end of the present chapter). 

In November 1950 J. Barry Roach (ills. 81, 85, 87, 114) joined the staff of 

Whittingehame College to teach French and Latin, and he stayed with the school 

for fifteen years before going on to a lectureship at the prestigious Morley College, 

London, and then to another lectureship at the equally renowned City Literary 

Institute, London. A graduate of Cheltenham College and Trinity College, 

Dublin, Roach had originally wanted to be a professional actor but found this 

aspiration very difficult to fulfil in the immediate post-war years. He proved to be 

an inspired teacher, and one ex-Whittingehamian, Prof. Moshe Machover, 

remembers that 'Charles Minns taught me French as though it was a dead 

language, and Barry Roach taught me Latin as though it was a living one'. 

Jake was delighted when he learnt that Barry Roach had dramatic experience 

and could therefore create proper dramatic entertainments at the school. Since the 

foundation of Whittingehame College the only plays mounted there had been 

scenes and short plays mounted by the boys of the middle and lower school, and 

the many fragmentary affairs put on for the annual Speech Days towards the end 

of every summer term. The latter comprised just one or two scenes fi-om classic 

English, French, German and Latin dramas, along with new Hebrew-language 

playlets (as they might be termed). Much of the fresh material was written by the 

teachers (including Jake himself on occasion) and it must necessarily have been 

quite dire. The precise, typical and highly didactic flavour of the Hebrew playlets 

can be judged from a surviving synopsis of one of them that was written for the 

Speech Day celebrations of 1933, held in the Old Ship Assembly Rooms in 

Brighton. This was written by a teacher who is listed in the programme as 

'I. Chizick, M.A., Ph. B.' but as no academic of that name is otherwise recorded 

as having been at Whittingehame, it might well have been used to disguise 

Jake's authorship: 
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SHAWOTT - THEN AND NOW 

SCENE I: The Eve of Shavuott in Old Palestine, period of the 

Second Temple: Two watchman guarding near the entrance of the 

city. Pilgrims are coming from all parts of the country, bringing with 

them the first fruit of their labours as an offering to the Priest. The 

watchmen observe the procession of the pilgrims from the distance, 

and inform the Priest to come out and greet them. The High Priest 

blesses the pilgrims. The pilgrims offer their fruit and they all march 

in song towards the Temple. 

SCENE 11: The Eve of Shavuott in Modern Palestine: A 

representative of the vewish National Fund] with a teacher in 

Palestine are making arrangements to receive the offering of fruit 

from the pupils from the new settlements in Galilee and Judea. The 

boys enter with a song, bringing their fruit. The teacher addresses 

them and explains to them the meaning of the Feast. Several boys 

offer their fruit to the representative from the J.N.F. The 

representative thanks them and explains to them the importance of 

the rebuilding of the Jewish National Home in Palestine. Then one 

of the senior boys speaks on behalf of the boys and says, "We are 

prepared to work for the rehabilitation of the Jewish people into its 

ancient homeland and for the renaissance of the Jewish spirit." They 

then burst into song and dance the Palestinian Folk Dance, danced 

by the Halutzim in Palestine, the Hora. 

In most years the Hebrew playlets were usually based on Zionist themes and 

placed in some Middle-Eastern setting; at some point the Hora would always be 

danced. Often the Speech Day plays were created at the very last moment and the 

roles distributed to curry favour with parents, rather than because of any acting 

talent in the boys. 

In short order Barry Roach completely transformed drama at Whittingehame 

College by separating off the Speech Day playlets from proper, full-scale dramatic 

productions into which creative energies could be channelled over an entire school 

year. Now he mounted classics or wrote new plays himself, and he improved the 

stagings. This he achieved both by detecting dormant acting talent amongst the 

staff and pupils, and by expanding the scale of the plays, so that many more boys 

could take part in them. As a result, he heightened the level of school drama far 

above the low standard suffered by the previously bitty, parochial efforts. A clear 

idea of the new, broader direction taken by the plays can be easily adduced from 

the list of productions for which Roach was responsible each spring term in the 

decade-and-a-half after he joined the staff of Whittingehame College in 1950: 
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Volpone by Ben Jonson. 

Pillars of the Community by Henrik Ibsen. 

The Miser by Molikre. 

Jew Suss by Lion Feuchtwanger. 

Eastern River, adapted by Barry Roach from the novel 'Almayer's 

Folly' by Joseph Conrad. 

Daniel Deronda, adapted by Barry Roach from the final novel 

of George Eliot. 

The Long Journey, a play by Barry Roach dealing with the foundation 

of the State of Israel. 

The Italian Straw Hat by Eugene Labiche. 

The Golden Door, a play by Barry Roach about American immigration. 

Man of Vision, a play by Barry Roach about the life of Theodor Herzl, 

written to celebrate the centenary of the latter's birth. 

True Blue, a musical by Barry Roach, with music by Lionel Monckton 

and lyrics by Gerald Cockshott. 

The First President, a play by Barry Roach on the life of Chaim Weizmann. 

Gods of the Lightning, a play by Maxwell Anderson inspired by the 

notorious Sacco and Vanzetti case. 

The Portrait by Barry Roach, based on the novel The Picture of 

Dorian Gray by Oscar Wilde. 

Once in a Lifetime, a comedy by Moss Hart and George Kaufrnan 

on the subject of Hollywood. 

Although Roach had planned that Shaw's Arms and the Man would be mounted 

in 1966, the production of that play was supervised by John Murry following 

Roach's departure from the school. 

As can be seen, Zionism was the theme of several of the Roach productions, 

and quite naturally so, for Jake regarded the subject as making an important 

ideological contribution to the school. But in Roach's hands there was now a new 

breadth and subtlety to the treatments of Zionist and Jewish themes. Indirectly 

these improvements derived from Jake himself, as Barry Roach explains: 

Every year, when the school theatricals were being mounted, Jake 

would invite me to his study late at night after the play had ended and 

ply me with drinks and fruit, so as to talk about the subject of next 

year's play. Clearly he wanted an annual play on a Jewish theme but 

I managed to persuade him that this would become monotonous, 

and so we agreed that the plays would deal with such a subject every 

other year. But notwithstanding this, Jake's enthusiasm for Zionism 
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was enormously infectious and it became very important to me -- 
indeed, it inspired me. 

Because Whittingehame was expanding anyway in the early 1950s, money was 

soon found with which to hire costumes and make the productions look much 

more professional. Although the old concrete walls of the theatre-space at one end 

of the school gymnasium still posed technical problems, improvements were made 

to that area by means of a forward extension of the stage, the addition of proper 

curtains, the creation of fixings so that stage scenery could be put up, a better 

degree of access to the backstage zone from the adjacent garden by means of some 

steps, and upgraded flooring and lighting. Within a few years of the coming of 

Barry Roach, news of the Whittingehame plays had spread beyond the confines of 

the school and attracted both newspaper reviewers and audiences from the town, 

while three of the productions -- Daniel Deronda, Man of Vision and The First 

President -- were mounted for a night each at hired halls in London, under the 

aegis of WOBA and in aid of charity. Although a couple of the plays were 

produced on Speech Days, they made those days much too long and were not 

linked to them thereafter. 

The next important teacher to join the staff of Whittingehame College was 

Konni Joffe (ill. 8 1). He became the school's Hebrew Master in 1952 and stayed 

with the institution until its demise, proving especially valuable in helping boys get 

through their barmitzvahs. A native of Lithuania, he had been incarcerated in a 

concentration camp during the war, and still had its number tattooed on his arm. 

Following his liberation he emigrated to England and obtained a job in 

Manchester before coming to Whittingehame. Because of his emotional fragility 

he was not a good disciplinarian and often had to appeal to Eldon Smith to take 

boys to task for their misbehaviour. (Eldon would tell them, 'Look, Mr Joffe went 

through a concentration camp, and it's a bit much for him now to be bullied by a 

boy of twelve', which usually shut up the offender for good.) Although Eldon felt 

it would have been educationally valuable for Joff6 to talk to the boys about his 

experiences, clearly they were too terrible to recount and he would not be drawn 

on the subject. In 1957, when Barry Roach's play dealing with emigration to 

Palestine, The Long Journey, was about to be mounted at the school, Joffe 

apologised to its author for not being able to attend the production but explained 

that he would be very upset by the sight of boys strutting around a mock 

concentration camp in SS uniforms, as a scene in the play required. Prof. A.P. 

Cohen, who studied at Whittingehame between 1955 and 1963, remembers Joffe 

'...as a model of how to endure suffering without bitterness'. 

Then there was Eli Mukamrnal, an Iraqi from Basra who had gained a 1st 

Class Honours Degree in Engineering and an M.Sc. in Meteorology at Imperial 

College before the war (ill. 85). During the war he headed the Meteorological 
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85 Eli Mukammal in a recent photograph, along with his wife, J. Barry Roach, Eldon
and Ella Smith, and Fred Thtman.

Board of the R.A.F. in Iraq. rJ(/hen hostilities ended he undertook research on

advanced Meteorology under Sir David Blunt. Mukammal was a brilliantly

successful maths-teacher who was directly responsible for moving maths at

Vhittingehame College onto a new level of attainment; as George Anticoni

remembers: "\Tithin just two terms Mukammal helped me obtain credit for my

maths work, rather than comments like 'putrid"'. Mukammal began teaching at

Whittingehame in the late 1940s and stayed until rhe suruner of 1953 when he

became the Chief Climatologist for the Gold Coast; eventually he was appointed

to a Professorship of Soil Science at the lJniversity of Toronto, Canada.

Back at W4rittingehame Mukammal was succeeded as senior Maths master by

John W. Marsh B.Sc.(ills. 81, 86, 87, 103 and 104). Marsh had joined the staff as

a part-time teacher in 1948 and become a full-time insructor in 1950; he

remained with the school until its demise in 1967 . Eli Ben Zaken, who studied at

\{rhittingehame between 1960 and 1964, remembers that Marsh would always say
'Relaxez-vous' whenever he entered his classes, and that unfortunately he took the

teacher a lirrle too literally at his word.

. , : .
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86 A maths class around 1953, with John Marsh on the extreme right. Isaac shamoon is
seated nearest the camera.

Molly Howard (ills. 81, 87, 88) was responsible for Biology at ${rhittingehame
for fifteen years after 1952, until the closure of the school in 1967. A native of
Hove, she obtained an external degree in Botany, zoology and Human physiology

from London university in L946. At \Thittingehame she was also responsible for
botanical field trips, and for maintaining a constanr display of wild flowers in the
school's entrance hallway. She bred silkworms at rilfhittingehame for a time, and
fed them with the leaves of a mulberry tree that grew by the main driveway. After
$Thittingehame closed she taught at varndean Boys' School for a time before
obtaining an M.Phil Research Degree at sussex university for her work on the
mineral salt physiology of plants. She was also the co-aurhor of a book on the
history of Sussex wild plants. She has stayed in touch with a number of her ex-
rJflhittingehame biology pupils worldwide, and still takes great pride in the fact
that many of her ex-students went on to become successful in medicine
and related fields.

An important teacher to join the staffof u7hittingehame college in 1953 was
Leslie Mead oBE (ilI. 87). Having taught English for the British council in
Argentina (for which he had been awarded his oBE), Mead proved exuemely

l 4 l
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87 The Staff of Whittingehame College, 1963: front row, from left to right: Molly 
Howard, Tim Hannagan, John M. Murry, Jake, Eldon Smith, John Marsh, Ella Smith, 
Mrs Miriam Zlotopolsky; middle row, left to right: Gerald Cockshott, George Gush, 
Fred Tatrnan, Jack Lynas-Gray, John Vickers, Leslie Mead, J. Barry Roach; back row, 
&om left to right: Stanley Franks, Max Spirer, George Parnell, John Theobald, Richard 
Hurnphries and Gordon Hughes. 

valuable in helping, on a one-to-one basis, the many boys who came to 

Whittingehame with absolutely no English whatsoever. He also taught Spanish 

when required. Mead was a keen cricketer and Member of the M.C.C, and 

occasionally he egged on the school team dressed in the club colours, which 

created a very supportive impression indeed. He stayed with the school until 1960. 

Jack Lynas-Gray B.Sc. (ills. 87, 104) taught chemistry, maths and physics at all 

levels. He joined the staff in 1962 and stayed at Whittingehame until its closure. 

Tall and angular, he had enjoyed a distinguished career as a chemist in the Royal 

Navy and was fluent in several languages, including French, Italian and Russian. 

(He had acquired the latter while on military service, and also liked to boast of his 

mastery of Welsh, although he could only read it.) Eldon Smith fondly remembers 

some of Lynas-Gray's eccentricities: 
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On one occasion I walked around the school close to midnight and

came across Jack in the chemistry laboratory preparing an 'A'-Level

examination for the following morning. I went home and told Ella, 'I

must say, this Jack is so good, there he is, polishing the surfaces,

preparing all the mixtures, seeing that all the tests are ready, and that

everything is sparklingly clean'. The following morning rhe exam

should have started at nine-thirty but Lynas-Gray was nowhere to be

seen. \tr7hen I contacted his nearby lodgings I was eventually told by

his landlord that he'd been found asleep in his bath! And on another

occasion we were having a staff meeting in the big physics lab when

suddenly we heard a cello being played in the adjacent chemisuy lab;

Jack had forgotten all about the meeting and, thinking he had a few

minutes to spare, he had taken out his cello.

Sadly, this absent-mindedness would eventually do for poor Jack, for one day in

the early 1980s he would meet his end by stepping in front of a lorry in Bangor,

North Wales.

Max Spirer (ills. 87, 89) originated from Romania where -- according to a

letter from him in the Zionist Cenmal Archives in Jerusalem -- he had worked for

twenty-three years in the oil industry until being dismissed as a Jew in November

88 Molly Howard.
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89 Max Spirer teaching Hebrew to one of the
Cohen twins.

90 Miss Mclntosh teaching junior music aror:nd 1954: among the boys who can be
identified from left to right are David Garber, David Cohen, Eli Atrachghi (on cymbals),
Jacob Israelachvili and David Webber (with drums in the centre), Andrew Burton, Ian
Woolf, Derek Silver and Antony J. Cohen.
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1940. He spent most of the war hiding from the Nazis and lost his family in the 

camps. He taught 'A'-Level German, in addition to lower school Hebrew and 

Jewish History. Eldon Smith remembers Spirer as a first-rate linguist -- he spoke 

six languages -- and a brilliant scholar who was largely wasted at Whittingehame. 

Shulamit Aloni (nhe Adler) taught Hebrew to some of the senior Israeli boys 

for a time in the late 1940s; a fine scholar, she went on to become both a Minister 

of Education and of Communications in the Rabin administration in Israel during 

the 1990s, as well as a radical member of the Knesset (where she was described as 

'the Red firebrand of the Rabin government'). As a lawyer she has often defended 

Palestinians, and she has always been an ardent feminist. Mrs Miriam Zlotopolsky 

(ill. 87) also taught Hebrew, as well as Music and Singing. (She was Esther 

Halkvy's fourth cousin and her mother had taught Russian to the young Esther 

when they lived in Lodz; this command of the language proved very useful to Mrs 

Hal+ when she had to deal with the Latvian ancillary staff following World War 

11). Mrs Zlotopolsky was a very accomplished pianist who had studied for a time 

with the famous Viennese pianist Paul Wittgenstein. (The latter was the brother 

of the renowned philosopher Ludwig Wittgenstein, and had suffered the 

misfortune of losing his right arm in the First World War; as a result he 

commissioned works for the left hand alone, including Ravel's Concerto for the 

Left Hand and Prokofiev's Fourth Piano Concerto.) As a music teacher Mrs 

Zlotopolsky was complemented by a Miss P. McIntosh L.R.A.M., L.T.C.L, who 

instructed the junior boys (ill. 90). George J. Parnell (ills. 81, 87) was an all-round 

teacher, a qualified Amateur Boxing Association referee and a general academic 

helper in every aspect of the school; he moved to London to take up a post in a 

Jewish school when Whittingehame College transferred entirely to Handcross in 

the 1960s. Brian Poulteney taught Geography for three years at the end of the 

1950s, and was also extremely active in promoting sport, especially cross-country 

running. He left Whittingehame College for a university post. Richard Humphries 

(ills. 81, 87) was an ardent Catholic who taught Geography for some years 

before going out to Uganda with his wife to work as a teacher-missionary there. 

Stanley Franks (ills. 8 1, 87, 9 1, 104) taught English, French and Woodwork, 

and was a very relaxed and inspiring teacher; Amir Kohanim, who studied at 

Whittingehame between 1964 and 1967, remembers that 'thanks to his ability to 

capture the attention of the class through the informal relationship he established 

with the boys, in twenty minutes Stanley Franks could deliver more than other 

teachers could in hours. I would sneak into his classes even if I didn't 

belong there.' 

In the post-war years Jake Halevy still occasionally did some teaching, covering 

Modern Jewish History. Indeed, his efforts in this sphere could be very pervasive; 

George Anticoni remembers that in a class held soon after the foundation of the 
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91 Stanley Franks in characteristically relaxed pose, standing at the iunction of the Main

Hall and east corridor of the Pilichowski building.

state of Israel Jake commented authoritatively :'The state of Israel has come to

stay'. As a result, every answer to the question posed about Israel in the end-of-

term examination began with the sentence 'The state of Israel has come to stay'.

Other teachers included John Vickers, B.Sc.(ills. 81, 87), who was a brilliant

physics instructor and also taught some elements of 'A'-Level mathematics, in

addition to giving private lessons to boys needing extra help. Gordon Hughes B.A.

(ills. 81, 87) had studied Spanish at the University of Sheffreld before honing his

skills in Spain, and he taught the subject when required, as well as English and

French; his wife, Jean, taught French part-time. Victor Ansell, B.A. (ill. 92), was

Oxford-trained and taught chemistry for some years before going on to join the

staff of Brighton Polytechnic. He was succeeded by Dr \filliam Jamieson (ills. 8 1,

93). This Chemistry teacher had been a civil engineer and civilian Japanese

prisoner-of-war who had survived through being made responsible for the water

supply in one of the p.o.w. camps. He stayed at \Thittingehame College for about

six years before retiring. Mathias I-andau was a nephew of the great biochemist

and discoverer of Salvarsan, Paul Ehrlich, and he taught mathematics; according
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92 Victor Ansell teaching chemistry to Sami Meditasch, Eli Banoun and Barry
Roseman around 1955.

to Joseph Shayo, he was a passionate skier who would 'ski down surrenden Road
at the slightest sign of snow'. John Evans B.Sc., Dip.Ed (ill. gl), taught middle-
school maths and science, while Dick Powell (ill. 104) taught general subjects in
the middle-school, was a keen cricketer, and ran a travel agency on the side. Tim
llannagan, B.Sc. (ills. 81, 87) taught Economics, along with British constitution,
chiefly to Sixth Formers; he also became the Housemaster of Balfour House.
After about six years at Sflhittingehame he moved on to a lectureship at a technical
college where he subsequently became the Principal.

A Juniors teacher at Surrenden Road was Miss Denise Boon who eventually
left to teach overseas. Gerald cockshott's wife, Irene, also taught the Juniors for
some time. For a few years French was taught by Benita Tripodi who then went
to teach at the British School in Milan. J. Flanagan taught junior maths for a
couple of years. Paul Hicks taught zoology as a part-time teacher, while Dorothy
\ilfatts occasionally taught ballroom dancing. This was necessary, as dances were a
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93 Dr tlfilliam Jamieson teaching Chemisuy to, among others, Guilyardi Mansoor, Eli

Harari. Ernest Sinvor and Ron Sonman.

regular feature of life at the school, with the girls being invited over from

Mansfield College. A local curate, the Rev. Daines (ill. 81), came in over several

years to supervise the school Duty periods. The school Matrons played an

important part in the life of Whittingehame College as well, especially for overseas

boys. Miss Megan Sfilliams had been a Matron at Edwinsford and returned with

the school to Brighton for about six years. Later Matrons who stayed for many

years were Miss Young, Miss Gough, Miss Marjorie Needham, Miss Mary Howell

and Miss Monica Cooper who came to the school in the late 1940s and remained

to the end, dying shortly after the school closed. A Sick Bay Matron based in

Woodlands, Miss Forsyth (ilI. 94), worked at Surrenden Road for about ten years

before she left to get married; sadlg she died soon afterwards from cancer. Among

the faithful ofEce staff were Ruth Hal6vy who worked as a school secretary for

some years before emigrating to Israel; the aforesaid Jean Duffield; Mrs Valerie

Davis; Mrs Bettina Tiller (who died in 1954); and Geraldine Ryan. The latter

married a Catholic priest who had given up his ministry in order to wed; later he
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94 Miss Forsyth tending Andrew Seidenfeld, around 1960.

became a social worker and father to her three children.
Naturally, throughout the 1940s, '50s and 60s both Erdon and Ella Smith went

on teaching. Ella taught general subjects to the Juniors until the 1946 return to
Brightor5 and then English to the Lower and Middle Schools. Her activities only
became circumscribed for about two years after she bore Eldon a daughter, Beti
\('ytt, in 195 l, following which she taught English part-rime, and then Maths until
the school closed in 1967. Eldon taught History throughout the school (ill. 95)
until his duties as Deputy Headmaster precluded such widespread reaching;
thereafter he concentrated upon reaching History to the 'A'-Level pupils, as well
as some Economics. Eventually he relinquished the History teaching to G.R.p.
Gush (for whom, see below). Eldon was an inspired history teacher, as A.p. cohen
also remembers:

Mr Smith was the most brilliant teacher I had at school or universiry.
I have never been able to forget -- though sometimes I have wanted
to -: his exhortations never to be satisfied with the simple answer, ro
think again, and to remember that there is always another quesdon
to be asked. Such an attitude has exerted an enduring influence on
me. And Eldon also gave me my socialism and pacifism.
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95 A good photo of the School Library, slightly obscured by a History Master
on the right.

By the 1950s Cambridge Local Examinations Syndicate papers were not the only

ones being taken; for many subjects not covered by Cambridge, papers by other

boards were also being set. And in the early 1950s Vtrittingehame College also

began shaping its own examinations syllabus. This input grew out of the

conviction that some areas of study -- for example, the writings of Geoffrey

Chaucer : had litde relevance for boys coming from, say, middle-eastern cultures.

So at the behest of Gerald Cockshott and John Murry, Eldon Smith took up the

matter with the Cambridge Local Examinations Syndicate, and obtained an

agreement that the school would concentrate upon modern English literature.

The ensuing contact with recent writers such as J.D. Salinger and Graham Greene

proved very stimulating to the boys, and pushed up the examination grades as a

result. In turn, the Cambridge Local Examinations Syndicate was even more

willing to listen to the school when subtle modifications of areas of study

were required.

The rise in academic standards, and in the expectations of the boys that were

both produced and fuelled by that better teaching, produced an enormous impact

within a relatively short time. As Eldon Smith recalls:

r 50
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In 1950 there were just ten School Certificate candidates; by 1956 

there were no less than sixty 'A1-Level students (of whom only ten 

were British-born). Throughout its earlier history Whittingehame 

had never fielded more than six to eight School Certificate 

candidates in a good year; by the mid-1950s higher education was 

becoming the norm, with the result that qualifications had to be 

obtained, and this greater level of attainment trickled down through 

the entire school. Because of it one rarely had to pressure the boys 

into working: they went happily to Prep every night and, as a 

consequence, tremendous amounts of homework were done, 

sometimes late into the night. Thus before exams took place it was 

common to find the boys working until midnight. Occasionally my 

wife insisted I come home and get some rest instead of checking 

out the boys. 

Whittingehame did not go in for 'streaming', wherein pupils would be placed 

within a single level of a particular class for every subject; instead, it preferred 

'setting', whereby a boy with different levels of attainment in different subjects 

would be placed in differing groups within a single class (e.g., a boy in Lower Five 

would be placed in an 'A' group for Maths but a 'C' group for English). This was 

a much more efficient system, for it meant that each pupil's development was 

helped along at its own pace, rather than at some notional rate that bore little 

relationship to reality. And Ella Smith remembers another healthy side 

to Whittingehame: 

One of the most impressive features of the school was its staff 

meetings. These might consist of, say, merely four teachers who 

discussed the progress of just one class. The development of each boy 

would be considered individually and crucial questions explored 

such as 'What is he like at a given subject? Is he in the right group? 

And does he need private lessons?' 

A recurring subject at staff meetings was punishment, which raised ancillary 

problems: how could you penalise a boy for, say, non-attendance at School Prayers 

if that punishment -- such as standing in Detention for hours on end -- meant that 

the pupil missed valuable classes? One of the hidden benefits of a residential 

school is that it is easy to impose financial sanctions, and so a system of fines was 

instituted, with the monies raised being given to charities such as the Red Cross. 

When senior boys misbehaved, the threat of withholding a testimonial for a 
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university to which they would be applying usually sufficed to ensure good 

behaviour, as would the alternative approach of shaming a boy by reminding him, 

for instance, of what it was costing his parents to send him to Whittingehame. But 

more usually a simple dressing-down by Eldon Smith was enough to make a boy 

toe the line. To this end the Welshman's powerful voice was a tremendous asset. 

He would use it in a considered way by gradually building up to a crescendo of 

sound and (necessarily simulated) fury, although 'usually the shouting would 

harm me more than the boy', Smith recalls. On occasion he would also resort to 

physical methods, to a degree that would not be tolerated today but which was 

then almost universal in educational circles. One of Smith's favourite ploys was to 

grab a boy's necktie and shake it, which produced psychological results but left no 

bruises. Another was to grip a boy tightly by the back of the neck, rather as a cat 

picks up a kitten, and again this would fiighten rather than seriously hurt the 

offender. Around 1957 Smith's occasional disciplinarian ferocity indirectly earned 

him the nickname 'Shmutz'. Originally, some of the boys had likened him to the 

commanding officer of a notional Second World War German prisoner-of-war 

camp by jocularly dubbing him 'Kommandant Shmidt', whereupon an Israeli boy 

corrupted the nickname further to 'Shmutz', which stuck throughout the school. 

Naturally, as a number of the staff became more settled at the school, so they 

put more creative thought and action into it. Thus July 1948 saw the founding by 

Charles Minns of a second official school magazine, The Whiningehamian. (It will 

be remembered that one issue of The Colladanian had appeared in 1935, while a 

few numbers of a less formal magazine entitled The Satchel had been published 

under the editorship of Hal Miller at Edwinsford; it folded in 1942 due to the 

wartime paper shortage.) The Whittingehamian was professionally-printed and 

acted both as school record and literary journal. Most of the winter issues carried 

a report of the Speech Day proceedings of the previous summer, and the summer 

ones a report on the inter-house winter Festival (the latter being an annual event 

that will receive discussion below). Short essays and reports on school societies 

and sporting activities also filled its pages. Typically Minns -- who was a walking 

encyclopedia -- filled its blank spaces with little snippets of utterly useless but 

entertaining information. (An example, chosen at random, informs us that 

'Rossini was writing an opera in bed when a trio he had almost completed fell to 

the floor. Rather than get out of bed to pick it up, he simply composed another.' 

Whittingehamians parodied these entries, as with the following example that 

appeared in the 1963 Tenth Anniversary issue of Vox Populi: 'The Emperor 

Maximilian XIV of Bohemia, who reigned for a hundred and fifty years in the 

seventh century, had a very strange hobby. He collected wives who were blind in 

one eye, and on his death it was rumoured that he had collected 137 of them. He 

had 125 children, all of whom were deaf in one ear!') Following the death of 
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Minns, John Murry inherited the editorship of The Whittingehamian in 1966, and 

took the opportunity to modernise its design. 

With John Murry's support, in 1952 a more informal, journalistic and schoolboy- 

satirical mimeographed journal, Vox Populi, was founded by four pupils, Anthony 

Bell, David Miller, Arnihud Zeevi and David Berman. An early issue tells us in a 

typically Whittingehamian way that 

We had one moment of anxiety when we discovered that one of our 

number was incapable of writing even a sentence of comprehensible 

English; however, we got over the difficulty by putting him in charge 

of the puzzle-corner. After all, we reasoned, if the people can't 

understand the questions, it's hardly likely that they should win the 

prize offered. 

Vox Populi would intermittently survive under various editors as long as the school 

existed. And three short-lived papers, Progress, Status Quo and A Hard Day's Write, 

would also be started at Handcross. 

In 1957 the bare corridors of the Pilichowski building came alive with colour, 

for Whittingehame had joined a library circulating reproductions of works of art 

to schools, both for adornment and educative purposes. Stanley Franks framed all 

the prints, and John Murry wrote highly-informative notes drawing attention to 

pictorial felicities. And in the autumn of 1957, when Whittingehame was largely 

laid low by an Asian 'Flu epidemic, a Chess Club came into existence. Largely this 

was at the behest of John Murry, for having confessed to being an indifferent but 

enthusiastic chess-player, he was then cajoled into organising a tournament which 

provoked a chess craze throughout the school. By 1958 an Inter-House Chess 

League was up and running, and it has left Murry with countless happy memories 

of Friday evening Inter-House meetings of the Chess Club which convened in the 

school library throughout the winter and spring terms. Sadly, no Bobby Fischers 

were discovered but at least a dozen players emerged who proved strong enough 

to ensure that Whittingehame held its own in the Sussex Schools Chess League. 

The best player was undoubtedly Richard Zaidman, but other fine players 

included Lawrence Grant, David Singerman, Jacky Safra, Jacob Skopicki, Zev 

Solomon and Franklin Adler. 

Gerald Cockshott was responsible for initiating the regular playing of classical 

music records during school meals. Many Old Boys still attest to those initial 

encounters having formed their taste or distaste for such music (for a particularly 

amusing example of a negative reaction, see the 'I remember ...I section of this 

book). Yet perhaps the biggest intellectual boost ever to be be made to the non- 
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academic life of Whittingehame College was provided by Eldon Smith when he 

instituted an inter-house School Festival in the first part of 1948. The idea for this 

event derived partially from the school Literary and Debating Society, and 

partially from the Welsh Eisteddfod. 

Naturally, competitiveness was intrinsic to the meetings of the 'Lit and Deb', 

where single, set subjects were often expounded by a number of speakers. After a 

while Eldon Smith even began receiving well in advance of the 'Lit and Deb' 

meetings essays that could be delivered as part of them. By 1947, back in 

Brighton, the enthusiasm for the society had become so great that Eldon decided 

that some sessions should be held during work time (as, for example, the final 

lesson on a Friday). But once this happened the combination of competitiveness 

and enthusiasm produced even more demand by the boys, who requested events 

like Hebrew recitation competitions and the like. In order to judge such rivalries 

Eldon began inviting his friends from outside the school, such as a local non- 

conformist minister, to adjudicate impartially. And in March 1948 Eldon -- 
building upon his boyhood memories of Welsh Sunday-school competitions, as 

well as later experience of the Eisteddfods -- decided to devote a whole day of the 

school year to the competitions, which were grouped together as inter-house 

rivalries in all aspects of intellectual endeavour under the collective title of 'The 

Festival'. Jake was very impressed with the results and the event thereafter became 

an annual furture in the life of the school. Until 1954 the Festivals were held in the 

Spring Term but after that date they were usually mounted in the Autumn Term. 

The last Festival took place in April 1967. 

Most of the Festival subjects were set several weeks in advance of a particular 

day towards the end of a given term, when the entire school would congregate in 

the gymnasium. The Festival involved scoreboards, formal announcements of 

winners, allocations of points to school houses, awards of prizes to successful 

participants (although the actual distribution of prizes took place later in the 

school year, on Speech Days), and formal final speeches by the House Captains 

congratulating the winning and losing houses. At first the prizes were books that 

Jake picked up cheap in job-lots, but eventually care was taken to match prizes to 

winners. Alternatively, book-tokens were distributed, as these allowed the boys to 

purchase books that they might conceivably want to read. The winning House in 

the Festival received a silver Festival Bowl which had been donated by Charles 

Higgins. Eventually about twenty trophies were awarded for the Festival, although 

like most of the school cups they disappeared when Whittingehame failed in late 

1967 (possibly Jake or the Governors sold them off). 

The Festival was an intellectual mini-Olympic Games, and it enlivened the 

whole of the school for almost an entire term every year. It was surely unique to 

Whittingehame College, although some boys thought that such a competition was 
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part of the life of every academic institution. The contests were set on two levels 

so that Whittingehamians of all age-groups could participate, while the breadth of 

subjects was quite extraordinary, as can be gauged from the following list of all the 

subjects that would eventually be included in the Festival: 

Drawing (architectural, geometrical, life and 

objects, portrait); painting in oils; design (textile, 

industrial and poster); illustration; map-making; 

clay modelling; modelling with any found 

materials; aeromodelling; scale modelling; pinch 

pottery; coilwork pottery and wheelwork; 

photography (prints and transparencies); and 

cine-photography. 

Film criticism; music criticism; radio criticism; 

epigrams; quotations; book reviews; short 

stories; verse (lyrical and satirical); essays (on 

English literature, art, economics, geography, 

history, inter-house historical research, the Bible, 

Jewish history, public affairs, science, special set 

subject, biology and zoology); Whittingehamian 

article and poem; and Kx Populi article. 

Piano playing; vocal solo; instrumental solo; and 

non-classified music. 

Unprepared reading; recitation (in English, 

Hebrew, French, German and Spanish); 

impromptu speech; and translation (from 

Hebrew, Arabic, French, German, Italian, 

Spanish, Persian, Swedish and Latin.) 

This wealth of content derived entirely from demand, as boys requested that new 

subjects be included in the Festival which, like Topsy, just grew and grew in size. 

In order to maintain judgemental impartiality all contributions had to be 

submitted pseudonymously, as several members of the teaching staff who served 

as judges were also Housemasters. Such a feature of the Festival directly stemmed 

from the Eisteddfods which used the same elementary system of maintaining 

absolute impartiality. Naturally, the use of pseudonyms also added to the 

excitement of the Festival day, with the participants having to wait to find out the 

true identities of the winners, while some of the more imaginative pretend names 

could be the source of much amusement. In all, the annual Festivals must have 

created about a month's feverish activity in the school, not only in preparation for 
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96 The Whittingehame College Fencing Team, circa 1958.

the competitions but also in analysis after the event, as unsuccessful competitors

attempted to work out where they had gone wrong.

The Festivals played a large part in bringing out the creative flair of

!flhittingehamians, and thus made a huge contribution to educational

development more generally. Moreover, a follow-on to the Festival would be

inaugurated in the spring of 1960. This was the Lecture Festival whereby outside,

professional lecturers were brought in to widen the intellectual horizons of the

pupils. The first set of lectures covered such diverse subjects as 'Acting and

Production'; 'Race Relations'; 'Music'; and the narrative aspects of the cinema,

According to The Whitingehamian, the response to these talks was good, even

though initially they had been greeted with some trepidation by the boys, 'many of

whom [had] suspected that [they] would be a waste of four perfectly good

afternoons'. Due to the success of the inaugural series of lectures an annual

sequence was subsequently mounted.

And \X/hittingehame College also boosted educational development in

other ways. One was the practice of forbidding the boys to speak at

1 3 0
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97 A Meeting of the'Round Dozen'in the School Library, circa 1954.
Among those who can be identified are, front table, from left to right: Albert Gamai,
Jeftey Freeman, Allan kry and Colin I-ee; middle table, from left to right: Charles
Chayo, Herbert Nahmias, Joseph Zaidman and Raphael Shammah; and rear table, from
left to right: Parviz Alaghbandzadeh and Jacques Koenig.

breakfast but instead encouraging them to read newspapers and
news-magazines over their cornflakes. As a result, their awareness of events
beyond Surrenden Road was greatly expanded. Such a widening of horizons
particularly helped the senior boys to form a manrre and coherent view
of the world. And naturally, the institution still boasted the diversity
of special-interest societies that are common within boarding schools.
These included clubs devoted to classical music, jazz-appreciation, play-reading

and playgoing, drama, film-appreciation and film-making, chess, fencing (ill. 96),
pottery, woodworking, botany, and general science. One elitist society, known as
the 'Round Dozen' due to its restricted numbers, was a sixth-form debating group

that usually met regularly in Jake's study and in that venue always began its
proceedings by ceremoniously turning the Headmaster's portrait to the wall so
that he would not apprehend whar was being said about him (ill. 9z). rn 1964 a

t J  I
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motoring club would even be set up. According to The Whittingehamian 'the actual 

impetus for its foundation ... came from the involuntary donation to the school of 

an elderly and unroadworthy Standard saloon by a charitable syndicate which 

shall be nameless'. (Now the truth can be told: a pupil, Doron Mostovoy, had 

acquired an uninsured old banger to drive around Brighton and this was 

confiscated by Eldon Smith as an 'involuntary donation', while Eldon himself was 

the 'charitable syndicate' that gave the car to the motoring club). 

From the late-1940s onwards Brighton itself also boosted the imaginative 

life of the school. At that time there was little racism in the town, and drugs 

were completely unknown. The conurbation sported more than fifteen 

cinemas (one of which, the Embassy, was owned by relatives of Stanley 

Franks), as well as two theatres, an imposing concert hall (the Dome), some 

smaller classical music venues and a large number of good bookshops. On a lower 

cultural level there were innumerable coffee bars -- the school favourite perhaps 

being Andy's in Hove -- and many low dives (a number of which, such as the 

Whisky-a-GO-GO, were automatically out-of-bounds, although the bans never 

worked). Several newfangled but flourishing Indian restaurants also proved highly 

popular with Whittingehamians. The pocket-money for participation in such out- 

of-school activities was, of course, provided by parents via the masters of the four 

school houses. (It was well known throughout Whittingehame that if you were 

lucky enough to be a member of Weizmann House, whose housemaster was Barry 

Roach, then frequently you received additional pocket-money through the man's 

soft-heartedness; moreover, Roach also sometimes gave non-Weizmann House 

boys funds when they came to him with hard-luck stories, which they naturally did 

at every possible opportunity.) 

Between, say, 1948 and 1964 Whittingehame College was in its heyday. The 

school was bursting with pupils and talent, and the staff were at their most settled 

and creative. A vivid picture of Whittingehame College during this 'Golden Age' 

is provided by a passage in John Murry's autobiography. This was published under 

the pen name of Colin Murry, and the opportunity has been taken here to revert 

to real names, rather than reprint the occasional pseudonyms that Murry 

originally imposed in order to protect himself legally: 

Early in January [I9491 I started teaching at Whittingehame College 

and within a week I had realized that not only was this school unlike 

any other I had encountered in my own limited experience but that 

it was also quite unlike anything I could have imagined. My first 

discovery was that I had been engaged on a misunderstanding. The 

English master I was coming to replace [Gerald Cockshott] had 

never formally given in his notice and had since decided not to leave 
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after all. He pointed out to me that there was more than enough work 

for two and suggested that we might do worse than split the job 

between us. Since nobody else appeared to raise any objections and 

my salary was not affected I was happy to agree. This somewhat 

unorthodox arrangement worked very well in practice and lasted 

until he left the school some twelve years later. 

Apart from the two men who taught Hebrew and one part-timer 

who taught some junior French and English the permanent teaching 

staff were not Jewish. The Assistant Head was a Welshman who was 

known familiarly to everyone as 'Eld'. He was a pacifist and had 

joined Whittingehame College when the school had been evacuated 

to South Wales during the war. Eld was responsible for the day-to- 

day running of the school, as well as the teaching of Senior History 

and Geography. Besides being a gifted teacher he was a passionate 

Socialist, a lecturer for the Workers Educational Association, an 

examiner for the Welsh '0'-Level board, and a leading member of the 

local Welsh Society. Had it not been for him the school would almost 

certainly have degenerated into complete chaos within a week. As it 

was everybody confidently expected it to and it never did -- quite. 

There were about a hundred and sixty pupils in the school when 

I joined it. Their ages ranged from ten to eighteen and they came 

from all over the world. A school roll-call sounded rather like a cast- 

list for a production of The Arabian Nights, with its Abdulezers, 

Alaghbandzadehs, Djanoglys, Behroozis, Atraghjis and 

Ebrahimzadehs. These were leavened with sundry Cohens, Rosens, 

Lewins, Samuels, Jacobs and Rosemans. They spanned the whole 

range of intellectual ability from near-genius to downright dim and, 

by and large, they worked a great deal harder than I would have 

believed possible. 

I was made aware of this on my very first morning when, after 

having introduced me at assembly, the Head called me into his study 

and announced: 'The boys are too idle. They do not work hard 

enough. You mushst set them plenty of written work. At leashst two 

essays a week. Thish is the Orthodox method. I mushst insist upon 

it!' .... So for the first six weeks I staggered home each evening under 

teetering pagodas of exercise books and sat up correcting them into 

the small hours. Finally my health began to crack. I sought out 

Gerald ... and confessed I was beaten. His expression when he heard 

my tale mingled astonishment, pity and incredulity in roughly equal 

proportions. 'Good Lord!' he exclaimed. 'You are a nit! No one in his 



right mind takes Jake's pronouncements seriously! That was just said 

to impress you -- to let you know he's got his finger firmly on the 

pulse. All you needed to do was nod your head and say 'Yes, sir. Of 

course, sir. Three bags full, sir,' and he'd have been perfectly happy.' 

Like several other members of the staff -- myself among them -- 
Gerald's real interests lay in a different sphere altogether. He was a 

composer, a disciple of Vaughan Williams, and had an encyclopaedic 

knowledge of music -- particularly of British folk songs. Towards the 

end of my first term he mentioned casually to me that some works of 

his were being broadcast in a B.B.C. programme devoted to West 

Country composers. I listened to it and was both impressed and 

surprised. His music was gay, lyrical, and wholly enchanting, 

whereas he himself, though extremely able, was at times irascible, 

boorish and reactionary. To everyone's astonishment he had got 

married just before I joined the school and, over the years, he 

gradually mellowed. I don't think he and I ever quarrelled but he had 

several lively spats with other members of the staff. 

Barry [Roach], the young Irishman who taught French and Latin, 

had his heart set on becoming a professional playwright. He was 

almost exactly the same age as myself and during the last year of the 

war had toured in a repertory company run by Sybil Thorndike and 

Lewis Casson. He wrote a weekly serial for Radio Eire on the lines of 

'Dick Barton'. It was entitled Michael Sullivan Detective and ran for 

years. He also wrote vast numbers of three-act plays, some of which 

he produced with local amateur dramatic societies in Brighton. I 

recall one of these being staged in a church hall beneath a railway 

viaduct. [My wife] Ruth and I went to see it. The plot was extremely 

involved and centred around a pair of identical twins who, such were 

the vagaries of his casting, turned out to be anything but identical. 

Confusion was compounded when, every ten minutes or so, a train 

would rumble past overhead and completely drown the actors' 

voices. We never did disentangle that plot .... 
The two outstanding events in the school calendar were Speech 

Day and the Arts Festival. For Speech Day all the stops were pulled 

out. While Mrs Halkvy, a most formidable lady built on the lines of 

a battle-cruiser with a voice like a salvo of six-inch guns, harassed the 

gardeners and the domestic staff, the rest of us climbed into 

academic hoods and robes (hired for the purpose) and assembled 

sheepishly in the Headmaster's study where we sipped glasses of 

warm sherry while we waited to be introduced to the Guest of 



Honour. This in itself could prove a nerve-racking experience 

because you could never be quite sure that the Head would get your 

name right. I have a vivid memory of standing in line next to Barry 

and watching the eyes of an amiable Peer of the Realm glaze over 

with sudden doubt as he reached for my hand and Jake announced: 

'And thish is Mister J.M. Barrie the shon of J. Middleton Barrie'. 

One of the feature spots of the crowded Speech Day programme 

was the Hebrew Play. These were invariably written 

(pseudonymously) by the Headmaster, and never until a day or two 

before the performance. They tended to follow a dramatic pattern 

that had served well over the years. The setting was usually the Negev 

desert (no scenery required) or a Kibbutz. A character would appear 

on stage and make a long speech to the audience in Hebrew. A 

second character would then appear, exchange a brief 'Shalom!' with 

the first and make another long speech. This routine continued with 

more and more 'Shaloms' until there was no more room left on the 

stage, at which point the cast would all link arms and dance the Hora 

while the curtain came down to loud applause. On one memorable 

occasion the leading actor had the misfortune to break his leg on the 

morning of the performance and was wheeled on to the stage in a 

plaster-cast to recite his lines. It didn't seem to make much 

difference and may even have added a touch of welcome novelty 

to the proceedings. 

There was a quality of inspired improvisation about 

Whittingehame College which I found most appealing. It is 

symbolized for me by my memory of arriving late at the school one 

boiling hot morning in June during my second term and coming 

unannounced upon a semi-circle of small boys squatting cross-legged 

before a blackboard and easel which had been erected on the lawn. 

Standing, pointer in hand, in front of the blackboard, clad only in 

blue and white striped bathing trunks and wearing his mortar-board 

was the Headmaster giving an Algebra lesson. It was a sight I shall 

carry with me into Eternity. That same morning he summoned up a 

fleet of motor coaches, informed us that it was far too hot to teach, 

and invited those of us who wished to do so to spend the rest of the 

day porpoising around with him and a hundred and sixty boys in the 

open air swimming pool at Blackrock at his expense. 

When I joined the school it was, in fact, just entering upon its 

Golden Age. Naturally no one was aware of this at the time. Pupils 

were always asking me whether I was going to leave at the end of 



term. From them I discovered that the staff turnover rate had been 

pretty hair-raising in the recent past. Certainly Whittingehame 

College was no place for the average 'career' teacher. But for those 

who retained a sense of humour, a taste for the bizarre and the 

unexpected, and simply enjoyed teaching their chosen subject to 

small classes of friendly children, this extraordinary establishment 

had a great deal to offer. It suited me perfectly. I made many friends 

and was, I am sure, far happier there than I should ever have been in 

any more orthodox institution. 

Some of the characters who found their way on to the staff were 

odd indeed, and one at least [Capt. Leonard R.W. Lee] seemed to 

have stepped out of the pages of [Evelyn Waugh's novel] Decline and 

Fall. Besides running the School Cadet Corps he also did some 

junior teaching. He had a very smooth line of chat, an impressive 

military bearing, and was rarely without his swagger stick. I was 

prepared to allow him the benefit of the doubt for a shifty eye until I 

happened to overhear him giving a junior History lesson on Ancient 

Greece, with specific references to a triumvirate of personages whom 

he referred to as 'Plateau', 'So-crats' and 'A1.C. Bides'. Not long after 

this he 'put up a bit of a black, old man' and vanished .... Then there 

was a young Irish maths teacher [Paddy Carroll who taught the 

Juniors for about a year] who reduced even the Head to stunned 

silence by asking in a staff meeting one day: 'Sorr, what are we 

supposed to do whin de young diwils climb up on to de desks and 

start trowin' de ink-wells at us?' 

Scandals of one sort or another were always simmering but rarely 

boiled over. During my first term a senior boy was severely 

reprimanded for being caught in flagrante delicto with one of the 

maids, and there was one well-heeled Scandinavian youth who 

actually rented a small flat down in the town which he used to sub- 

let to his friends at ten shillings an hour. This did not come to light, 

however, until after he had left the school. Occasionally a boy would 

be expelled, only to reappear again at the beginning of the following 

term as if nothing had happened. It was indeed rumoured that the 

Headmaster had once threatened a miscreant with: 'Thish time I 

exshpel you! Nexsht time I fine you five pounds!' 

In spite of this crazy-gang atmosphere -- or maybe even because 

of it -- the general academic and cultural standard at Whittingehame 

College was remarkably high. And undoubtedly a major part of the 

credit for this must go to Mr Halkvy. He assumed as a matter of 
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course that a pupil would progress from the sixth form to the 

university. What is more he rarely, if ever, interfered in the classroom. 

There is no doubt at all in my mind that teaching in the sixth form 

at Whittingehame College was the most enjoyable employment I 

have ever had. The Advanced Level English classes were small; never 

more than six; most of the senior pupils were well above average 

intelligence, and even those who weren't were eager to learn. In such 

conditions, assuming that he had the capacity to do so, a teacher 

could hardly fail to 'grow with the job'. Certainly I learnt more about 

what literature was about during those first five years of teaching than 

I had in all my own formal education. 

[From Shadows on the Grass, Victor Gollancz, 

London, 1977, pp. 172-71. 

Naturally the Speech Days to which Murry refers were always a high point in the 

school year (see. ill. 103). Every summer a distinguished outsider was invited to 

chair the proceedings, while the annual Guests of Honour would be members of 

the aristocracy with an interest in Jewish and/or Zionist affairs, leading diplomats 

Gom the Israeli Embassy in London, local Members of Parliament, or outstanding 

educationalists. After lengthy speeches by these august persona, Jake would review 

the school year and extend his perspective on developments in Jewish life and 

Zionism. The Head Boys would then make a speech -- and Eldon Smith thinks 

that usually these orations were the best of the lot -- before the cups and prizes 

were distributed. Such awards were made not only for all types of sporting 

prowess, from athletics to tennis, but also for intellectual achievement, from art to 

music. As well as House and Form Prizes, further awards were distributed for 

Improvement in English by foreign boys, for the Cadets and Scouts, and for the 

Sixth Formers who were about to leave. The Speech Day proceedings would then 

continue with the short plays to which we have already referred, with choral and 

other musical performances, and with the guzzling of much tea and cake. Of 

course, Jake was always in his element on Speech Days, showing off to guests, 

parents and pupils alike. 

John Murry is not alone in thinking that the period between the late 1940s and 

early 1960s represented the 'Golden Age' of Whittingehame College. Yet the very 

success and growth of the institution in those years would paradoxically also prove 

fatal to it in the long run. This was because the expansion brought about by 

success in 1958 would eventually lead to the eventual demise of Whittingehame 

College just under a decade later. 



98 Handcross Park, the front entrance to the house (photo t a k a  in 1994) 

99 Handcross rark, the south side of the house. 
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By the mid-I950s it became very apparent to Jake and Eldon Smith that the lack

of further classroom and dormitory space in Surrenden Road indicated rhat some

form of physical expansion of the school was vital if it was to keep pace with its

growing popularity. Yet there was litde that could be done on the Surrenden Road

site. Unfortunately, because the school had been originally designed to take a

mere 96 pupils, when that number was exceeded -- as it was even by the late

1930s, let alone the 1950s when the intake more than doubled -- lodging-out in

private houses became vital in order to deal with the overflow. Naturally, the

school authorities were not too enamoured of boarding-out, for it was costly and

allowed boys to slip away and enjoy the forbidden fruits of Brighton's considerable

nighdife. It is not known why use was not made of the tennis-courr area to build

a further dormitory block, as had originally been envisaged in 1935 (perhaps the

resulting aesthetic disturbance, attenuation of light and curtailment of tennis put

Jake off the idea). Problems with the flat roof of Pilichowski's building, and a lack

of general sturdiness in the structure, indicated that ir would prove impossible

simply to impose another floor upon the main block, and \ffoodlands was already

bursting, so alternative ways of expanding \il(lhittingehame College had

to be found.

One answer to the numbers problem might have been to resuict the attendance

of Whittingehame College to boys above the age of, say, twelve. But many youths

over that age from overseas wanted their younger brothers ro attend the school

alongside them, and so this answer could never have worked. (And in any case Jake
did not like turning away prospective pupils, especially where the Juniors were

concerned, for they generated the greatest financial profit for the school.)

Over the years new spaces had certainly been created at Surrenden Road.

Originally a room just to the east of the school's central hall had served as the

College library, but this had quickly proven too small. Following the return from

Edwinsford in 1946 an ex-army hut was purchased and erected just behind the
gymnasium changing-rooms, for use as the new School Library (see ill. 95). Its

size made it much more successful than its predecessor.

Then in 1954 the maths master, Eli Mukammal, volunreered to find a means

of utilising the space at the southern end of the east wing that had originally been

envisaged for use as garages; until that time bare earth still lay between the pillars

t o J
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100 Handcross Park from the south-west.

supporting the classrooms above. As Mukammal had a degree in engineering, and

had gained some experience of construction work back in Iraq where his brother

was a building contractor, so he was given the green light to develop the east wing

spaces into rooms. In due course these variously served as an art room (see ill. 68),

a geography room, a prefects' common-room, a table-tennis room, a music room,

a book storage area and a tuck-shop. And as we have seen, following the Ministry

of Education inspection in 1956, various empty spaces were grassed-over to form

sports and recreational areas, while some chicken-sheds in the north-east corner

of the grounds were converted into a permanent geography room, an economics

room and an area for music practice (later these rooms were used for

woodworking classes, and the motoring club). Yet such expansions and alterations

merely nibbled at the edges of the spatial restrictions caused by success.

The solution to these problems eventually and indirecdy emerged from the

conclusion that the best of the school facilities and accommodations should be

devoted to the senior boys who were facing their Alevel examinations and life

beyond \$Thittingehame. To further that end, the notion developed that perhaps

the junior boys could be housed and taught elsewhere. And just as this answer was

166
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being considered in 1957 , it was provided on a parallel track. A friend of Jake's had

a son, Leon Golomb, who was an ex-I7hittingehamian and an Oxford graduate.

The young man was now looking for something useful to do and, mindful of the

success of lfhittingehame College, had suggested to Jake that the school might

open a related institution for girls which he himself could run. As a consequence)

Jake, Mrs Hal6vy and the Smiths began looking at large properties in Sussex, with

Jake driving at high speeds down narrow country lanes 'like a madman, a cigar

chomped in his jaws and his hands full of gloves and the like, simply to annoy the

missus' (although she was quite a calm backseat driver, so it was largely

a wasted effort).

One of the properties they viewed before long was Handcross Park, a mansion

situated near the village of Handcross, about eighteen miles north of Brighton.

This large country house (ills. 98-100) was surrounded by a magnificent 5S-acre

estate which included a maftre kitchen-garden, a water-tower (ill. l0l), many

ancillary buildings, some woodlands and a lake. The mansion had been built by a

Mrs T.P. Warren just before the Second \forld $Var to replace her former

residence that had stood on the same site until destroyed by fire just a few years

earlier. During the war Handcross Park had been commandeered by the army and

used both by Canadian troops and by rhe women's branch of the army, the A.T.S.
(although not at the same time); during that period Mrs rvarren and her family

had moved to another residence they owned in Handcross called rhe Hyde. Mrs
'warren 

died shortly after the war and Handcross Park was then inherited by her

son, Col.J.R. 
'Warren, 

who loaned it to a charity entitled Friends of the Elderly for

use as a convalescent home; col. varren's death necessitated the disposal of the

entire property by his widow n 1957. \fhen the house was offered for sale several

of its large upstairs rooms still sported the curtain-rails that had been used to
afford privacy to the patients. Jake rapidly came to the conclusion that here was
the solution to the space and expansionary problems of Surrenden Road, for with

its readymade dormitories, vast grounds for recreational activities and
outbuildings that could be converted into classrooms, Handcross park would
admirably service the r-ower School. Jake asked rhetorically ''wouldn't this suit our

Juniors?', and I-eon Golomb's project forever disappeared from mind. As Jake
went off to Australia soon afterwards, he asked Eldon Smith to negotiate the
purchase of Handcross Park with col. warren's widow. After merely a small
amount of discussion Smith managed to obtain the house and estate for dl8,000
which, although a lot of money in those days, was not a princely sum for all it
purchased. ufith the procurement of the property all school classes below the
Lower Third, comprising boys of about fourteen years and under, were relocated

to Handcross Park in the summer term of 1958.

It might have been thought that the transfer of some fifty or so boys would lead
to an enormous easing of accommodatory pressure in Surrenden Road but this
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101 The water-tower and ancillary buildings at Handcross Park, photo taken in 1966
(photo: Ivi Adler).

did not prove to be the case, and boarding-out remained necessary to the running

of the Brighton school. Moreover, in other respects the opening of Handcross

created many new problems for Jake and Eldon Smith. At first the transfer proved

successful and, as the April 1960 number of The lVhittingehamian teported, no

fewer than twenty-eight new boys joined the Handcross school in the autumn of

1959. But more long-term problems arose quite simply because the removal of the

Lower School had been effected far too rapidly, and without enough consideration

being given to how \(rhittingehame College at Handcross would be staffed and

built up as an academic environment. Because the new school only had a pupillage

of around fifty to eighty boys, the conversion of outbuildings into small numbers

of necessary classrooms could be effected quite easilg and by the expenditure of

only modest amounts of money. However, the recruitrnent of teachers to a

relatively isolated site in the depths of the countryside was another matter enrirely.

Naturally, some members of staff and one or two matrons chose to accompany the

younger boys from Surrenden Road, but for the most part the opening of

Handcross meant the appointment of new teachers and ancillary workers. This

proved to be both a difficult and costly business.
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102 Hubert Williams teaching Chemistry to Daniel [Jnger, Jacob Klein, G.Illoulian,
Hezekiel Nathaniel and Joseph Wahba.

103 Speech Day, Handcross Park, 5 June 1966, wirh, from left to right, the Guest of
Honour, the 2nd Viscount Samuel of Mount Carmel and of Toxteth, in the distance; Mrs
Hal6vy on the left with an unidentified guest; and Eldon Smith with John Marsh, George
Gush, and Trefor Bolton in the lead.
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104 The Staff Cricket Team, 1966, with, back row, left to right, John Murry, John
Marsh, Stanley Franks, Fred Thtman, Jack Lynas-Gray and Francis Ives who taught
I:tin; front row, left to right, Eldon Smith, Simon Tyrell and Dick Powell who both
taught the Juniors, unidentified and Banu Shukla. As can be seen, the Staff won by just
three runs.

Some of the better teachers who transferred from Surrenden Road to

Handcross were Hubert \flilliams (ill. 102) who had followed Dr Jamieson as the

Chemisuy Master and who stayed with the school until its demise; George R.P.

Gush B.A.(Oxon.) who taught History during the latter days of Whittingehame

College (ills. 87 and 103); Banu Shukla, B.A.(ill. 104), who succeeded Richard

Humphries as Geography Master and who also remained with the school until it

disappeared; and Ruth Murry, the wife of John Murry who joined the Junior
School staff in 1960 and taught English and Nature Study until Whittingehame

College closed. She especially recalls taking her class on a nature observation walk

through the woods at Handcross and finding to her consternation that the class

was vanishing one-by-one into the undergrowth until she was left holding hands

with just the wo smallest pupils. Other teachers who taught exclusively at

Handcross included Trefor Bolton (ill. 103), who was a general teacher in the

Middle School and a Housemaster in the Juniors; Mrs Gent (ill. 105), who taught

the Juniors; and Mrs Miriam Beatson (ilI. 105), whose son, Jack Beatson,

accompanied her and studied at the school. Mrs Beatson taught Hebrew while

undertaking many housekeeping duties, and she stayed at \Thittingehame College

for over ten years, until its end. Simon Hatchwell originally hailed from Morocco

and taught Hebrew, while his wife, Kirsten, came from Denmark and taught

Modern I-anguages. Eventually Simon found that he could make a better living
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105 Mrs Beatson and Mrs Gent surrounded by boys, cups and shields
on the \West I-awn at Handcross Park, mid-I960s.

exporting British antiques to DenmarlS and so he put uilhittingehame college
behind him.

Peter Kleiner (see ill. 82) was an ex-$Thittingehamian who taught briefly at the
school. He had originally been senr to the school from Sweden around the age of
seven by his heartbroken father, following the untimely death of his opera-singer
mother from throat cancer; shortly afterwards his father committed suicide. Jake
thereafter paid Peter's way through school. Although at first Kleiner knew no
English, within just three terms he had come top in his class in the subject, which
is a measure of his brilliance of mind. Following his 'A-Levels he attended the
university college of North rwales, Bangor, to study Electronics but he was not
happy there and transferred to Brasenose college, oxford, to read Law. Brasenose
awarded him an Open Scholarship in Modern Studies because of his intellectual
abilities, and it was while waiting to go up to oxford that he taught sundry subjects
back at $Thittingehame. Subsequenrly Brasenose college awarded peter a
scholarship to the Inner Temple. He then became a barrister specialising in Patent
Law, but tragically his health broke down and he died in 1973 of a liver complaint
at the age of just twenty-seven.

The Junior School's initial Acting Headmaster was 'caprain' Ron Jones (see ill.
79) but within a couple of terms it became apparent that he and his wife were roo
inexperienced to run a rural boarding school, and their lack of training led to a
number of arguments between Mrs Jones and Mrs Hal6vy who had amassed

considerable knowledge of running just such an institution when in $fales.
In characteristic fashion Jake delegated Eldon Smith to inform Ron Jones
of the termination of his emplo),rnent as Acting Headmaster, and naturally
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the latter was extremely discountenanced by his sacking. Understandably he did

not wish to return to Surrenden Road, and chose to look elsewhere for

employment (which he quickly found at another preparatory school).

The difficult position of Ron Jones as the initial Acting Headmaster at

Handcross had been compounded by the fact that when the new school opened,

some teachers had been appointed behind his back, while Jake had typically given

those people jobs more for their gentlemanly or ladylike qualities than for

possessing any teaching skills. Eldon Smith recalls with some annoyance that this

defect constandy undermined the pattern of academic life at Handcross:

The I-ower School soon fell to pieces academically, and that's how it

continued throughout its entire history. During its complete

existence there were constant staffchanges, with half-a-dozen Acting

Headmasters being appointed one after the other. As a consequence

Flandcross was not a success. Indeed, academically it proved a

retroactive step for S{rhittingehame College, for at Surrenden Road

the school had reached new heights of academic stability and

excellence, whereas at Handcross the exact opposite was the case;

things constantly lurched all over the place academically. And that

failure was the very first nail in the coffin of u7hittingehame College,

for inevitably it led to a failure to recruit new pupils who would

eventually work their way up through the school. Moreover, the

numbers of pupils at Handcross hovered between sixry to eighty,

whereas it had been envisaged that to make the place pay, about a

hundred boys would be schooled there. The academic and social

failure inevitably led to a numbers failure. And because the

Handcross numbers did not rise we could not afford to recruit better

teachers to attract more pupils, and so on. So a cycle of deprivation

began to appear across the board, and there was little that could be

done to stop it -- failure fed on failure. In the long run this cycle

would prove disasuous for \fhittingehame College. If Handcross had

never been bought then I have no doubt that the school would have

survived for much longer than it did, and possibly even lasted up to

the present day, especially if it had enjoyed the services of a proper

business manager, as became the fashion in the 1980s.

Attempts to remedy matters academically from Brighton by shutding teachers up

there by car on a daily or weekly basis -- proved unsuccessful, quite simply because

the rural school was just that little too far from the seaside town for this solution

to work. And another nail in the \trThittingehame coffin was provided by Jake's
personal situation.
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In 1958, when $(/hittingehame college took over Handcross park, Jake turned
sixty. Eldon Smith and others increasingly noticed an underlying physical and
mental fatigue in the man, who had ro rest a great deal from his scurrying around
both at whittingehame and in support of Zionist causes. Foreseeing a rime when

Jake might wish to retire, in 1959-60 Eldon started pressing him to create a Board
of Governors for the school. (He also feared that if Jake retired and left Mrs
Hal6vy in charge -- which might have happened as apparently she owned a half-
share in whittingehame college -- then he himself might have been forced to
resign and chaos would have ensued, for respectively he didn't always see
eye-to-eye with 'the missus' and knew that she lacked the disciplinary skills to run
the school. As he recalls:

It gradually became clear to me that we needed to obtain some

security for \Thittingehame College through having a proper Board

of Governors that could appoint a new Headmaster and any new

teachers, and thus create a sense of security and continuity in the
school. It was also evident that if I left $fhittingehame College then
some of the staff would leave as well, for I acted as an insulator

against Mrs Haldvy who, despite possessing some good qualities,

suffered from many problems of temperament.

Eldon found Jake totally responsive to the call for a Board of Governors and,
accordingly, throughout the first half of the 1960s the Headmaster sounded out a
number of his more important Zionist, business and social conracts for their views
and possible support. Simultaneously he explored the legal ramifications of
turning \ffhittingehame college from a business run by himself, into an
educational trust rhar would be governed by others. Finally, and after negotiations
with the Ministry of Education, the Board of rrade and the Inland Revenue that
lasted some ten months after mid-I965, \$(rhiningehame college oflicially became
an Educational rrust controlled by a Board of Governors on 2 June 1966. Jake
agreed to remain Headmaster for a furrher two years in order to sreer the school
towards a safe future. During the long negotiations he must have been heartened
to learn that the Minisuy of Education regarded rJ(rhittingehame college so highly
that it exempted it from the re-examination that was normallv vital for the
validation of an Educational Trust.

The constitution of the Board of Governors of the rJ7hirtingehame college
Educational rrust was proudly announced in a full-page feature advertisement in
the 9 September 1966 issue of The Jewish Chronicle, part of which stated:

The formation of a new Board of Governors for I(/hittingehame

College heralds a new era in Anglo-Jewish education. The combined
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experience of men eminent in academic, commercial and public life 

will ensure the vital and dynamic direction of the affairs of College, 

to meet the challenge of education today. 

Board of Governors 

Lord Sieff (Hon. President) * Louis J. Mintz (Chairman) * Michael 

Sobell * The Rt. Hon. Lord Cohen of Birkenhead * The Rt. Hon. 

Lord Cohen of Brighton * Viscount Samuel, C.M.G. * Prof. E.B. 

Chain, F.R.S. * Dr Joseph Sagall * Dr S. Levenberg * Dr P. Rosefield 

* Sir Barnett Janner, M.P. * the Rev Dr I. Levy * E. Miller, Esq. * 
I. Hakarvi, Esq. * M. Morrison, Esq. * S. Winton, Esq. * F. Gordon, 

Esq. * R. Maurice, Esq. * I. Landau, Esq. * W. Perry, Esq. * C. 

Braham, Esq. * A. Sherman, Esq. * K. Brown, Esq. .* E. Astaire, 

Esq. * M. Finlay, Esq. * G. Farrow, Esq. * H. Poster, Esq. 

This list of Governors requires some analysis, for it both demonstrates the 

influential cultural and financial circles in which Jake moved, and the problems of 

creating a fine-sounding but essentially hollow Board of Governors. 

As we have seen, Israel Sieff had been one of Jake's original financial backers 

when the school was founded in 193 1. In 1966 Sieff was granted a Life Peerage, 

and adopted the title of Lord Sieff of Brimpton. At that time he was the Joint 

Managing Director of Marks and Spencer, and would be appointed the President 

of the company in 1967. He was also the Vice-President of the World Jewish 

Congress and Chairman of its European Executive, as well as a member of the 

Executive Board of the Jewish Agency, the Honorary President of the Joint 

Palestine Appeal, and an Honorary Fellow of the Weizmann Institute in Rehovot. 

Perhaps it is understandable that, given such commitments, Lord Sieff only 

attended a single meeting of the Whittingehame College Board of Governors. 

However, it is clear from the testimony of both Eldon Smith and Jean Duffield 

(who, it will be remembered, was a member of the school's secretarial staff 

between 195 1 and 1967) that in 1967 Jake came to pin his hopes on Sieff giving 

Whittingehame College some direct financial support. Sieff refused to do so, 

apparently because he preferred to assist the rival but far more Orthodox Jewish 

school, Carmel College, near Wallingford in Berkshire. This refusal and aid to a 

competitor inhriated Jake and, as Jean Dufield recalls, 'Sieffs name soon became 

mud at Whittingehame'. 

Louis J. Mintz was a prominent industrialist who always attended Governors' 

meetings. Michael Sobell was very elderly and merely sat in on one or two ofthem. 

Lord Cohen of Birkenhead, F.R.C.P, was a hugely distinguished physician who 
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106 Jake and Esther Hal6r,y with Dr Joseph Sagall.
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enjoys a particularly long listing tn lVho Was lX4n. Probably because of his vast

commitments to hospitals and universities around the world he only remained on

the \(rhittingehame College board for a short time before resigning. I-ord Cohen

of Brighton was the Chairman and Managing Director of the Alliance Building

Society. He hailed from Brighton, of which town he had been Mayor rn 1956-7,

and was a great friend of Jake's. His nephew, Anthony Cohen, had been a pupil at

Vfhittingehame College in Edwinsford until L943 and studied School Certificate

History with Eldon Smith. Sadly, Lord Cohen soon became too ill to act as a

governor and died shortly afterwards.

The 2nd Viscount Samuel of Mount Carmel and of Toxteth (ills. 103 and 107)

was the eldest son of a former leader of the Liberal Party who had also been the

High Commissioner for Palestine between 1920 and L925. The 2nd Viscount

Samuel had extensive Civil Service, broadcasting, academic and Zionist

connections with Palestine and Israel, as well as being highly inlluential in Anglo-

Jewry. Unfortunately, he too only attended a few meetings of the \0'hittingehame

College Board of Governors. He died in 1978. Professor Ernst Chain, F.R.S., had

come to Britain as a refugee from the Nazis in 1933, and he had won the Nobel

prize for Physiology and Medicine in 1945. He possibly participated in only two

Board of Governors' meetings, both of which took place at Handcross. Dr Joseph

Sagall (ills. 106, 107) has already been encountered during the early days of the

school. He had many Zionist afEliations and for a time was the Co-Treasurer of

the \0orld Jewish Congress, in addition to being the Chairman of the Educational

Trust of the Zionist Federation. In 1965, when ufhittingehame College was badly

hit by a cash-flow shortage made worse by a national credit squeeze, Sagall and

some of his business colleagues had helped the school over its temporary crisis. He

died soon after becoming a Governor. Dr Schnur kvenberg represented the

Jewish Agency on the Board of Governors, for the organisation financially

supported ttre existence of the school, as we shall see. Dr Paul Rosefield was

invited onto the board by I-ouis J. Minz and attended a few Governors'meetings.

Sir Barnett Janner, M.P. had been the President of the Board of Deputies of

British Jews between 1955 and 1964 and sat on several Zionist committees.

Unfortunately he merely lent his name to the Ifhittingehame College Board of

Governors. The Rev Dr Isaac Levy was a Chaplain to the Armed Forces

but his lack of business experience meant he could contribute little to the

Governors' deliberations. Eric Miller was a property developer who became

quite supportive of the school.

I. Hakarvi was possibly another of Jake's Zionist contacts. Michael Morrison

was a Glaswegian ex-\(rhittingehamian. Sidney $Tinton was the father of the ex-

Whittingehamian Harold S7inton (who was the only Old Boy ever to send his own

sons to the school), and he faithfully attended every meeting of the board. Another
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107 The Speech Day Guest of Honour, the 2nd Viscount Samuel of Mount Carmel and
of Toxteth, with the Chairman of the proceedings, Dr Joseph Sagall, and Jake on the West
I-awn of Handcross Park on Speech Day, 5 June 1966.

ex- Whittingehamian, Felix Gordon, was the Chairman of !7OBA at the time. R.

Maurice was another parent. Ivan (Korky) Landau had attended Whittingehame

College between L942 and 1945 and was a faithful member of the Board
(although today, in indifferent health, he has no recollection of ever serving upon

it). \folf Perry was another of Jake's Zionist friends. Charles Braham was an

elderly industrialist. Kenneth Brown was an estate agent who was Louis Mintz's

son-in-law and he attended a few of the Governors' meetings. Edgar Astaire was a

stockbroker who had been a pupil at Whittingehame between 1939 and 1942.

Harold Poster was a further successful businessman. The A. Sherman. M. Finlav

and G. Farrow listed in 1966 remain unidentified.

Another ex-u7hittingehamian acted as Clerk and legal adviser to the

Governors, although he was not listed n the Jewish Chroni.c,le advertisement. This

was George Anticoni whose hazy memories of the attendance or non-participation

of the board members are drawn upon in the above account, as are those of Edgar

Astaire. No written records of any of the Board of Governors' meetings have

survived, although the early sessions were minuted by Peter Kleiner, who also gave

financial support to the school at the time.

Such a comparatively huge Board of Governors was clearly intended to impress

the parents of prospective pupils as much as to advise Jake, but sadly it never came

together as a whole: some of its members attended some of its meetings, and a few
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Governors went to all of them, but the Board never formed a true entity.

Moreover, usually the Board avoided Whittingehame College altogether, for that

would have necessitated a troublesome journey down to the wilds of Sussex.

Instead its members found it far more convenient to meet in the offrces of either

Louis Mintz or Eric Miller in the u7est End of London. In the long run this

lacklustre input of the Board of Governors would do the school a lot of harm and

it embodies an ironic paradox: when \Thittingehame was privately controlled it

flourished, and when it enjoyed a Board of Governors it went to the wall. Perhaps

understandably, the individual Governors -- most of whom had never attended

Whittingehame College -- did not show much enthusiasm for investing frnancially

in the school, let alone supporting it in its decline. But in any event, and as Eldon

Smith recalls:

The Board of Governors was the reverse of an asset. Indeed, it was a

shambles. Jake really did not have a strategy for what would happen

to !flhittingehame College after he began to withdraw from the

scene, and the Board of Governors did not supply that thinking -

mostly it was made up of reactive talkers, rather than proactive

Governors, which is what the school badly needed.

Additionally, further immense damage derived from the deaths of two of the more

positive Board members -- namely Dr Joseph Sagall and Lord Cohen of Brighton
-- just when their support proved most necessary.

Then there was t}re damage that Jake himself had unwittingly done to his own

creation. u7hen in the early to mid-1960s he had begun exploring the idea of

assuring the future of Whittingehame College through the creation of a Board of

Governors, quite naturally his thoughts turned next to his own economic future.

As the proprietor of Whittingehame College he was not eligible for any

government superannuation pension (unlike the full-time members of the

academic staffwho had been able to look forward to receiving it after the Ministry

of Education officially recognised the school in 1956). Jake therefore badly needed

to make provision for his retirement and old age. His gteatest financial asset was

the Surrenden Road group of buildings and estare; if that property could be sold

for highly profitable housing development -- and it would sell far more quickly

than Handcross Park then his financial future and that of his wife would be

assured at a stroke. Moreover, by selling Surrenden Road and moving the entirety

of $flhittingehame College to Handcross Park Jake felt that the educational

problems of the rural school would be solved in turn, while equally offering much

more scope for the future development of the institution by making a far greater

amount of land available for physical expansion.
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108 The auctioneer's sign outside the Pilichowski building in surrenden Road, early
1965, with Haim Zukerman, Albert Eleni and Louis Mandel.

Quite evidendy not enough consideration was given to the risk that the staff at
Surrenden Road might nor want to transfer to Handcross but would look for jobs

elsewhere, while the older boys might not wish to exchange the pleasures of
Brighton for more pastoral simplicities. (It was hoped that the supposed delights
of crawley New Town would compensate for those of Brighton, or alternatively,
that a school bus could shuttle the senior boys to-and-from Brighton, although

this never happened.) To make things worse, Jake really believed local Tory claims
that if a Labour administration were to be returned to power in forthcoming
national elections, then much of the Surrenden Road site would be compulsorily
purchased for the crearion ofcheap public housing.

So Surrenden Road was sold off (see ilI. 108). The sale of the estate was
mounted by the Brighton auctioneers, Fox and Sons, of ll7-8 rVestern Road,
Flove, on $7ednesday,3l March 1965. The lor included planning consent for
forty-two houses and garages on the four-and-a-half acre site which, the
auctioneers boasted, was 'rhe only one of its kind left in Brighton in a high-class
residential area'. The bidding opened at d50,000 and, according to an
unidentified newspaper account of the proceedings that has come down to us, the
final tender of d78,000 was reached in less than ten minutes; rhe successful
bidders were the properry developers, E. and L. Berg, of Esher, Surrey. After the
deduction of the auctioneer's premium of two-and-a-half per cent, all the proceeds
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went to Jake and his wife, who therefore ostensibly benefited to the tune of about

d76,000, a huge sum in 1965 (although had they delayed selling until property

boomed two years later they might well have obtained d250,000 for the estate).

Yet despite the apparent financial success of the auction, as far as

$(rhittingehame College was concerned the sale was an unmitigated disaster, for it

had led Jake into making a maior miscalculation. Somehow he had formed the

curious view that he could auction off the Surrenden Road estate but still retain

its use for several years afterwards. He reasoned that any subsequent private

housing-development would necessarily take place slowly, and thus

Vhittingehame College could effect an unhurried move to Handcross when all the

buildings there had been readied to receive the pupils transferring from Brighton.

But nothing regarding leisurely housing development was ever put in writing, and

after the auction it became immediately apparent that, not unreasonably, the new

owners wanted the site cleared within six months so they could start building

houses and thereby quickly recoup their investment. Jake pleaded with the Bergs

to give him a few years to mansfer the school to Handcross but the developers

remained adamant: V4rittingehame College must vacate their newly-acquired

property in Surrenden Road by the end of September 1965.

109 Mud and paving stones outside the new classrooms at Handcross Par\ autumn

1965 (photo: Ivi Adler).
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Because of the demand for a speedy clearing of the Surrenden Road site, the 

enforced move to Handcross Park (in a very wet) September 1965 was effected 

before enough classrooms and dormitories had been readied for a trebling of 

numbers, while the attempt to remedy that situation soon led to parts of the estate 

being turned into a building site, with mud everywhere (ill. 109). Obviously, a 

construction area was not the most conducive of educational environments, and 

certainly it did not appeal to the parents of prospective pupils who came to visit 

the school: all they saw was dirt and chaos. And the move did not help the state 

of the school furniture either (ill. 1 lo), for large numbers of desks, lockers, 

cupboards, tables and chairs were transferred from Surrenden Road with nowhere 

at Handcross to store them; mostly they had to be housed in broken-down, 

smashed greenhouses, and thus were entirely ruined by the rain, despite attempts 

to protect them with tarpaulins. 

Eldon Smith is utterly convinced that this 'total move to Handcross Park in 

September 1965 contributed directly to the downfall of Whittingehame College: 

If we had had two or three years to prepare, so that suitable 

laboratories, dormitories and a real gymnasium were in place for the 

increased number of pupils who were transferred there, then things 

might have worked out and we could have built up the staff and 

pupil-numbers again. Admittedly there was a lovely library at 

Handcross, and soon a splendid synagogue was built by Reno, but 

such facilities were not sufficient for the running of a school. 

The dormitories proved a particularly vexing problem, as the post-mortem on 

Whittingehame College in The Jewish Observer and Middle Eastern Review for 15 

December 1967 makes clear: 

At Handcross there was accommodation for only about 90 boarders 

and it was decided to use some of the classrooms as temporary 

dormitories. The foundation for the dormitories -- particularly for 

sixth formers who needed private study was laid, in the expectation 

that within a few months the dormitories would be built. But this did 

not happen. Disappointed, some parents withdrew their children, 

the boys themselves began to lose faith in the promises of all 



110 Eldon Smith straining to lift a school table at Handcross Park. 

concerned, the numbers dropped and consequently financial 

difficulties arose. 

The sixth formers had usually been lodged two-to-a-room in Brighton but now 

they found themselves five-to-a-room without such necessities as proper 

cupboards for their clothes and other belongings. The lack of facilities at 

Handcross led to a small exodus of senior pupils although, naturally, few boys 

wanted to leave when they were preparing for their 'A'-Levels. But the 

Juniors had no such inhibitions, and this had dire economic consequences, 

as Eldon Smith explains: 

A Sixth-Former costs about twice as much to teach as a Junior, and 

to run an efficient school that includes a proper Sixth-Form, you 



have to obtain the fees of at least 150 pupils. Now at Handcross we 

had a fair number of Sixth-Formers but we made our main profits 

out of the Juniors who paid roughly the same fees as the Sixth- 

Formers but were much cheaper to teach. With the progressive fall 

in Junior numbers it therefore became increasingly unprofitable to 

teach the Sixth-Formers. Naturally there is always a diminution of 

numbers as Sixth-Formers graduate, but compensation for this can 

be achieved by admitting new pupils at the bottom end of the 

educational scale. With the failure to recruit new Juniors a fatal, 

downwards spiral of financial failure was initiated. In retrospect it 

should have occurred to Jake and myself that we should have 

attracted more Juniors to Whittingehame College before we moved 

out of Surrenden Road -- indeed, that move should have been wholly 

dependent upon the attraction of more Juniors to the school. Instead, 

we put the cart before the horse, and consequently Whittingehame 

College suffered a fatal loss of income it badly needed in order 

to survive. 

Ironically, the sale of Surrenden Road had not led to much peace-of-mind for 

Jake either, for he not only had to supervise the development of Handcross Park 

but also guarantee payment to the major builders, the construction firm Taylor 

Woodrow. If anything unforeseen happened with the building work he could easily 

have been wiped out financially. 

The trickle of boys leaving Whittingehame College due to the failings of 

Handcross eventually worsened, and such an adverse cycle of falling pupil- 

numbers proved economically fatal for the school. To make things even more 

problematical, a wealthy Iranian who sent several of his sons to Whittingehame 

never paid his bills and ended up owing thousands of pounds that were not 

recoverable at such a distance. And other circumstances also fuelled the failure of 

Whittingehame College. 

Most notable amongst these was the rise of state-funded comprehensive 

education in Britain during the 1960s. This led many British parents to send their 

sons to free state schools rather than expensive private institutions such as 

Whittingehame, and in 1967 it resulted in the closure of over 100 private schools 

in Britain alone. A natural corollary of the growth was an increasing imbalance of 

British to foreign boys at Whittingehame, which also had dire consequences for 

the school: as British youths became scarcer, the remaining ones felt even more 

isolated and requested transfer elsewhere, thus accelerating the cycle of falling 

pupil-numbers. And with more boys now coming from overseas, Whittingehame 

College soon became highly prone financially to distant political events (such as 
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wars in the Middle East) whose adverse economic effects might prevent parents 

from sending their sons to Britain to be educated. As we shall soon discover, this 

weakness would become particularly apparent at the worst possible moment for 

Whittingehame College. 

A further factor that led to the demise of the school was the gradual appearance 

from the late 1950s onwards of more and more schools singularly devoted to the 

teaching of English as a foreign language; by 1967 there were many thousands of 

language students in Brighton and other southern coast towns. This may well have 

led foreign parents to question why they should send their offspring to 

Whittingehame when their sons (and daughters) could study English for far less 

money elsewhere. And then there was the continuing, if not even growing 

divergence between Jewish assimilationism and orthodoxy. While assimilationist 

parents asked themselves if they really required a religious education for their 

sons, orthodox parents began increasingly to send their offspring to Carmel 

College, which flourished by the 1960s precisely because it was religiously much 

stricter than Whittingehame. As a result of that higher level of commitment 

Carmel received enormous moral support from Jewish communities and 

synagogues throughout Great Britain (as well as financial help from the supposed 

President of the Whittingehame College Board of Governors, Lord Sieff, as we 

have seen above), while as a co-educational institution it naturally enjoyed a wider 

pupil base than Whittingehame. The increased success of Carmel indirectly 

contributed to the failure of its rival. 

Faced with falling numbers Jake was forced to seek financial help from outside 

sources. Naturally he made the round of High Street banks but they just weren't 

interested in lending to an ailing school with an ageing Headmaster (and it didn't 

help that the bank rate had gone berserk in 1965). Jake returned from the 

interviews with bank managers looking increasingly ashen each time. A more 

sympathetic source of help proved to be the Jewish Agency whose Chairman, 

Moshe Sharett, knew the Halkvys and their school from old. Under Sharret's 

guidance the agency offered financial support, for it favoured the existence of a 

pro-Zionist school in Britain. But the money at its disposal was naturally quite 

limited and required boosting by far greater funds from within the United 

Kingdom itself. For obvious reasons Jake felt guilty at accepting money from an 

agency that was really intended to advance the development of Zionism, but in 

furtherance of such assistance he travelled to Israel and obtained its limited help. 

Yet all of this aid proved unavailing; the losses were becoming far too great. 

These losses included a loss of staff. It is always impossible to keep failure a 

secret, and the teachers naturally feared for their jobs when it became apparent 

that Whittingehame College was in difficulties. Accordingly, senior staff such as 

John Murry, Gerald Cockshott and Barry Roach all understandably quit the 



school for safer jobs that were coincidentally higher in grade and therefore more 

prestigious. The loss of such excellent teachers further fuelled the cycle of 

deprivation that would soon lead to the failure of Whittingehame College. A 

measure of the pity of it all is supplied by the boast that Jake made during his 1966 

Speech Day address, namely that he had recently been informed by an Oxford 

University Admissions Tutor that 'Any boys you think are of the calibre to 

study at Oxford, send them to us - I assure you we will find them a place 

at the university'. 

Consequent upon the loss of long-established teachers was the reappearance of 

a quick turnover of new ones within the school. Some of these were put on the 

spot during their first appearances in class. A question such as 'Sir, how long are 

you going to stay at Whittingehame?' naturally presumed a short-term occupancy 

of the job that could not be answered with any confidence. The resulting 

uncertainty soon became known to parents who understandably began making 

provision for possible failure by considering other schools for their offspring. 

As this run-down gathered pace, Eldon and Ella Smith suffered the heartbreak 

of seeing the Pilichowski building and Woodlands gradually go to rack-and-ruin. 

(The couple had stayed on in their old house opposite the school while 

commuting to Handcross by car.) Ironically -- given the pressure put upon Jake 

by the purchasers of the Surrenden Road buildings to move out quickly -- the site 

had not been cleared instantly in September 1965 but instead left to moulder for 

some time before demolition and construction work began. Naturally, during 

that interim period the buildings were badly attacked by vandals who smashed all 

the windows. A further irony resides in the fact that although no historic buildings 

legislation then existed to preserve the Pilichowski structure, most of the trees 

surrounding it were legally protected. Thus it came about that before the building 

was demolished, workmen from Brighton Corporation attached Preservation 

Orders to many of the surrounding trees, a number of which consequently survive 

to this day. 

Willy Goldberg, who had studied at Whittingehame between 1949 and 1954, 

was deeply shocked by the state of the Pilichowski building when he revisited 

Brighton in 1965: 

I drove past Preston Park, which evoked a strong nostalgia for days 

of old, when we used to walk down Surrenden Road and past the 

sports track to buy a delectable Wall's Ice Cream at the pavilion and 

cast sideways glances at the local talent. But when I stopped my car 

outside the house in Surrenden Road in which Eldon Smith used to 

live I was horrified. All that remained of the school opposite was its 

central spiral staircase, pointing in solitary splendour to the sky! The 
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rest of the building had disappeared, was gone, removed, destroyed, 

annihilated. I could not believe it. I took a few steps up the circular 

staircase that led nowhere. Never again would youthful feet patter up 

and down those well-spaced steps. Never again would juvenile hands 

grasp the handrail. Never again would the area resonate with the 

sound of adolescent laughter. What had happened to our lovely 

school? Who had done this? I felt personally assaulted, and promptly 

fell into a melancholic state. The main book of Whittingehame's 

history had been well and truly closed. 

When the Pilichowski building was finally demolished it had to be reduced to 

rubble by two ball-and-chain cranes, as the ferro-concrete proved too resistant to 

one such engine of destruction. Naturally, no care was given to preserving the 

many fine architectural features of Woodlands, although Eldon did manage to 

salvage a Victorian glass screen by buying it for El0 from the demolition foreman, 

and this was incorporated into the house he subsequently bought in 

Haywards Heath. 

Naturally Jake frantically tried to save Whittingehame College, but as he saw his 

life's work unravelling he gradually went to pieces. By the autumn of 1967 it was 

anticipated that the school would lose L20,000 during the coming academic year. 

In itself that was not a comparatively huge amount, but there was no answer to the 

question posed by the Governors: 'How are you going to make up such a shortfall 

on an annual basis, especially as there are few, if any, junior boys entering the 

school? Jake and his wife could not supply that subsidy, for if they did so they 

would have nothing left for their retirement. Certainly they could not afford to 

gamble away everything they had earned from the 1965 auction by ploughing 

those proceeds back into the school; who could guarantee that, if they did reinvest 

in Whittingehame College, they would see a return on their investment (or even 

live to see one, given the psychological pressures that would undoubtedly accrue)? 

Moreover, at E20,000 per annurn the E76,000 or so they had received from the 

auction would only serve to support the school for under four years, whereas what 

was really needed was subsidy for about five to ten years so that the school could 

find its long-term feet again and return to profitability. 

An attempt by Felix Gordon to raise the necessary money by means of a 

WOBA fund-raising event proved unsuccessful, as did a postal appeal to all known 

ex-Whittingehamians, irrespective of whether they belonged to WOBA. Nor was 

there much point in begging the wider Jewish community for help in the autumn - 
of 1967, for just a few months earlier the Six-Day War had understandably 

directed the charitable instincts of most Jews in Britain and elsewhere towards 

Israel -- when faced with the possible destruction of the Jewish state, what did it 
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matter if an exclusive school in Sussex suffered financial difficulties? At any other 

time an appeal might have been heeded but not then. Moreover, there was no 

point in entreating wealthy British Jews for help, for quite evidently they felt that 

if they were to subsidise Jewish education, then such funding should be directed 

at supporting the sons and daughters of the poor, not at helping the offspring of 

the comparatively rich. 

The possibility of a merger with Carmel College was also investigated by the 

Board of Governors but it came to nothing, mainly because the Berkshire school 

was only interested in creaming off the brightest of the Whittingehamians as it did 

not have room to take all of them. The failure of this initiative dealt the Board of 

Governors a fatal blow from which it never recovered. 

The 1967 autumn term was chaotic. At its outset there were 107 pupils but this 

number slowly dwindled as the term progressed. Finally a decision to close 

Whittingehame College was taken at a Governors' meeting held in London 

towards the end of November 1967. Jake was present, as were Louis J. Mintz, 

Felix Gordon, Sidney Winton and George Anticoni. As the result of their decision, 

just over a fortnight later the school officially closed at the conclusion of the 

autumn term, on Thursday, 14 December 1967. On the very next day the 

following article by a staff reporter appeared in the Jewish Chronicle: 

Whittingehame pupils seek new schools 

More than half the pupils of Whittingehame College, the Jewish 

boarding-school at Handcross Park, near Brighton, which closed 

yesterday (Thursday), will go to non-Jewish schools, according to Mr 

F.E. Smith, the deputy headmaster. The college, which opened in 

193 1, has closed because of financial difficulties. 

Mr Louis J. Mintz, chairman of the board of governors, told me 

that the winding-up of the college would be done in a dignified and 

proper way and that all the creditors would be fully paid. From the 

time it was opened until 1965, the college was owned by Mr Jacob 

Halevy, its present headmaster. Ownership was then transferred to 

Whittingehame College Ltd., a charitable trust, and a board of 

governors was appointed. The board's decision to close the school 

was announced at the end of November, just over two weeks before 

the actual closure. Most of the 107 pupils have since left, but about 

50 pupils were still at the college at the time of the closure. About 

one-third were from abroad. 



Desperate search 

The deputy headmaster told me this week that the staff had been 

desperately looking for places for the pupils in various schools. About 

30 were going to Carmel College, Mr Smith said, but half of them 

would have to wait until the next academic year in September. Some 

of the foreign pupils, he said, had been placed in Brighton for the 

coming holiday, but most would have to leave the country. Of the 

school's 20 teachers, only a few were without posts this week. 

As stated in last week's Jewish Chronicle, last-minute efforts to 

prevent the closure were made. Mr Felix Gordon, one of the 

governors, who was behind the moves to keep the college open for at 

least one more term, told me this week that he was now canvassing 

support for opening a new school, similar in spirit to Whittingehame, 

somewhere in North London. Mr Mintz told me that the board was 

endeavouring to make the best possible use of the college's premises. 

They were not entertaining any thoughts of continuing the college in 

any form in the future, he said, but added that they would not object 

to the school's name being used. Referring to last week's report that 

the Chief Rabbi was ready to meet the governors in an effort to solve 

the college's financial problems, Mr Mintz said that he had not been 

contacted by Dr Jacobovits on the matter. 

Another article, which appeared in The Jewish Observer and Middle Eastern Review 

for 15 December 1967 under the title 'School with a Zionist Vision: 

Whittingehame College forced to Close', spelt out more vividly what the closure 

of the school had actually signified in human terms: 

For Halevy it is a great personal tragedy -- a lifetime's work come 

prematurely to an end -- as it is for the pupils, who referred to the 

school as their second home. Some wept when they were informed of 

the decision of the Governors to close Whittingehame. The prefects 

and the senior boys were dismayed and surprised. The academic and 

other members of the staff were shocked and flabbergasted .... It is 

more than a great pity that Whittingehame College should be 

closing, for we need more Jewish schools, not less, in this period of 

our history. 

As we have seen above, Felix Gordon remembered the very moment 

Whittingehame College actually came into existence in 1931, so we are very 



fortunate to enjoy the testimony of another ex-pupil, Ivi Adler (who studied at 

the school between 1962 and 1967), as to the exact moment Whittingehame came 

to an end: 

I remember very clearly the distress caused by the closure of 

Whittingehame College, with boys in tears and the teachers all 

depressed. At first we failed to understand what Jake was telling us, 

but when it finally sank in we were shattered -- it was like the death 

of someone you love. The atmosphere was rather as it must have 

been at the beginning of World War 11, when a family knew it would 

split up and its members never see each other again. Jake tried to 

cheer us up by keeping his door open at all times, so that anyone 

could go and talk to him, while the teachers became better friends 

than ever. With Jake's permission I took some momentos from his 

study, including a few photographs and the school bell (which I still 

possess). Most of us stayed on for as long as we could, and I was 

probably the very last boy to leave. On the day I departed I walked 

round the empty main building. Everything seemed so familiar and 

yet so strange because of the utter stillness and emptiness. The lights 

remained on in a few rooms, so I switched them all off before 

crossing to the new block, where I also turned off the lights in the 

bathroom. With that final cutoff the school truly entered the 

darkness. 

Subsequently, some of the Sixth Formers who were studying for their 'A'-Levels 

clubbed together to employ John Marsh to give them private tutoring in a flat in 

Brighton; all passed and consequently progressed to university. 

The closure of the school left many creditors but fortunately the Halevys did 

not have to dig too deeply into their own pockets for the losses, as Handcross Park 

and the main part of its estate was first rented, and then quickly sold off to a 

neighbouring boarding school whose premises had burnt down and which 

therefore had urgent need of accommodation for the 1968 spring term. 

The large amount of money gained from the sale went a long 

way towards paying off all the creditors. The Jewish Agency also helped. 

In his remaining years Jacob Halkvy was a very saddened man. He lived on in 

the East Lodge, Handcross Park. This gamekeeper's cottage had two or three 

bedrooms and a lounge that contained the huge safe taken from the old school 

office in Surrenden Road. Eldon Smith vividly recalls seeing Jake in 1967 

and later: 



During the period of the termination of Whittingehame College Jake 

visibly aged from day to day, which is not surprising as he thought he 

faced financial ruin, and that all the school's debts would descend 

upon his shoulders. Following the closure of the school he became 

deeply depressed, and his state of mind was not helped by the fact 

that he went on living in an isolated cottage on the Handcross estate; 

every time he went out he metaphorically had his nose rubbed in the 

fate of the school. After the closure of Whittingehame I soon found 

some part-time teaching jobs to carry me through the rest of the 

academic year, and every so often Ella and I would go and visit 

Jake at Handcross. The calls were very sad experiences indeed. 

By this time he and his wife lived apart on fairly amicable 

terms, with Mrs Halevy residing in Hove. Jake would come to the 

door less immaculately dressed than usual, and with his papers and 

belongings all piled up chaotically, but he tried to fend for himself 

while fighting his immense depression, which is no mean feat. He 

was a sorry sight, but he had too much courage to be forced to his 

knees, let alone go under. 

In 1968 Barry Roach, too, visited Jake in Handcross: 

He wanted a copy of my play about Herzl for the Herzl archives in 

Israel. He seemed very tired, and I formed the distinct impression 

that he had been broken by the closure of Whittingehame College. 

He certainly wasn't his old ebullient self, and quite evidently was 

making a tremendous effort to be sociable. 

Jean Duffield also remembers Jake at this time: 

Jake came to visit my husband and myself every Xmas, and always 

brought me a present. I can still picture him -- he looked about 

ninety in the late 1960s, even though he was some twenty years 

younger. I also once caught a glimpse of him at Mrs Halevy's flat in 

Hove. It was very sad -- he was sitting on the edge of her bed looking 

at family photos and letters with tears in his eyes. 'What a waste' he 

said, as he looked at a photo of his beloved Shi. 

Yet despite his understandable depression, Jake never lost his enthusiasm for 

Zionism and continued to strive hard for the cause. In the summer of 1972 he 

wrote a substantial essay entitled Genocide of a Culture, The Execution of the 24. 



It was published by the Cultural Department of the World Jewish Congress, and 

concerns the tragic fate of a group of Soviet Jewish intellectuals who had been put 

on trial by Stalin in the early 1950s and then executed; as its title implies, the essay 

is a heartfelt cry of anguish for the loss of the great Russian-Jewish culture that 

Jake possibly remembered fkom his youth. 

Mrs Marilyn Segal worked for the 75-year old Jake in the Cultural Department 

of the World Jewish Congress in their ofices in New Cavendish Street, London, 

for several months in 1973 and remembers him clearly: 

He seemed very old and worn, especially to a 21-year old like myself. 

He also said very little. He was a very kind man, if a little old- 

fashioned. Mainly we compiled lists of Jewish academics, which 

required Mr Halivy to scan university handbooks and the like for 

names that seemed Jewish. We would then write to the persons 

concerned to enquire if they were in fact Jewish; often we were told 

to get lost! But when the lists were finalised Mr Halivy would mount 

one-day seminars to which the academics were invited, in order to 

discuss Jewish cultural issues. Mr Halivy was in his element on 

such occasions. 

Jacob Halivy died in Cuckfield Hospital, Cuckfield, West Sussex, on 9 February 

1978. The cause of death was given on the death certificate as 'Carcinomatosis', 

coupled with 'carcinoma of the prostate'. His occupation was listed as 'Company 

Director (retired)', while his address was recorded as 'East Lodge, Handcross'. His 

body was taken to Israel for burial. Although he had wanted to be interred in his 

birthplace of Rishon le-Zion, that wish proved legally impossible to meet because 

he had not resided in the place for so long. Instead, he was buried in the cemetery 

at Holon, just outside Tel Aviv (ill. 113). 

Mrs Halivy lived on in a flat within the house she owned at 55, Pembroke 

Crescent, Hove, and went back to Israel for a time but was not happy there and 

returned to England; in her final years she suffered terribly from arthritis and 

rheumatism, although she remained very active in supporting the Youth Aliyah 

and other Jewish charities for as long as physically possible. She died in Hove on 

3 January 1982. Happily, given the long and sorry rift between her and her 

husband, she was eventually buried alongside him in Holon (ill. 113). 

Eldon Smith subsequently found a full-time job teaching History at Tunbridge 

Wells Technical College where he stayed for three years; he then obtained the post 

of Senior Lecturer in History at Trinity College, Carmarthen, South Wales, where 

he still lives at the time of writing. Ella Smith taught Mathematics at schools in 

Haywards Heath, and it was she who came across the advertisement for the job in 



Carmarthen that Eldon applied for and obtained. The move to Carmarthen left 

her feeling very isolated and depressed but eventually she acquired a job teaching 

both Maths and English at a school in the town, which improved her 

mood enormously. 

And so our history of Whittingehame College peters out on a largely sad note. 

But all was not lost -- indeed, surely a vast amount was gained by every reader of 

this book who attended the establishment. And perhaps the best judgement on 

Whittingehame College was one contributed to our volume by James Grinberg, 

who studied at the school between 1954 and 1958: 

Whittingehame opened hearts and minds. Whittingehame taught 

conscience. Whittingehame presented us all with a true education. 

I know that I could never lose this truly Jewish enlightenment that 

Jake, in my memory still barrelling across from Woodlands with his 

gown billowing in the wind and churning the smoke fkom his ever- 

present cigarette, envisioned so many years ago. 

111 Photo of Jake taken in 1967 (photo: Ivi Adler). 
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112 Jacob and Esther Halevy in happier days, sometime in the 1950s. 





Ajemath: The Old Boys 
Unfortunately, Jake's death in 1978 occurred just two or so years before the 

Whittingehame College Old Boys' Club (as opposed to WOBA, the 

Whittingehame College Old Boys' Association) came into existence. As a result, 

Jake never witnessed the loyalty and gratitude he had inspired among more recent 

generations of ex-pupils. 

As we have seen, similar loyalties had been around almost from the start in 

1931, for just three years later Gerald Fine had begun sounding out his 

schoolmates about the formation of an old boys' association, quite simply because 

he wished to keep in touch with them after he left the school. In 1937 this idea 

came to fruition with the creation of an official Whittingehame College Old Boys' 

Association. The prime mover behind it was Sam Wine, who was greatly helped 

by Leonard Sattin, Ronnie Deutsch and Shi Halkvy. The latter culled school 

records for the names and addresses of old boys, although only ex-pupils over the 

age of fourteen were eligible for membership of the association, in order to close 

it off from those many boys who had moved on to other schools in their 

early teens. 

By the end of 1937 WOBA had about twenty members. It grew slowly over the 

next two years, and naturally suffered a major setback with the advent of hostilities 

in 1939, for the disruptions of the war sundered contacts and made reunions 

difficult. However, before Whittingehame College returned to Brighton in 1946 

there was some renewed activity, and within a short time this resulted in the 

reorganisation of WOBA on a regional basis. Sam Wine became the General 

Secretary, with Ronnie Deutsch, Neville Labovitch and Baron Bercott respectively 

being responsible for the Midlands, north of England, and Scotland. In 1947 a 

reunion attended by about forty Old Boys was held at the Midlands Hotel, 

Manchester, although an attempt to institute an Annual Ball the following year 

foundered completely. (This was because the Executive Committee responsible 

for its organisation had planned the gathering for 29 May 1948, booked a venue, 

sent out information, sold tickets, and only then realised that the event would 

occur during the period of Omer when dancing is almost totally forbidden by 

religious law. Naturally the reunion had to be cancelled!) 

By 1949 WOBA had about a hundred names on its list, and Charles Minns 

began to publish Old Boys' news in The W'zittingehamian. A few charity functions 

were held subsequently, as well as some cricket matches and a chaotic reunion 

weekend at Surrenden Road in 1953. This included basketball and handball 
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games (in which all the fouling of the Old Boys against the regular pupils proved 

to be 'of no avail'); a cricket match, which the Old Boys won by just three runs; 

and a mock murder trial presided over by 'Mr Justice Halkvy'. According to the 

account of the weekend in the July 1953 issue of The Whittingehamian, in this trial 

Dr Winston Senior R.S.P.C.A. appeared as the first witness and produced some 

amazing evidence, including bones, blood, eggs, brains and tomato sauce, all of 

which he mixed together to prove they were part of the victim. Mr Korky 

Landau, for the defence, managed to prove that Dr Senior was a vet, not an 

ordinary doctor, and that his evidence was therefore invalid. Mr Phillips 

called more witnesses, including Det. Inspector Smith, who, apart from 

performing some card tricks, did not help the proceedings. Eventually the 

'jewry' brought in a 'Not Guilty' verdict. 

In June 1953 a Coronation Year dinner was held at a London restaurant but 

was not successful in attracting much support. By this time there were several 

hundred names on the WOBA list. Throughout the 1950s a few Old 

Whittingehamians attended Speech Days and some of the school plays, while 

WOBA underwrote performances of three of the dramas at London venues in 

1956, 1960 and 1962, as noted above. In October 1959 a dinner organised by 

Leonard Sattin was held at the Cafk Royal, London, but this was the last great 

effort of the Old Boys' Association, although an official meeting of WOBA was 

held at the Charing Cross Hotel, London, in March 1960. As we have seen, a few 

Old Boys later served on the Whittingehame College Board of Governors. One of 

them was the joint first Whittingehamian, Felix Gordon, who had become the 

Chairman of WOBA during its final years. 

The closure of Whittingehame College in 1967 equally brought about the end 

of the Whittingehame College Old Boys' Association. Yet that was not the end of 

the story, for as Eldon Smith recalls: 

Ten years after the end of Whittingehame College, Ella and I 

received an invitation from Michael Dresner of the Zion Hotel, Haifa 

-- who had hosted our previous visit to Israel in 1960 -- to holiday 

there once again. Naturally, we jumped at the opportunity to re- 

establish friendships and make new contacts. As it turned out, 

Michael sat on an Israeli hotels' trade committee along with Dubi 

Shiff of the Shiff hotel chain, and when the two of them next met 

Dubi suggested he should act as our host at Tel Aviv and Jerusalem 

at the beginning of our forthcoming holiday. Dubi then met us 

at Lod airport and took us to the Diplomat Hotel 

in Jerusalem. 



After we had rested for a few days Dubi invited Ella and myself to 

join him at his house for dinner. To that end he guided us downstairs, 

ostensibly on our way to the hotel's internal carpark. However, he 

didn't usher us into that area at all but instead led us into a 

magnificently decorated dining room whose tables groaned with food 

and drink, around which stood scores of ex-Whittingehamians and 

their wives. It turned out that Dubi, his staff and friends had been 

very active in attempting to trace and invite virtually every person in 

Israel who had ever studied at Whittingehame College. 

That event, and the research that lay behind it, marked the rebirth of the modern 

Whittingehame club. 

In September 1979 a formal inaugural assembly of the Whittingehame College 

Old Boys' Club was held at the Diplomat Hotel, Jerusalem, with Dubi Shiffs 

active financial and administrative support. This meeting was very well attended, 

and although most of those present were Israeli, a few ex-Whittingehamians based 

in Britain and elsewhere were also there. These Old Boys included Ron 

Dwelaitzky Dee who subsequently organised further meetings of ex- 

Whittingehamians in London. 

In June 1980 a second Old Boys' Assembly was held at the Metropole Hotel in 

Brighton, and this provided British ex-Whittingehamians with their first real 

chance to get together again for many years. Organised by Ron Dwelaitzky Dee, 

the meeting attracted 130 people, including some 80 Old Boys. In August 1981 

the third General Assembly of the Whittingehame College Club was held at the 

Acadia Hotel in Herzliya, Israel. An ambitious week of activities was directed by 

Dubi Shiff, assisted by Jacob Fuchs, Eddy Edelsburg and Amnon Weiser, among 

others, and the reunion included a visit to Jake's grave in Holon. At this Assembly 

Ron Dwelaitzky Dee, Michael Keidan and Jeffrey Freeman agreed to run the 

English branch of the club. 

Between April 1980 and October 1982 three issues of an Old Boys' magazine 

entitled Whittingehame were edited by Amnon Weiser and published by the Club 

in Israel. And in 1981 the first Whittingehame College Directory was produced on 

Aharon Zilkha's press. The compilation of the roll of ex-Whittingehamians proved 

very laborious, for it had to be assembled from odd letters and scraps of paper, 

Sam Wine's old WOBA lists, and copies of The Whittingehamian and V03C Populi. 

As can be imagined, hundreds of errors resulted, while no addresses could be 

supplied for most of the names. But it was a start, and the Israeli labours of this 

period meant that in time the Whittingehame Club would become a reality. Hours 

were spent discussing future plans, while the legal expertise of Shlomo Tessone 

proved useful in helping to create a detailed Constitution for the club, even if this 
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code was soon discarded as the Old Boys very quickly came to realise the 

advantages of an unwritten set of rules. 

By this time many ex-Whittingehamians had become fathers who often 

expressed their sadness there was nowhere like Whittingehame College to which 

to send their sons. As a result, in 1981 a group of the Old Boys financed a 

feasibility study to investigate the re-establishment of the school. Unfortunately it 

soon became apparent that the old problem of the economic survival of a Jewish 

educational establishment in an increasingly secular society had not disappeared 

but only worsened, as contemporaneous difficulties being faced by the long- 

established and once-rival Carmel College made very clear (and Carmel would, 

indeed, be forced to shut in 1997, mainly because its pupil-base had shrunk 

enormously). Moreover, in 1931 there had existed a certain Mr and Mrs Halkvy 

whose dynamism had proven necessary to power up Whittingehame College from 

scratch. Where could such a married couple enjoying comparable and 

complementary talents be found to ensure identical results half-a-century later? 

The re-establishment idea was consequently dropped. 

The fourth General Assembly of the Whittingehame College Club was held in 

Jerusalem in August 1983, with Zorach Gehl being elected Chairman. 

Unfortunately, conditions in Israel at that time made the operations of the club 

rather difficult, and so its administration was transferred to London, with Ron 

Dwelaitzky Dee, Jeffkey Freeman and Michael Keidan now supervising all the 

activities. During the 1980s several functions were held in London, in the homes 

of Michael Keidan, Irving Carter, Nahum Vaskevitch and Danny Unger, among 

others, as well as at the Spider's Web, Bushey, and at Hillel House, Manchester, 

the latter meeting being organised by A.P. Cohen. Several similarly small-scale 

reunions were also held overseas: in Sao Paulo, for the Brazilian ex- 

Whittingehamians, hosted by Joseph Safra; in Geneva, arranged by David Azagury 

and Isaac Cohen; in Vienna, organised by Ivi Adler; in Milan, organised by Amir 

Kohanim and David Khafi; in California, led by George Barkhordarian; and in 

New York, organised in different years after 1985 by Isaac Shamoon and Edward 

Cohen, Jack Abraham, Joseph Romano and Isaac Djemal. 

In 1989 Jack Lowenthal and Korky Landau organised a function at the Waldorf 

Hotel, London, for male and female ex-pupils who had studied at Whittingehame 

College during its early days; among those present were Prof. Denis Baron and 

Baron Bercott, both of whom had attended the school between 1933 and 1936. 

But it was then decided to mount something more ambitious. This resulted in a 

large reunion being held in May 1992 at the Holiday Inn in Swiss Cottage, 

London. The event was organised by Ron Dwelaitzky Dee and proved to be the 

greatest success of the Old Boys' Club to date, with nearly 250 ex- 

Whittingehamians and their wives or friends in attendance, as well as over a dozen 
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114 Barry Roach, Joseph Safra and Eldon Smith at the entrance to Whittingehame 
Gardens, mid-1980s. The neo-(;eorgian house in the background stands on the site of 
Woodlands. One can only hope it is haunted by the ghosts of Whittingehamians past and 
present (especially that of Mrs Halkvy). 

115 Typical Whittingehame College chaos outside the Holiday Inn, Swiss Cottage, i 
London, May 1992. r' 
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former members of staff (ill. 115). After the meeting group-visits were made to 

Handcross and Brighton. The triumph of this venture led to further largescale 

reunions at the Cumberland Hotel, London, in 1995 and 1998. The first of these 

gatherings was attended by the greatest-ever assembly of ex-Whittingehamians. In 

October 1997 a reunion was held at the Princess Hotel in Eilat in Israel, with 

Sasha Tesler pulling out all the stops to ensure that everyone had a wonderful 

time. This event was so successful that it was repeated as a pre-Millennium 

celebration in October 1999. 

By 1998 the Whittingehame College Old Boys' Club was chaired ably and 

enthusiastically by Michael Howard, with Raphael 'Fule' Attar as his deputy. 

These two Old Boys, along with Stanley Cohen, were also instrumental in 

commissioning the present history. The project has been financially supported by 

many ex-Whittingehamians but principally by Joseph Safra who is now the 

President of the Whittingehame College Old Boys' Club. As a result of Joseph's 

generosity the Club was also enabled to publish its first computerised Directory in 

1994, with a revised edition appearing in 1998, the database of each being in the 

capable hands of Abraham Azagury. One can only hope that Jake Halkvy is looking 

down benignly upon all these activities from somewhere in the universe, and 

smoking not too heavily as he does so. 



I Remember. . . 
... sometime during the early 1930s teaching Jake to drive (I myself had acquired 

the skill at a very early age from an uncle who owned a car, and of course at the 

time there was still no necessity to pass a driving test -- you simply got in a car and 

drove off). One day Jake arrived at the school behind the wheel of a maroon- 

coloured Wolseley. This had a curious but hilarious indicator, which took the form 

of an imitation policeman's hand with a white glove. It was made to work by a lever 

on the dashboard near the windscreen: one pull of the lever would shoot the 

indicator upwards to denote the intention to turn left, another would make it point 

obliquely to indicate right, and a third would position it horizontally to indicate 

that you intended to stop. 

On the day in question Jake asked me to run alongside the car while he drove 

around the circuit of the 'In' and 'Out' driveways leading up to, and from, the main 

school building in Hove, a space of about sixty yards. He moved up the drive very 

erratically and rapidly, but it soon became startlingly apparent that he couldn't 

manage the gears and steer the car simultaneously, as was proved by the fact that 

instead of steering the car away from the school at the end of the drive Jake 

promptly drove right into the building, lodging the car's two front wheels above 

the narrow walkway of the basement area. However, it has to be said that Jake 

emerged from the car completely unflustered, simply commenting 'I don't think 

that's right, shomehow'. 

Gerald Fine (Whittingehame 193 1-34) 

... how one of the schoolmasters, Dr White, told us at the end of a summer term 

to consider the following words over the vacation:'Ala'; 'Fouet'; and 'Alp'. All of us 

were completely nonplussed, for we could make no sense of the words whatsoever. 

But after the long break all was revealed by the teacher: the fluttering of the tongue 

in making the sound 'Ala' was not unlike the fluttering of a wing, and obviously 

formed the basis of the aeronautical term 'aileron'; 'Fouet' was the French word for 

whip and evidently derived from the sound made by a whip when moved quickly; 

while the sound 'Alp' is made by moving the tongue upwards to the roof of the 

mouth, thus paralleling the upward sweep of mountains. Many years later, when 

I was studying Italian during my retirement, a university lecturer came out with 

very similar explanations for the formation of words. At that time I was again in 

touch with Dr White and told him that he had anticipated the explanation of 

word-roots at the University of Kent by some 45 years; he was very pleased. 

David Mendel whittingehame 1934-38) 



... that Jake had connections with Roedean, the leading public school for girls. 

Occasionally I took his Jewish History class there and was particularly impressed 

by a notice saying 'If Mistress Required Please Ring the Bell'! 

Dr Arnold Meier (Teacher at Whittingehame, 1934-42) 

... that one Speech Day I received medals for excelling in sports, which I had 

always hated in Poland before coming to Whittingehame. My father commented 

to Mr Halevy that he wished I had attained a credit for mathematics rather than 

medals for gymnastics and boxing but Jake would have none of it: 'But Mr Lewin', 

he said, 'in English society distinction on the sports field is considered to be far 

more important than distinction in mathematics'. I also remember that when I was 

at Whittingehame I had three ages. Firstly, there was my true age; then there was 

the slightly younger one to which I regressed on the bus; and finally there was the 

slightly older one to which I advanced when I went to see grown-up films at the 

cinemas in Brighton. 

Michael Lewin (Whittingehame 1935-39) 

... when, at my urging, Jake stopped a Jewish history lesson as dusk fell on a wintry 

Friday afternoon -- and every Friday afternoon after that. 

Robert Cramer (Whittingehame 1933-5) 

... how Jake, when I was Chazan, often used to arrive for Sabbath service and 

order me to get it over with as quickly as possible because he had an 

appointment elsewhere. 

Ralph Gartenberg (Whittingehame 1937-41) 

...J ake's superb lunchtime newsbriefs, especially when Hitler marched into the 

Rhineland in 1936 and he predicted -- alas, accurately -- that another world war 

would inevitably result from that invasion. 

Robert Cramer 

... a fumy thing that happened on my way to the Summer School of 1936. When 

I walked, perspiring profusely, into Whittingehame College after the long trek 

from Brighton Station the very first thing I saw was an extremely tall and 

powerfully-built young man coming down the stairs. But then a small woman -- 
whom I later found out was Mrs Halevy -- went up to him and smacked his face 

very, very hard. I thought to myself, 'What kind of madhouse have I come to?'. 

Joseph Gadian, Manchester 

... learning from Jake himself that he had once been the pro- Zionist speaker at a 
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debate to which the anti-Zionist speaker had failed to appear. Unfazed by this lack 

of an opponent, Jake duly offered to propound anti-Zionism under the name 

'Yvelah Bocaj'. When he had thoroughly convinced everyone that the concept of 

Zionism was full of holes he then crossed the floor and, as Jacob Halevy again, 

proceeded to win the argument for Zionism conclusively, thus also demonstrating 

his familiarity with both the pros and cons of the subject. 

Robert Cramer 

... Friday evenings in Jake's study. All the junior boys would sit on the floor, while 

the senior ones would sit in armchairs or lean on the bookcases. We would all 

listen raptly to Jake tell stories of World War I in the desert, or sing Arab songs he 

had learned at that time. There is still one (possibly Arab) song I carry around 

in my head to this day, over half-a-century later, even though I have no idea 

what it was. 

Maurice J. Marks (Whlttingehame 1937-40) 

... that at Woodlands there was a wizened old gardener who once came into the 

kitchen to set up the central heating boiler for the night while a group of us were 

having a prefect's tea. He excused himself for 'disturbing the young gentlemen' and 

then hesitantly asked if we might be in the mood for some music. Expecting some 

sort of knees-up we signified our agreement, whereupon he went upstairs for his 

cello, tuned up at some length, and finally said 'Now listen, will you'. We were 

absolutely flabbergasted by what followed, for he then played us Max Bruch's Kol 

Nidrei by heart, before saying 'Goodnight, boys'. 

Ernest Moritz (Whittingehame 1937-42) 

... making a key to the flat roof in Brighton so I could slip out of the dormitory at 

night to have a smoke; the loss of my virginity to one of the 'nurses' (bless her 

soul), one month before my fourteenth birthday; and how, after a lecture on the 

risks of VD to the senior boys, I produced in the chemistry lab a mixture of 

potassium permanganate and Vaseline, which I then sold in little glass jars to my 

fellow pupils, for we were only allowed half-a-crown pocket money each week and 

I needed the money to see a girlfriend. 

Henry Vogel OBE (Whittingehame 1934-37) 

... one of my dear friends being escorted from the school to be interned as an 

Enemy Alien in 1940. It was most unfair. But I also remember Mrs Halevy 

pointing at me and saying 'Dat boy is next'. 

Peter Fassbender (Whittingehame 1937-40) 
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... that the Missus kept chickens at Dan-yr-Allt and, prior to my leaving 

Whittingehame College at the end of the 1940 summer term, I asked her if she 

would sell me a few eggs to take to London for my parents. She refused, but I did 

so want those eggs. I reasoned that, although she would not sell them to me, I 

would nevertheless obtain them by fair exchange. Accordingly, I went to the hen 

houses and took several eggs from the various nests, replacing each egg with two 

pennies (tuppence being the price of an egg at the time). I recall that some of the 

chickens were sitting on their eggs, and so I had to reach under the birds to make 

the substitution. I like to think that Mrs Halkvy must have been subsequently 

surprised to learn that chickens were now laying coins of the realm ... 
Ronald (Rudi) Stern (Whittingehame 1935-40) 

... that at Edwinsford there was a short, tough Londoner named Frank Goldstein 

who was nicknamed 'Shmidt'. Undoubtedly Goldstein must have been one of the 

most sexually well-endowed boys on the planet. Unfortunately, one Sports Day, 

when he took part in the high jump competition with many onlookers present, his 

gigantic organ fell out of his shorts just as he cleared the bar. None of the 

onlookers could believe their eyes, although one of them turned to Eldon Smith 

and his future wife, who were standing nearby, and stated 'I did not know that 

'Shrnidt' had such a big boil on his leg'. 

Ivan Aubrey 'Korky' Landau (Whittingehame 1942-45) 

... how I was very frightened of Mrs Hal+. Indeed, if my parents had a problem 

with me at home, they would threaten me with 'Mrs Halevy will attend to that'. 

Elaine Goldman (Whittingehame 1943-4) 

... winning two singing prizes for rendering the Welsh national anthem -- 
in English! 

Gerald N. Robinson (Whittingehame 1946-52) 

... that after I had been at Whittingehame for a couple of years my father wrote to 

Mr Halkvy stating his dissatisfaction with my progress. Jake promptly replied, 

'Dear Mr Lee, You must always remember we can only work with the materials 

with which we are provided in the first place. Yours sincerely, Jacob Halkvy'. 

Colin Lee (Whittingehame 1947-55) 

... that in late 195 1 John Murry encouraged Tony Bell and myself to start a school 

newspaper which we humbly entitled Ex Populi. It was an instant success. Perhaps 

we should have called it 'The Pupils Strike Back' because wild irreverance was the 
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order of the day, at least until the editorial team was summoned one day to Jake's 

study in order to be jocularly reminded of the existence of libel laws. 

David Miller (Whittingehame 1949-52) 

... There was an old fellow called Smith, 

Who took fireworks away from the 5th. 

One day when excited 

He had one ignited 

And now Smith of the 5th is a myth. 

Prizewinning Limerick of the 

1952 Festival by David Miller 

... how Jake loved to shift the more elementary types of responsibility onto others. 

For example, on one occasion following a snowstorm, numbers of boys asked him 

if they could go and play in the snow in Surrenden Road; to all of them he replied 

'Go and ask Mr Smith -- he's in charge of the snow'. 

Eldon Smith 

... that the food was terrible. Once Mrs Halkvy complained we were not eating and 

reminded us that 'there are people starving in Israel'. "Then send it to them" 

we replied. 

Edward S .  Cohen (Whittingehame 1949-56) 

... an incident in December 1951, when Eli Mukammal was our mathematics 

teacher. He must have been quite a young man, although in our eyes he looked 

very old and, mature, like all teachers. Simultaneously, Mukammal was a 

meteorologist, and either out of interest or as part of a research project he took 

daily rainfall measurements in the Surrenden Road area. To that end he had 

placed an appropriate measuring device in a fenced-off plot besides Woodlands. 

This patch was out-of-bounds to the pupils and was also used by Mrs Halkvy to 

grow vegetables. Mr Mukamrnal would begin his day by pouring the contents of 

the rainfall measuring device into a gauge, note the measurement, and then record 

it on a large board standing by the staircase in the main school entrance hall; such 

a placing ensured that all the boys could be kept fully informed of the highly 

crucial matter of the previous day's rainfall. 

Then came the Xmas vacation and the emptying of the school by all but a small 

number of foreign students. Mr Mukammal also decided to spend his vacation far 

from Brighton, which was fine for all purposes except gauging the rainfall. He 

therefore selected the most reliable remaining pupil -- namely myself -- and 

assigned me the duty. As a Sixth-Former I felt an extra sense of responsibility for 
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my task -- indeed, I stayed awake half the nights waiting for daybreak so that I 

could run to the fenced-off area, carefully take the measurement and mark it on 

the board. 

At this time a member of the school ancillary staff owned a dog. This was 

a rather peaceful German Shepherd named Trevor who lived within the 

fenced-off area. 

Before breakfast one fateful morning I rushed as usual to fulfil my important 

task. Having been awake most of the night I knew that it had only drizzled for a 

short period and so I was therefore dumbfounded to find the measuring device 

almost full. No less striking was the colour of its contents which comprised a 

yellowish liquid that looked a little like the 'Libyan Desert' rain we sometimes got 

in Athens, from where I hailed. But the colouring didn't really fit the Brighton 

picture, for Libya is a long way from Sussex and the aroma given off by the liquid 

seemed a little too pungent to be rain. 

The revolting explanation soon became evident. After having inspected the 

peculiar device for a number of days, Trevor had finally decided to mark it with a 

canine sign of ownership by lifting his leg and emptying his bladder upon it. He 

certainly scored full marks for marksmanship! 

At the time the only senior person present in the school was Mr Smith, so I ran 

to him in tears to announce the great misfortune. For a brief moment the Assistant 

Headmaster looked at me in disbelief, and then broke into the loudest laughter I 

have ever heard emanate from him before or since. I spent the rest of my vacation 

trying to figure out how a serious person like Mr Smith could be amused by the 

catastrophe that had jointly befallen the sciences of meteorology and statistics. 

Almost half a century later, as I write these lines, I am still not sure whether I have 

forgiven him or not. 

Raphael Moissis (Whittingehame 1949-52) 

'Since Mr Mukarnrnal bought a rain gauge and organized the reading and 

recording of the rainfall we have noticed a marked deterioration in the weather'. 

Item in the July 1952 issue of The Whittingehamian 

... how we had the dormitory lights rigged up to the door electrically, so that we 

could have them on after 'lights out' but they would automatically go out when the 

door was opened. 

Richard S. Cohen (Whittingehame 1950-6) 

... Radio Whittingehame, which was run for a short time in 1953 by CBC (the 

Cedar Broadcasting Corporation, named after my brother Victor and myself). We 

had been inspired to become highly illegal broadcasters by our purchase of an ex- 

World War I1 Type 1154 aircraft transmitter. Such radios had formerly been used 
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in Lancaster bombers, of the type that had flown in the famous Dam Busters raid, 

and their use required no less than 1200 volts, a highly lethal charge. 

Eagerly we set up the transmitter in the Cadet Hut and, after erecting our 

aerial, connecting and switching on the power supply, and watching all the valves 

glow thrillingly, we made our first broadcast. As we feared our voices being 

recognised if we talked over the airwaves we merely broadcast recorded music 

instead, taking it from the old wind-up gramophone in the hut. We broadcast 

merely on long wave as the few radios that existed in Whittingehame in those days 

could only operate on that waveband. Because the transmitter was so powerful we 

found to our delight that Radio Whittingehame could be picked up all over the 

school (and probably all over southern Britain as well). However, after 

broadcasting for three days we pulled the plug as we knew that the penalties for 

illegal broadcasting were severe and we feared detection. But we had proved we 

could become broadcasters! Today I'm a licensed -- and thus a strictly Kosher -- 
radio ham. 

Bryan Lewis Cedar (Whittingehame 1947-54) 

... that in my school play Eastern River (1955), a necessary stage- prop was a photo 

I kept in my jacket pocket. This was supposed to be of my wife, and at one point 

in the play I had to produce it and hand it to my stage daughter, saying 'This was 

your mother', to which she would reply 'She was very beautiful'. 

As I didn't need the jacket in the first scene I handed it to Gerald Cockshott 

for safekeeping. On one occasion he gave it to me when required, but when I took 

out the requisite photo, instead of it being a picture of an attractive-looking 

woman it was now a photo of a gross, 30-stone man in a bathing-costume. It took 

all of my self-control to stop myself from cracking-up. I didn't dare look at my 

stage daughter, who was being played by Ella Smith. She looked at the photo and 

similarly paused for a very long time before gasping out her response to the image. 

In another school play, T h e  Portrait, a character being acted by a pupil, Emil 

Klahr, had to hand me a tumbler of Scotch whisky, whose contents I would then 

down in a single gulp. Naturally, as is usual on the stage, the 'whiskey' was in 

reality cold tea, which enjoys the same golden colour. But when I downed my 

drink on the first night, I found to my horror that Klahr had replaced the tea with 

,real whisky which nearly choked me. When I had recovered from the shock I was 

only able to croak my lines, and it took me about half-an-hour to regain the full 

use of my vocal chords. 

One night, at about 3 a.m., John Murry and I were working in the school 

theatre arranging the lighting for a play when in walked Jake. Maybe he was in his 

cups and therefore couldn't see too well, for he shouted 'What are you boys doing 

here? Go to your dormitories at once'. 

Barry Roach (Teacher at Whittingehame, 1950-65) 
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... that every year parents in the Middle East would send Jake vast quantities of 

pistachio nuts, which he loved. At the end of every summer term he would sit at 

his desk in his study with huge piles of school reports and envelopes piled up in 

front of him, along with the nuts. He would be wearing an open shirt with his 

sleeves rolled up and he really looked just like a hairy gorilla, scoffing the nuts 

whose shells and the salt sprinkled over them went everywhere. His stock phrase 

on all the reports was 'We are pleased with [name of pupil] in every way.' I also 

remember how Jake would always sneak off for a cigar before the religious services 

-- obviously he needed advance compensation for not being able to smoke during 

the observances. 

Jean Duffield (Secretary at Whittingehame, 195 1-67) 

... wondering if Eldon Smith ever realised that, when a group of us raided the 

kitchen at night, we used to unscrew the hinges and remove the entire door of the 

fridge, rather than burst the lock and chain that protected it; we would then sate 

ourselves and replace the door. Jake's room was a favourite place for raiding 

parties. It was easily accessible and full of imported stuff. Friday night was the best 

time to raid it, and once Ali Jamil took off with a pair of Jake's Italian shoes. A few 

days later he bumped into Jake outside Woodlands, and the latter congratulated 

him on the fine shoes he was wearing. Once someone went up on to the flat roof 

adjacent to a classroom and flashed a mirror into Mr Minns's eyes through the 

clerestory window. He immediately ordered one of us to go and find the culprit. 

When that searcher failed to return he sent another, and yet another, until 

practically the entire class had disappeared. But the most disorderly incident I can 

recall at Whittingehame was the cheating that took place in the cadet hut during 

the end-of-term exams of 1958. We used an existing hole in the back wall of the 

hut to pass the question papers out, and the answers back in. Unfortunately -- or 

perhaps fortunately -- myself and two other boys were caught and were lucky not 

to have been expelled. 

Joseph 'Joujou' Shayo (Whittingehame 1952-60) 

... how one quiet day, when the school was largely deserted because most of the 

boys were busily engaged elsewhere in sports activities, a group of about twenty of 

us carried Mr Minns's small, vintage car from the Surrenden Road driveway up 

the twenty-two steps to the loggia that led to the main school entrance. However, 

after we had finally huffed and puffed to lift the frail but still heavy vehicle up 

there, we then lost our nerve for fear of what the school authorities would 

undoubtedly do to us when they discovered the motor sitting in such an unusual 

place. As a consequence, and after a short discussion, we then decided to put the 

automobile back where we'd found it. Unfortunately we hadn't noticed that Mr 
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Minns habitually parked the car facing the downward slope of the driveway, so as 

to assist the rather poor starting characteristics of the engine. Instead we faced the 

vehicle upwards, so that when Mr Minns came to collect the car he must have 

been surprised to see it had inexplicably reversed itself. I don't know if he 

subsequently found it easy to start the engine, but I guess not. In any event he 

probably went to his grave having concluded that his car had once been turned 

through 180 degrees by some unruly schoolboys, but he could never have 

imagined the truly enormous effort that had gone into achieving such a fairly 

limited joke. 

Joseph Safra (Whittingehame 1952-57) 

... that Jake was a heavy smoker and loved Turkish cigarettes. As a result, my father 

periodically used to send h i  a parcel from Turkey containing 'Diplomat' 

cigarettes, pistachio nuts and Turkish Delight. Some of my closest friends in 

Whittingehame were the Shayo brothers, Joseph Safra, Jack Abdulezer, and the 

Attars, Moses and Dibo. We all used to look forward to the arrival of my father's 

packages, and would subsequently mount a raid when Jake was not around. Our 

commando troop would help ourselves to all the goodies from Jake's bedroom, for 

we could tell when he was absent by the silence emanating from that domain -- 
Jake always snored heavily, and the quiet was an instant giveaway. 

Albert 'the Turk' Cohen (Whittingehame 1953-58) 

... that coming from Trinidad I had never known Jews from so many parts of the 

world. I never knew that Jews could have English or French accents, let alone 

those of twenty-something other countries -- I was only accustomed to Eastern 

European Jewish accents. (As sad as it may seem, I had only known Jews who had 

run from, or were run out of, their homelands. I had never met Jews who had lived 

in places for countless generations.) When I first saw the Whittingehame College 

Sefer Torahs [ill. 421 I could not believe that such wonderful Jewish artefacts 

existed. Jewish life was alive! My Jewish pride was high! At Whittingehame we 

were young people participating quite naturally in our religion -- we weren't 

zealots or fanatics. We were being exposed to a five thousand year-old civilisation 

on a daily basis. 

Messrs Smith and Murry were perhaps the teachers who had the most 

significant impact on me. When Mr Smith said that the Duke of Marlborough's 

battle dates were the same as Marilyn Monroe's phone number that was surely his 

way of getting us to sit up and listen. (Later I would also use similarly 'accurate' 

facts to get my students to perk up in class.) And Mr Murry's introduction to 

literature certainly helped me subsequently impart the magic of literature to kids. 

Both Mr Tatman's and Mr Franks's sportsmanship followed me on and off the 
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playing field; their themes became part of my curriculum. And yes, Mr 

Cockshott's lunchtime classical music concerts still leave me with just enough of a 

delicious taste to want to savour more. The excitement of 'acting' in a play written 

by Barry Roach keeps my conceit alive! Mr and Mrs Hughes, Mrs Zlotopolsky, 

Mr Jaffk, Mr Higgins, Mr Landau, Captain Jones, Monsieur Minns -- I could 

never forget those people! Each contributed to make me what I am. Each 

gave to me. 

James Grinberg (Whittingehame 1954-8) 

... wanting to get a part, however small, in the school play, even though I was 

hopeless at acting. One year Barry Roach finally gave me a small role in a scene 

where there was a barmitzvah party. I was supposed to run onto the stage and wish 

the boy 'mazeltov' and then, later on, to eat some fruit salad and say 'Oh, this is 

delicious'. Unfortunately, on the opening night, as I rushed onto the stage, I 

tripped and fell, bringing down the cardboard balustrade in the process. I then got 

up and said my line as if nothing had happened, which must have looked 

somewhat surreal. Later, as everyone was eating the fruit salad, I had to force out 

my praise through gritted teeth, for salt had been strewn all over my portion. 

Afterwards a boy in the audience said 'Fule, you were fantastic, how did you 

manage that? The fall looked so real!' 

Raphael 'Fule' Attar (Whittingehame 1954-60) 

...g iving a Dictation lesson to the Middle School English class, letting them know 

what punctuation marks to use, such as commas, capital letters, question marks, 

full stops and the like. Suddenly a boy came and stood silently by my desk. 'What 

do you want?', I asked him. "You called me out, Miss", he replied. 'No I didn't', I 

countered. "Yes you did Miss -- you said 'Sammy Cohen"'. 

Ella Smith 

... that one lunchtime it was announced 'The following boys have a dental 

appointment: Zubli, Zubaida, Aghababa and Fuchs'. Perhaps the metre caused 

the entire school to collapse with laughter, but for months afterwards the roll of 

names became a catchphrase throughout Whittingehame College. I can hear it 

now: 'Zubli, Zubaida, Aghababa and Fuchs', 'Zubli, Zubaida, Aghababa and 

Fuchs', 'Zubli, Zubaida, Aghababa and Fuchs' .... [and Eldon Smith remembers a 

similar, earlier catchphrase, 'Shammah, Shammah, Shamash, Shamoon, 

Shamoon, Shebiro.. .'I. 
... that one day in the middle 1950s, when school exams had just ended, a 

group of us were sunbathing on the attic roof of Woodlands. Shmutz suddenly 

appeared and saw Edward Abdulezer reclining with only a skullcap covering his 



privates. Quick as a flash, Edward lifted the kippa and said 'Say hello to 

Mr Smith.' 

... that once somebody scrawled some graffiti around the walls of the circular 

staircase in Surrenden Road. At the following mealtime Eldon Smith warned the 

entire school that unless the culprit came forward a general sanction would be 

imposed. However, nobody did own up, whereupon Eldon told Itzhak Djemal to 

step outside. Once there he hit him. Poor Djemal complained, 'What have I 

done?', to which Eldon replied 'You must have done something to deserve it'. 

... that one night towards the end of my stay at the school I went out on the 

town with a group of my friends but was ingeniously detected in my 'crime' by 

Eldon who sent me to Jake for punishment. Jake was very cross, and asked me to 

give him one good reason why he should not telephone my father, with a view to 

expelling me from Whittingehame. I said, 'Mr Halevy, I have been a pupil at this 

school ever since I was ten years of age. I am now seventeen. What I am you have 

made me.' I heard no more of telephone calls, expulsions or even punishments for 

my transgression! 

Stanley Cohen wittingehame 1953-62) 

... that periodically rubbish would be incinerated in the garden behind Woodlands. 

Much of this refuse was made up of the waste-paper from the school office, but it 

would always contain the stencils used to print off the school's internal 

examination papers. Before those exams a group of boys who belonged to the 

specially constituted Whittingehame College Gardening Society would get up 

rather earlier than usual, in order to watch Alex the waiter cum gardener [ill. 691 

tip the rubbish onto the fire. Alex would usually hover to ensure that the blaze had 

caught, and then wander off. That gave us our opportunity to creep up and 

retrieve as many of the stencils as possible; by holding these up to the light we 

could make out the forthcoming exam questions, and thus formulate 

our answers. 

When the internal exam took place a non-examinee would come round the 

exam room with a tray containing cups of cocoa. But under the tray were pieces 

of paper containing the answers to the questions we had gleaned in advance; when 

he picked up the tray one of these sheets would always be left behind. The 

ingenuity of errant schoolboys knows no bounds, but of course such short-cuts 

proved valueless when we came to sit externally set '0'- and 'A'-Level examinations 

-- then we just had to work extremely hard to obtain the correct answers. 

Anonymous 

... that one day in an English class John Murry stated that, if at the end of your life 

you have five good friends, you will be very fortunate indeed. We were all rather 
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nonplussed by this, for we found it hard to believe. But Mr Murry then pointed 

out that a true friend is someone you ask to lend you money without knowing what 

it is to be used for or when it will be repaid, and they give it to you. Sadly, life has 

taught me that you do end up with very few such friends who always stand by you 

without setting any preconditions whatsoever. 

Lawrence Grant (Whittingehame 1956-60) 

... Well, boys, had a good day? 

A hell of a day! 

Hal+ days. 

Friday night's gone (Mr Chairman and Gentlemen), 

And the Saturday lecture and night-time excursion, 

Back to the grindstone tomorrow -- 
Cockshott, bloodshot, yelling, 

Barry, rehearsing, and cursing 

Last night's excesses; 

John Murry will tell us about Picasso and Keats 

And life's many hells 

While Jack Lynas-Gray plays cello to dog 

And talks to himself until eight bells; 

Freddie Tatman will spring over horses and mats 

And Shrnutz will embark on still more of those chats 

Which have nothing to do with the business in hand 

Of passing 'A1-Level history; 

Until, years later, each of us finds 

That those digressions have fashioned our minds. 

What a place; what a crew. 

Eccentric, unruly, 

Fondly remembered by 

Yours truly, 

A.P. Cohen 

... that Mr Smith opened my eyes to socialism and I became much more lefnving 

than he was -- I even wanted to name my son 'Stalin' in 1967! But my wife gave 

birth two weeks after the Six Day War (in which I took part), and in the end I put 

my love of country above my political views. 

I also remember that about three months before I left Whittingehame I 

clubbed together with some of my mates -- Mike Howard, Bulent Bilen, Jacob 
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Cohen and Norman Hamid -- to buy an old banger for E15. The four-door 1936 

Standard we obtained for that princely sum was actually a three-door car, as one 

of the doors was solidly jammed within its frame. We kept the wreck near the tuck 

shop off Surrenden Road. 

Unfortunately I had a slight problem -- although I had learnt to drive when a 

child in Panama and New York, I had no driver's licence. As it was unheard of to 

drive in England without such an authorisation I decided to go to the police in 

order to apply for a Visitor's Licence. Boldly I told the secretary of the Traffic 

Department what I wanted and gave her the five-shilling fee that was advertised 

on the cash register. She, being not too smart, filled in the forms and took the 

money, whereupon in walked a massive Police Inspector who demanded to see my 

foreign driver's licence. I attempted to make myself look as experienced as possible 

and replied 'It is in Israel, Sir', hoping that my prefect's blazer would also add a 

little weight to my position. 'How long would it take for you to present it?' asked 

the Inspector. 'About three months', I replied. Obviously because a refund of the 

five-shillings caused by such a delay would have necessitated endless paperwork, 

the Inspector then authorised the issuing of the permit. 

Happy to have the licence I rushed back to school, where subsequently I taught 

my four partners to drive. We used to wait until Jake had left school, so we then 

had the evening to ourselves. He never found out about the car. We made many 

trips along the coast and even, on one occasion, drove to London for a weekend. 

Finally, just two days before I left Whittingehame for ever Eldon Smith found out 

about the car and told me to get rid of it. As I couldn't figure out any easy way of 

doing so I simply drove it down to the tuck shop and left it there with the key in 

the ignition, hoping that someone would steal it. For all I know it's still there, 

slowly rusting away. .. 
Isaac Mizrachi (Whittingehame 1956-9) 

... when John Murry was asked by a fellow-pupil in our English class to comment 

on the fact that the British supposedly held the common attitude of 'Fuck you 

Jack, I'm all right'. In 1961 the 'F' word was still the ultimate taboo in educational 

-- and most other -- circles, and normally its use before a teacher would have been 

an expellable offence. Clearly its employment was intended as a provocation and 

the entire class sucked in its collective breath at the impudence involved. But 

discerning the true, provocative purpose of the question, and ignoring its social 

dimension, John Murry didn't bat an eyelid. Slowly and patiently he explored the 

etymology of the word 'Fuck', its useage in Medieval, Elizabethan and later 

literature, its employment as a common noun, pronoun, verb, adverb and 

adjective, before finally asking '...and where would you be without it? All of us 
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were amazed at being talked to like grown-ups, rather than as runny-nosed, 

puerile schoolboys snickering at a 'dirty' word (which we were), while the boy who 

had asked the question was made to look very gauche and unsophisticated indeed. 

Needless to say we were all astounded at Murry's sangfroid under fire -- it was a 

matchless lesson in maturity, intellect, poise and style. 

Eric Shanes (Whittingehame 1956-61) 

... that we all had to remain silent while listening to music during mealtimes. This 

enforced speechlessness has stuck with me and caused domestic problems, for I 

always remained silent when eating with my family. I made no comments but just 

listened to them all. They got angry with me for remaining mute, even after I had 

explained the reason for doing so. Why did we have to keep shtumm at 

Whittingehame? (Surely not because of the 'good food' that was served, for it 

consisted mainly of cabbage and potatoes, with authentically 'organic' bugs 

included at no extra cost.) The problem of 'Whittingehame College silence' has 

stuck with me ever since. I particularly remember listening to Ravel's Bolero while 

eating a hot curry one Wednesday afternoon during summertime. I still cannot 

understand how the sensuous Bolero could be expected to complement the hot 

curry cooked English-style by a Latvian chef [William's assistant, Alex]. And after 

the curry we were all taken by doubledecker bus to a cool swimming pool where 

-- after a few lengths in the water -- our stomachs started to play Horowitz's piano. 

David Khafi (Whittingehame 1957-60) 

... how Mr Minns's antique car once ended up on the loggia of Surrenden Road, 

and also the time in Handcross when a few of us explored the woods to the rear 

of the school and came across a cottage that was unlocked. Gingerly we explored 

inside and, judging from the objects and items of clothing we found there, 

concluded that someone used it as a pied a terre for trysts with the ladies. A little 

later our little gang moved to the woods at the front of the school, where the trees 

bordered the road leading to Handcross village. We had arranged to meet some 

local girls there on their way home from school. We were standing talking to the 

girls when Jake drove by in his Jaguar. He saw us and screeched to a halt. We ran 

and hid among the trees. However, he ran after us, shouting out our names. He 

ordered us all to go to his study at a later time. We duly met up there as instructed 

-- but he never made an appearance! Perhaps he was tied up in a more important 

meeting in a little cottage on the Handcross estate. ... 
Roy Star (Whlttingehame 1957-61) 

... first travelling to Whittingehame from Israel via London airport where I was met 

off the plane by a senior boy who then escorted me to Victoria Station. He told 
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me to stay on the train until the very last stop, where I would be met by a man 

with a van. At the time we were only allowed to take four Pounds Sterling out of 

Israel, so all the way down to Brighton I worried if I would have enough money to 

tip the man with the van. But when I arrived at the school some Israeli boys told 

me that the man with the van was the Assistant Headmaster, so there was no need 

to tip him. I still feel sure that if I had proffered Eldon Smith money he would have 

taken it, just to teach me a lesson! 

Jacob Fuchs (Whittingehame, 1957-6 1) 

116 The Whittingehame College baldies: fkom left to right, Sigi Gonczarowski, Bernard 
Bahary, Jack Abraham and Joseph Meraj, 24 August 1961. 

... that in 1961 a group of us who were losing much of our hair decided to shave 

our heads 'Yd Brunner' style (ill. 11 6). Knowing that it would be impossible to get 

permission to do so from Jake and Eldon we came up with the following excuse: 

we all hailed from Iran and Afghanistan where, since childhood, we had become 

accustomed to shaving our heads every summer in order to strengthen the roots. 

Being in England we hadn't done so for a few years and, accordingly, were losing 

our hair. Through the Medical Matron, Miss Forsythe, we made an appointment 

to see the school doctor and then sold him our line. By the time the process was 

completed seven of us were baldies. Every few days we would get together and 

have a ceremonial shave. Because we first shaved our heads in late August 1961 

we immediately had to purchase woolly caps to keep warm in the evenings. 
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Sporting them in different colours added zest to the proceedings. 

Soon we were the talk of the town, for the British had never seen anything like 

us baldies before. When we went into Brighton we were stared at like creatures 

from another planet. Calls were even made to the school to ask if there was some 

kind of disease or plague of lice at Whittingehame College. Brighton was shaken 

to its roots. 

Jack Abraham (Whittingehame 1958-62) 

... that at the end of the school year in 1961 the infamous trio of Jolles, Nagler and 

myself went to say goodbye to Eldon Smith. Meeting him in the corridor I told 

him we were leaving and had come to say farewell. He replied, 'Yes, yes, Jolles, 

Nagler and Djemal; thank you for coming and don't come back.' 

Itzhak Djemal (Whittingehame 1958-61) 

... that Eldon Smith was very inventive with my surname, Aghababa. One evening 

he caught me swinging from a pipe in the corridor and shouted 'Get down from 

there, Aghababoon.' On another occasion he caught me doing something 

forbidden and called out 'Stop that, Aghababy'. 

Elie Aghababa (Whittingehame, 1959-60) 

... how one day Jake got a bee in his bonnet about people passing between him and 

someone to whom he might be talking, without saying 'Excuse me' as they did so. 

He made a group of us form a queue, and started addressing us from the other 

side of the corridor. Then, whenever another pupil walked between our two 

positions without saying 'Excuse me', he would stop them and rage until they 

quaked in their boots. To this day, over forty years later, whenever I walk between 

two or more people talking together, I not only automatically say 'Excuse me' but 

just as unavoidably conjure forth Jake in my mind's eye, in all his artificially 

elaborated but magnificent fury. 

Eric Shanes 

... that during my final days at school when I was living with some other boys in 

lodgings, Eldon Smith came round to check on us. He found us all lying in bed 

and -- what is worse -- surrounded by the evidence of our activities, in the form 

of playing cards, empty beer bottles and copies of Playboy magazine. To the first 

he snorted 'gamblers!', to the second 'drunkards', and to the third, 'sex maniacs'. 

We were all duly abashed and later went round to his house to explain that the 

cards were for playing Bridge, the beer was consumed in the interests of body- 

building, and the magazines were the subject of sociological research. Somehow I 

don't think he was convinced. 
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A complete set of school keys was handed down through generations of upper- 

Sixth Formers. By means of them, one night a group of us raided the school office 

where we found Esther Halevy's car keys. We then took off in her black-and-white 

Triumph Herald for the coffee shop at Gatwick Airport, thinking that -- wrongly 

as it turned out -- the cafe would be the only place in central Sussex open for 

coffee in the middle of the night. Unfortunately, on the way I drove erratically 

which led a Police Humber to scream up and stop us. The officer who came over 

to interrogate me asked many questions which -- despite almost being caught out 

-- I managed to answer to his apparent satisfaction. I ended up convincing him 

that the school had just sold me the car and then asked him 'Why so many 

questions -- are you looking for someone?' He replied stonily 'We are always 

looking for someone'. 

The next day we positioned boys at every telephone in the school in case the 

police called to check if Whittingehame College had really sold me the car, but 

happily they never did so. 

Eli Gilbert Ben Zaken (Whittingehame 1960-64) 

... that when Eldon Smith discovered I had been invited to an admissions interview 

at Cambridge University he urged me to prepare myself by reading up on the latest 

scientific research. Accordingly I studied an article on acoustic holography. At the 

Cambridge interview, when I was asked what field of science interested me, I 

replied 'Acoustic holography' in a firm voice. The jaws of my interviewers dropped 

and that part of the proceedings was abruptly terminated. Such a response was 

unexpected but I was accepted nonetheless. 

Prof. Jacob Klein (Whittingehame 1960-66) 

... that one day in 1964, when I was a prefect, I was sitting around in a dormitory 

smoking cigarettes and chatting with friends when in walked Shmutz. 

He immediately put us all on detention for smoking. 

Later, when detention had ended, I walked across Surrenden Road to Shmutz's 

house and rang his doorbell. When he came to the door, without saying a word I 

handed him my prefect's tie and, equally silently, he accepted it and closed 

the door. 

A little later I began to regret my action. Accordingly I again crossed to 

Shmutz's house and rang his bell. As the door opened, out came his hand holding 

the tie, without anything being said. I have never forgotten this experience, which 

taught me in equal measures the need to avoid precipitate action, the power of 

wordless communication, and Shmutz's wisdom. 

Henry Levi (Whittingehame 196 1-64) 
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... that in 1964 the newly-opened University of Sussex began recruiting its first 

students and one Whittingehamian thought that, as he liked Brighton, he would 

apply to study Economics there. His 'A'-Level subjects included Economics, 

Mathematics and French, and so when the Admissions Tutor of the university 

wrote asking for a reference for the boy I was able to respond both quickly and 

enthusiastically. However, in the end the pupil was unsuccessful in gaining a place 

at Sussex and went elsewhere to study. By that time the Admissions Tutor had sent 

me a letter thanking me for my prompt reply but advising me that, although she 

had found the applicant studious and pleasant, she did not think he was cut out 

for a career in Economics. Now I have to laugh, for that particular 

Whittingehamian went on to become the owner of the Encyclopaedia Britannica, 

among other things. So much for the instincts of university Admissions Tutors. 

Eldon Smith 

... that the Car Club possessed a wreck of a car, with which its members 

spasmodically tinkered. One Friday evening about ten of us carried it into the 

main assembly hall, which of course on Shabbus was used as the school 

synagogue. It was a truly biblical moment when Jake entered and thundered 'Who 

brought that car into the synagogue? If I catch the boys I'm going to break their 

faces'. But we never got caught. 

Ivi Adler (Whittingehame 1962-67). 

... that I was one ofthe Moslem boys at Whittingehame College. One morning Jake 

caught me running in the corridor and, having stopped me, asked if I knew what 

Ramadan signified. When I replied that I only had a hazy idea of its meaning he 

told me to meet him later in his study, whereupon he gave me a detailed analysis 

of Islam and ended by teaching me some verses from the Koran. 

Mansoor Sadary (Whittingehame 1962-66) 

... how Whittingehame changed my social views, to the point where I can 

categorically state that Adam Smith was dead wrong. 

Simon Stauber (Whittingehame 1963-65) 

... that when I was at the school I owned a Pontiac Tempest which I had brought 

over from Germany. It was immediately confiscated but later I was allowed to 

garage it in Handcross village, from where I would secretly spirit it away 

periodically in order to drive down to Brighton or across England. My most 

memorable drive was with Max Spirer, whom I took to lunch in Southampton. 

Despite the fact that he gave the superficial impression of being merely a shtetl 

school teacher, Spirer was a wonderfully cultivated man, being deeply versed in 
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German culture. He really knew his Goethe, Heine and Schiller. For two or three 

years Ivi Adler and I had pulled his leg mercilessly but then we realised how much 

pain there was in the man, and how deep he was, so we repented of our behaviour, 

which is why we took him out for lunch in the car. He was thrilled by the gesture 

and must have thanked us ten times over, saying 'Never in all my years at the 

school have any of the boys taken me out, let alone in a big car'. Just a month later 

the poor man was dead, so our timing proved fortuitous. 

Sascha Tesler (Whittingehame 1963-67) 

... that sometime in the early-to-mid 1960s my wife and I were in the Duty Free 

Shop at Geneva Airport. A large man stood with his back to us at a counter, 

apparently buying everything in sight. Suddenly I realised it was Jake. Somewhat 

diffidently I approached him to introduce myself as an ex-pupil of Whittingehame 

College. He stared at me and, in that wonderful booming voice asked, 'And what 

is your name, sir?' I replied and his face creased into a broad smile. 'Of course!!!' 

he declared deafeningly and heartily embraced me to signify his euphoria at seeing 

one of his favourite pupils again. Immediately I realised he didn't remember me at 

all but he carried it off magnificently, chatting and joking as if I had constantly 

been in his thoughts. I don't think my feelings of affection and respect for him were 

ever greater than at that moment. 

David Miller 

... the last time I met Jake. He was living by himself in the small lodge at the edge 

of the Handcross estate and he made me tea; we took up where we had left off 

some fifteen years earlier. I could see that the world was full of heartbreak for him, 

but I like to think that my chance visit helped him a little. For his 75th birthday 

we sent him our good wishes and received a letter in reply. He had written to 

us many times before but this time there was a subtle, significant difference. 

He signed off that last letter, written not long before he died, with the 

words: 'Love, Jake'. 

Ernest Moritz 

... that I was one of the last persons to see Jake alive. I visited him in Cucktield 

Hospital and was told by a nurse 'You're lucky to find him awake -- he only enjoys 

short periods of consciousness'. Jake thanked me in Hebrew for coming, saying 

'Toda raba', and to this day I can remember how forcefully he rolled the first letter 

of the second word. 

Simon Hatchwell (Teacher at Whittingehame, 1957-62) 

... that the school closed in December 1967 and its staff and pupils then dispersed 
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-- the pupils to new schools or colleges, the staff to new jobs. Jake took up full- 

time residence in his 'Lodge' on the Balcombe road at Handcross. It was only a 

few minutes' walk past the lake and through the woods but in a sense it was 

hundreds of miles and many decades away for Jake, who felt that all his life's work 

had gone down the drain. 

During that Christmas vacation a neighbouring prep school burned down and 

a pupil lost his life in the fire, a tragedy that made front-page news. When the 

school asked the Whittingehame Governors whether it might rent Handcross they 

took the request seriously, so that by early 1968 the strangers were in residence 

and Jake had to stand by while they took over all the furniture, fittings, books and 

the like. Those new occupants were naturally delighted with their fresh premises 

and soon offered to buy them -- another offer the Governors, who were 

understandably tired of the whole business, were glad to accept. So the founder of 

Whittingehame College was left alone in the East Lodge, occasionally travelling to 

Hove to visit Mrs Halkvy in Pembroke Crescent and making frequent rail trips -- 
still using his season-ticket -- to the Zionist Federation and other bodies in 

London. Those two or three excursions a week were now Jake's raison d'etre, and 

he threw himself wholeheartedly into the Zionist work before taking the train back 

to the empty Lodge and his isolated life there. 

For Whittingehame had sunk without trace, leaving its final pupils to busy 

themselves with their education or carve out their careers. Within a few years Ella 

and I were living in Wales and only infrequently could we revisit Sussex. Of 

course, when we did get down there Jake would always make us especially 

welcome by cooking our meals himself, and he was very happy to receive any news 

we could bring him (which was not much in those days). Sadly, visitors were 

extremely thin on the ground, principally because there existed no organisation to 

keep Old Whittingehamians in touch with their past. Jake must have felt very 

despondent at times. 

Late one night he phoned to pick our brains. When had he previously received 

treatment for prostate trouble? Unfortunately there had been a recurrence of the 

problem and he was due for hospitalisation. Jake turned out to be a wonderfully 

brave patient, joking and chatting with the nurses and putting on a brave face for 

each and every one of his visitors. Naturally these included ourselves, Mrs Halkvy 

and other family members, and friends from Brighton and London. But 

unfortunately no ex-Whittingehamians visited him. If he had survived just a few 

more years he would have seen the establishment of the Whittingehame Club, and 

thus been inundated by scores of visitors who remembered him in his prime. It 

was a very sad and lonely end for a very great man. May your memory be a 

blessing to us all, Jake. 

Eldon Smith 
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117 The Author, a recent photograph. 

Jake's legacy.. . 
One evening in the late autumn of 1956 I was hauled out of my dormitory for 

talking after 'lights out' and put on detention in the adjacent corridor by a matron, 

Miss Needham. When she passed me shivering as I faced the wall slightly later, I 

couldn't resist spitting out 'You make me sick' so loudly and vehemently she would 

be sure to hear me. 

The next morning at school assembly, before proceedings had even begun, Jake 

called me out in front of the entire school by saying rather quietly and ominously 

'It has been drawn to my attention that one of the boys, a certain Shanes, was 

extremely insolent to a matron last night. Will that boy please stand up'. When I 

did so he then screamed 'COME HERE BOY!' 

I staggered to the front, where Jake lambasted me with a force-twelve hurricane 

of fury. His tirade ended with the words: 'Go back to where you came from, you 

young whippersnapper. Go back to where you came from'. In retrospect I realise 

that this was his way of publicly expelling me but as an inexperienced twelve-year- 

old I took him to mean merely that I should go back to my place in the assembly, 
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so I turned around and began walking back to my seat. 'NOT NOW!!!', he 

exploded. 'NOT NOW. GO BACK LATER!!!' 

Well, dear Jake, it's now much, much later and yet I still find myself going back, 

as we all do. Jake's legacy, indeed. 

Principally I must thank Eldon and Ella Smith for the incalculable help they 

gave me in writing this book. I spent five very full and happy days in February 

1997 interviewing them into a tape-recorder in Carmarthen, and their 

reminiscences have formed the backbone of this book, constituting about a third 

of the total text. They also supplemented that invaluable information with a vast 

amount of documentary material, as well as further taped and telephoned insights, 

memories and suggestions. In this, as in so much else, all Whittingehamians are 

in their perpetual debt. 

Sadly, another debt of gratitude must be paid posthumously. This is to the late 

Peter Kleiner who died tragically young in 1973. By all accounts he had been one 

of the most brilliant Whittingehamians ever. Fortunately Peter loved using a tape- 

recorder and, as a result, he left us a number of tapes of Speech Day proceedings 

during the 1960s, including those of 1967, the final year in Whittingehame's 

history. These recordings contain some invaluable information and without Peter's 

enthusiasm it would all have been thoroughly lost to us. 

Others I must thank are Mike Howard who has been the prime mover behind 

this project; Stanley Cohen, who has always been determined that the history 

should take the broadest possible view and not get bogged down in parochial 

trivialities (such as, say, who won the 100-yard dash on Sports Day, 1953, 

important though that victory was at the time); Raphael 'Fule' Attar who served 

faithfully as the treasurer to the Book Subcommittee and made sure the money to 

pay for the project became available; and all the other members of the same 

subcommittee who advanced many helpful suggestions and clarifications for the 

book. Naturally I must equally thank those many Whittingehamians, especially 

Joseph Safra, who put their hands in their pockets to pay for this history to be 

written, printed and published. 

My thanks go out in like measure to the Whittingehamians who took the 

trouble to answer the questionnaires they were mailed in the summer of 1997. 

About sixty replies were received to the six hundred or so questionnaires sent out, 

and in marketing terms a ten-per-cent takeup to a questionnaire is usually 

considered good, so there can be no complaints on that score. Many of the 'I 

Remember ...' anecdotes at the end of this book are culled from the replies to those 

questionnaires. 

Further individuals I must especially single out for thanks are Mrs Ruth 

Grunwald (nke Halevy), who provided many important factual details concerning 

her parents; Barry Roach, for delving into his memories of Whittingehame; John 
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Murry, for permitting me to quote &om his autobiography; Jean Duffield Thew 

and her husband Gordon, both for their memories and for their very great 

assistance in tracking down some invaluable documentation, especially Jake's 

Death Certificate; Henry Gehl for pulling 'not strings but ropes' with his 

rabbinical contacts in Tel Aviv, in order to establish when and where Jake and 

Esther Halevy got married; Ernest Moritz, who kindly supplied me with the 

relevant sections of his manuscript autobiography and thus afforded many vivid 

insights into aspects of Whittingehame's early history; Ralph Gartenberg, without 

whose testimony our picture of life at Edwinsford would be so much dimmer; the 

late Dr Arnold Meier and Mrs Trudi Meier, for allowing me to interview them in 

Manchester, and for their hospitality when doing so; William Halon and Alan 

Task, for their generous hospitality when in Manchester; Mr and Mrs Robert 

Cramer for their hospitality in Jerusalem, and especially for Robert's extensive 

help there in lining up relevant files at the Central Zionist Archives; Mrs Mary 

Habershon for sharing her knowledge of the history of her previous family home, 

Handcross Park, Sussex; David Singerman, for tracking down information about 

Zelig Brodetsky on the Internet (only to find that, unbeknown to him, the world's 

expert on the professor works within his very own mathematics department at the 

University of Southampton); Louis Mandel for providing many actual 

photographs and further images downloaded from the Whittingehame Website; 

Haim Zukerman for rooting around in his loft and turning up the spectacular 

colour photo of the 1965 auctioneer's board in Surrenden Road, as well as other 

images; Barry Goldstein, for putting me on to Mrs Marilyn Segal, to whom I am 

also indebted; and Bella Dwelaitzky, the mother of Ron Dwelaitzky Dee, for years 

ago cutting out some newspaper reports and adverts pertaining to Whittingehame 

College, as well as her son for sending them on to me -- without those yellowing 

cuttings we would know much less about the 1965 Surrenden Road auction and 

the constitution of the Board of Governors. The staff of the British Architectural 

Library at the Royal Institute of British Architects were enormously efficient and 

helpful in tracking down information about A.V. Pilichowski, A.R.I.B.A., and 

consequently for providing the wonderful 1930s photos of his building that are 

reproduced above. Ronald Stern, Gerald Fine and Ivi Adler, amongst many 

others, also supplied some especially outstanding photos, as can equally be seen 

in the preceding pages. I must also thank Mrs Ilana and Ms Batia Leshem of the 

Central Zionist Archives in Jerusalem for their help in accessing the three files that 

contain over 150 letters to and from Jake pertaining to the running of the British 

Section of the World Jewish Congress during the 1950s; Ms Tirtsa Haviv-Green 

of the Rishon le-Zion Museum for locating the 1897 photo of Jake's father; Ms 

Merav Segal of the Weizmann Archive in Rehovot; Ms Maria Stubbs of the 

Student Record Office, University of Manchester, for ascertaining the exact date 
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of Jake's M.Sc. award; the staff of the Commonwealth War Graves Commission 

for information on Shi Halevy, David Phillips and Selwyn Phillips; Ms Dalia Tracz 

of the Jewish Studies Library, University College, London; the staff of the London 

Library; and the staff of the British Library Newspaper Division at Colindale for 

all their outstanding help. 

Finally, and perhaps above all others, I must thank my late, dearly beloved 

parents, Mark and Dinah Shanes, for making enormous sacrifices to send me to 

Whittingehame College in the first place. If they had not done so, then someone 

else would necessarily have written this little tale. I'm glad they afforded me the 

privilege of doing so. 

Oh, and by the way: Jake never did expel me -- he simply fined me five pounds 

and some eighteen months later even awarded me a scholarship. Whittingehame 

College was that kind of wonderfully contradictory, 'crazy-gang' school. 
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